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TECHNICALFIELD

This invention relates to wireless communications and more particularly to

methods and apparatuses for use in wircless data packet communications systems

capable of supporting multiple point-to-point links, packet-by-packetsteering, and

the like.

BACKGROUND

Conventional wircless local area network (LAN) systems typically employ
a micro-cellular arrangement, wherein, for cxample, a small base station, often

referred to as an Access Point (AP), is configured to communicate with wireless

devices attached to computing devices, such as, laptops or other portable data

appliances. These APs have a limited range, typically 20 to 200 feet for an IEEE

802.11(b) system. Thus, to covera large area a system may require a plurality of

APs. This can be costly and tends to complicate the wireless system.

There is a need for improved methods and apparatuses that can provide

wireless communications.

DESCRIPTION

The following description sets forth a specific embodiment of a wireless

communications system that incorporates elements recited in the appended

exemplary claims and others. The embodiments are described herein and in the

attached documentation. However, the description itself is not intended to limit

the scope of this patent. Rather, the inventors have contemplated that the

invention might also be embodied in other ways, to include different elements or
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,|| combinations of elements similar to the ones described in this document, in

2|| conjunction with other present or future technologies.

3 With this in mind, methods, apparatuses, and systems are provided for a

4|| project code-named “Little Joe” developed by Vivato Incorporated (formally

s|| known as Mabuhay Networks) having research and development offices in

an

“I

Spokane, WA, and headquarters in San Francisco, CA.

Incorporated herein are the following appendices:

8 A. Document: Little Joe Functional Specification (113 Pages)

9 B. Document: Behavior of 802.11 Networks With Mabuhay Access

10 Points (15 Pages)

WW C. Document: Beamforming for Little Joe (25 Pages)

12 D. Document: Little Joe Link Budget (15 Pages)

3 E. HTML Document: SimpleMAC(1 Page)

14 | FP. Presentation Slides: Prototype Story Board (17 Pages)

15 G. Copy of various lab notebook pages 2-3,45-49, 57, 89-93, 106-107

16 (15 Pages)

17 H. Drawings: System Diagram (9 Pages)

18 L. Document: Quickfacts - DirectedPacket 1 (5 Pages)

19 J. Document: Conceptual Proposal for Little Joe Antenna (3 Pages)

20 Presentation Slides: DirectedPacket™ 1 Logical View (7 Pages)

21 L. Presentation Slides: Little Joe Digital Block (5 Pages)

22

23

24

25
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EXEMPLARY CLAIMS

1. A method comprising:

using at least one electronically steerable phase array antenna in a wireless

data packet communications system.

2. The method as recited in Claim 1, wherein using said at least one

electronically steerable phase array antenna in said wireless data packet

communications system further includes:

using said at least one electronically steerable phase array antenna indoors.

3. The method as recited in Claim 1, wherein said wireless data packet

communications system uses packet-by-packet steering.

4. The method as recited in Claim 1, wherein said wireless data packet

communications system implements a CSMA scheme.

5.|The method asrecited in Claim 1, wherein said wireless data packet

communications system includes a scanning recciver.

6. The method as recited in Claim 1, wherein said wireless data packet

communications system uses array windowing.

7. The method as recited in Claim |, wherein said wireless data packet

communications system includes a Butler Matrix.
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1 8. The method as recited in Claim 1, wherein said wireless data packet

3|| communications system includesat least one Little Joe device.

4 9. A Little Joe device.

6 10. A communications system having at least one Little Joc device.

8 11. A propagatedsignal from a Little Joc device.
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Part 1: Radio and MAC

Overview

This document describes the LittleJoe 802.11b WiFi switch (WS)from a functional point-of-
view. The document includes system description, the beamforming functions, radio resource
management (RRM), and the media access control (MAC)functionality. Higher layer
functionality, network managementand other functions are described in separate documents M.
Brewer, D. Lohman,et. al. “Software System Architecture Document’, V1.

The functional descriptions in this documentprovide details of the functions performed by any
subsystem. Thefinal architectural design is discussed in separate documents including the
control and interface functions between the subsystems.

The product concept is discussed in Introduction.

The highlevel system architecture is presented in

System Architecture

. The beamforming network whichis the core technology ofthis product is described in ‘The
Beamforming Network.

Theradio link budgets are presented in Link Budgets

‘The transmit power control schemeis described in Transmit Power
Control. The media access contro! (MAC)is described in Media Access
Control (MAC). The multi-radio transmit control, multi-MAC Control
(MMC)and roaming are discussed in

Multi-Radio ‘Transmit Control

Multi-MAC Control, and Intra-Panel Roaming respectively. The channel
assignmentand tratfic shaping algorithmsare described in Channel
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Assignment and Dowrespectively. The scanning radio functions are
described in

The Scanning Radio

1. Introduction

LittleJoe is ViVATO’sfirst-generation long-range packet switch built according to the 802.11
standard. It seamlessly supports 802.11b clients. ‘he LittleJoe Wifi switch features:

» linear array of 16 antennas providing up to 29 dBi of gain

* Butler-matrix beamforming

= Complementary beamtorming
*« Multi-MAC controller

« Multi-channel operation

* a high sensitivity RF front end

« Agere 802.11b MACand baseband processor chips

* Custom logic and software for integration

+ Security enhancements

There are two configurations:

+ DirectedPacket™ 1 (DP2310) transmits on one channelat a time
* DirectedPacket™ 3 (DP2330) transmits up to 3 channels at a time

Thesecan befit into two types of antennas/enclosures:

« Indoor half height: Im wide by 0.5 m high

* Outdoorfull height: 1m wide by Im high

2. System Architecture

In this section we review the ViVATO Packet Switch concept and it’s advantages comparcd to
existing APs in the market. We also describe ViVA1T0’s high-level system block diagram. The
details of the subsystems are then described in different sections within the document.
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17.3 System Concept

Figure 2 A typical deployment for conventional 802.11 APs is shown in Reference deploymentfor
802.11 networks.. The example deployment scenario assumes a 10,000 m coverage area covered
by 9 conventional APs each with a celiular coverage radius of 20 m. The assumed coverage cells
are circular each with a radius of 20 m. The reference LittleJoe deployment is shown in Reference
LittleJoe indoor deployment.

OneLittleJoe panel (with a range of about 140 m)is used (typically at the corner of a building
indoors or mounted ona tall structure outdoors) to provide service to the whole coverage area. In
some deployment scenarios, there are regions where LittleJoe cannot provide service due to
shadowingorsevere scattering. This is represented by the gray shadedcircle in Reference
LittleJoe indoor deployment.

Such areas will be covered using ViVATO APs. In the above example, 9 regular APs have been
replaced by one LittleJoe Packet Switch and one ViVATOAP.This reduces the cost of network
deployment. Ln addition,it is possible to provide outdoor coverage by deploying the unit
outdoors.

100 m
 

100m   
 

Ls 802.116 AP on channel 1, 2 or 3 (not-to-scale}.
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Figure 1 Reference deploymentfor 802.11
 

4 be 

100m  
 

HBLittleJoe WS (not-to-scale).

Ln 802.11b AP on channe? 1, 2 or 3 (not-te-scale).networks.

Figure 2 Reference LittleJoe indoor deployment.

17.3 Deployment Scenarios

LittleJoe is a long-range WiFi switch and therefore it can support many different applications.
Nevertheless, there are five reference deployment scenarios identified:

+ Indoor Office

* Indoor Warehouse

+ Outdoor Campus
* OutdoorHotel

+ Outdoor ISP

17.1 Typical Mounting Conditions

There are two types of LittlcJoc units: half height indoor and full height outdoor.

A-te
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2...1. Indoor Deployment

A LittleJoe WSis placed inside the building to provide coverage throughout the whole building.

Typically a half height LittleJoe panel is installed on a comer wall inside an office building or a
warehouse. The ceiling height is typically between 3 to 4m for the office building and 4 to 8m in
a warchousc.

The center of the panel is typically installed at 0.25m below theceiling. The unit should be
mounted away from nearby scatterers or obstructions.

2...2. Outdoor Deployment

Typically one to four co-located full height LittleJoe panels are installed in a desirable location
on campus grounds, each panel providing 100° coverage. The typical antenna hcightis 4 to 20m.
The furthest building to LittheJoe installation site is no more than 200m away. The buildings are
low-rise (6 stories or less). The scatterers are mostly local to the client and not close to the
LittleJoe panel.

For the Outdoor Hotel model, the typical antenna heights would be about 4 - 8m and the building
would be no more than 20m away from the panel.

The typical ranges and mounting conditions for the different deployment scenarios are
summarized in The range and antenna dimensions and heightsfor different de.

indoor indoor outdoor outdoor outdoor
office warehouse office Hotel ISP

range < 150m 300m 2km 

antenna tm x 0.5m Im x lm Im x 1m
size

antenna 3 to 4m 4 to 8m 4 to 20m|4mto 8m|10 to 50m

height
 

A-U
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Table 1 The range and antenna
dimensions and heights for
different deployment scenarios.

1.1.1

17.1. Typical Building Structure

The exterior walls are typically concrete or other hard construction material.There are usually
many windows and metal on the exterior of the building.

Theinterior walls are not hard structures. They are typically made of drywall with woodor metal
studs. The floors are typically made of concrete. The interior of the building has mostly open
offices with soft enclosed cubicles. There may be some dry-wall enclosedoffices and conference
rooms with or without interior windows.

The unit is built with sufficient link budget to operate with the assumptions above. However, a
site may have areas of exceptionally high path loss. These poor coverage areas may be serviced
using ViVATO APs' connectedto the LittleJoe panel through the backbone network or in-band
802.11 signalling.

1.1.2

17.1 Traffic Load Assumptions

There may be more than 200 associated users inside the building. Most users are connected to a
wired network and hence do not generate any traffic unless when they require portable
connectivity. Nevertheless, they may send probe request frames regularly. The network is
expected to perform well with a maximum of 50 active users each with a profile of a “typical”
LANuser. Thetraffic load assumptions for the different deployment scenarios are summarized
in Traffic load assumptions fordifferent deployment scenarios.. 

 
  
 

 
 
 

     
 

  
 

indoor indoor outdoor outdoor outdoor
office warehouse office Hotel ISP

associated > 200 > 200 >200 >200 400
 users 

'A ViVATO AP(also known asthe Pollen8) is an open-source AP whose software has
been updated to work effectively with the LittleJoe WPS. The details will be described in
separate documents.
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active 20 50 40 10

 

  
users

profile office short office home home
LAN transactions LAN LAN LAN

Table 2 Traffic load assumptions for
different deployment scenarios.

17.3 Interference effects

The following are the major sources of interference to the ViVATO network:

* Microwaveovens:create a coverage hole of 5-10 mwhile they are transmitting.It is

 

recommended that the panel be placed as far away as possible from microwave ovens.It is
also advisuble to shicld the microwave ovens to reduce interference to the network.

Cordless phones: many operate on the same band and can henceinterfere severely with
both the panel and client transmissions. It is advised that cordless phones in office and
warehouse deployments not be used. For the ISP deployment scenario, the cordless phones
will be a significant source of interference and may reduce the networks performance to
unacceptable levels.

802.11 private LANs: the ViVATO network shares the frequency resources with other
802.11 networks.

17.3 Coverage requirements

Coverage is defined as a packet error rate of 10% or better at a specified data rate. LittleJoe
should have an indoor coverage of 85% coverage at |1 Mbits/s and 95% at 5.5 Mbits/sec.
ViVATO APsare used tofill in large coverage holes in rare places (no more than 10% of the
coverage area) due to severe deploymentconditions.

The nominal expected coverage for the different deployment scenarios are summarized in
Coveragefor different deployment scenarios.. 

 

indoor indoor outdoor outdoor outdoor
office warehouse office Hotel ISP

1] Mb/s 85% 85% 85% 85% TS%
coverage
 

“15
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  5.5 Mb/s B% 95% 95% 95%

coverage

coverage 5-15% $-15% 5-15% 5-15%
holes  
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Table 3 Coveragefordifferent
deployment scenarios.

1.2

17.3 Throughput and delay requirements

The user experience should be similar to that of a deployment of multiple low-range access
points shown in Reference deploymentfor 802.11 networks..

17.1 Performance Metrics

The following performance metrics measure the quality of service provided by LittleJoe
compared to conventional 802.11 deployments. These are non-real-time traffic measures G.
Anastasi, et. al., “MAC Protocols for Wideband Wireless Local Access: Ev:

Packet queuing delay: the time elapsed fromthe time a packet is generated until it is ready
to contend for access to the channel

Packet MACdelay: the time elapsed between the time a packet is ready to contend until the
beginning ofits successful transmission

Packet access delay: the sum ofthe queueing delay and MAC delay
Packet transmission time: the time betweenthe start of a transmission to its successtul

completion.

Packet throughput: the numberof bits transmitted in a packet divided by packet
transmission time.

Packet loss rate: the number of packets whose transmissiontime exceeds TCP time-out.

17.3 Performancelimiting issues

The following effects are the most detrimental to LittleJoe performance:

+ Nearby large scatterers

« hard structures (hard walls, metal objects, etc.)

* competing $02.11 networks

+ high angle spread environment
* microwave ovens

+ 2.4 GHz cordless phones
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1.3

17.3 Technology

The technologies enabling the increased coverage for LittleJoe are:

« Phased Arrays

- vertical antenna gain

- directional receive and transmit patterns using a Butler matrix

- taking advantage of point-to-point power limits

* Technologies to enable directional antennas with 802.11

- complementary beamforming
- Multi-Radio Transmit Control

- Multi-MACcontrol

Additiona! capacity gain is obtained using:

+ multi-channel operation

* seamless roamimg

* traffic-shaping

1.4

17.3 System Block Diagram

This section includes the functional block diagram of LittleJoe. The single channel product
(DP2310) can operate on a single channel at any time. The 3 channel product call DP2330 can
operate on three different channels simultaneously.

Figure 3 The block diagram for The DP2330 product is shown in The DP2330
high-level block diagram.

. There are 16 antenna elements each with its own RF front-end. The receive port of each
circulator is followed by an LNA before the Butler matrix. The circulators ensure that:

* signals arriving at the antenna elements are directed to the receive chain and tsolated from
the transmit chain

* signals transmitted through the transmit chain are directed to the antenna elements and
isolated from the receive chain.
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Butter
matrix

13x3 13x3

crosspoint crosspoint
switch switch

 
Figure 3. The DP2330 high-level biock diagram.

Each PAis followed by a ceramic bandpassfilter. To allow for simultancous transmit and
receive on adjacent channels the LNA can handle strong input signal with no distortion and the
post-PA bandpassfilters have high adjacent-channelrejection.

The PA output powers can be reduced from thcir maximum levels in by least 24 dB (4 steps of 6
dB).

A single-channel cost-rcduced model (DP2310) may use switches instead ofcirculators and
eliminate the crosspoint switches andfilters.

7.5

The Butler Matrix described in detail in

The Butler Matrix
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is a networkofpassive hybrid power dividers and fixed phase shifters with 16 inputs and 16
outputs. The Butler matrix produces 16 orthogonal beams eachpointingin a different direction.
However, since the patternis distorted at the extreme angles, only 13 ports of the Butler matrix
on the radios side are used.

Figure 3 Each Butler matrix port at the radio side is connected to a splitter which
splits the signal to a WLAN radio and a 13-way switch whichis connected to a
scanning radio (not shown in The DP2330high-level block diagram.

Figure 3 ).

1.6 Each WLANradiois built using the Agere 802.11b chipset’. The
Agere MAC controller is used and runs AP firmware. See

ViV for more details.

The receive ports of the 13 radios are connected to 13 ports of the receive Butler matrix and the
transmit ports are cormected te a 13x3 switch that can connecteach radio to any of the 3 PAs.
The PA outputs are connected to a second 3x13 switch that connects each of the 3 PAs to any of
the transmit Butler matnx ports.

The beampatterns and the numbering convention at the Butler Matrix ports with and without
windowing are described in Bea.

Figure 4 A scanning receiverin “promiscuous mode” and a “beam” antenna
switch are used to obtain signal strength and interference information from
stations on different beams and channels as shown in The scanning radio.

Fhe choice ofthe chipset vendoris subject to change.

4
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Figure 4 The scanningradio.

3. The Beamforming Network

The increase in the range of the product is obtained by beamforming. The beamforming
technology is based on multiple simultaneous reception of signals from different directions
through a Butler matrix and transmitting a directional signal through a similarentity.

Additionally, receive windowingis applicd to the Butler matrix to help mitigate the near-far
problem, and complementary beamforming is applied to reduce the effect of “hidden beam”. The
functional details of the beamforming network are discussed in this section.

1.7

17.3 The Butler Matrix

The Butler matrix is a network of passive hybrid power dividers and fixed phase shifters with 16
inputs and 16 outputs. The Butler matrix produces 16 orthogonal beamseach pointing ina
different direction. The Butler matrix is a theoretically loss-less network that provides maximal
gain from the antenna aperture. Beam and DFT numbering ofthe Butler matrix ports (shows the
beam and DFT numbering of Butler Matnx’s input and output ports. The beams are numbered 0
to 15 from left to
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right.

90°

ZY wrueYo Vi Yo Ys Ya Ys Yo Yr Ye Ys Mio Yiu Yr Vis Yea Vis

Tre TTT TT TTT1

Butler Matrix |
 

 

OY
~8

oS ao 6 >
:©

oO o—| ® eo e— &        Beam Numbering: 2 2 45 © 7 8 8 WW it 12 3 is

i ; ses ess ssl lee b
DPT Numbering: XeoOXs Xe Xe Me MOM Kis Mia Ms Me Kr X,

Figure 5 Beam and DFT numbering of the Butler matrix ports (top view).

The mathematical description of the Butler matrix response is the same as a Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT).

If the signals at the input of the Butler matrix (radio side) are denoted by x, where n=0 to 15. The
output of the Butler matrix (antennaside)is 2nnk

TN
Not

Mene k=0..N=1
then: neo

where N=16. The amplitude response(far-field transmit beam pattern) of the Butler matnxN-dl

=(0) = Yeek=0

Thefar field pattern for a signal at radio port / (x) is
N-1 2ukt jkncos(@)

NN
2(8) = dixe “ek=-0

then:

As shown in Ed Casas, LittleJoe Beamforming, , for a unity input signal, this may be described
by the following

20
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formula:

i=cos@) = 0..N-1 6 = Nmcos(0)—2a![eX= 5 men()s(¢

Equivalently, the received signal (x,) on port & on the radio side due to a signal incident from
angle 6 may be described by the same formula.

1.8

17.3 Ideal Beam Patterns

The ideal beam patterns of shows the beam patterns (20log(|z,(6)|) of a 16 element Butler matrix
as a function ofthe signal’s angle of incidence @.

There are some important observations:

* the beams get wider as we move towardsthe ports at the outer edges (end-fire)
* the beamsat the extreme edges are very wide
* the side lobes are at almost -13 dB

* The cross-beam loss is about 4 dB

Since the beams dueto signals transmitted into ports x7, xx and x9 are very wide, they are
left unused. This means that 13 radios are used. This limits the filed of view from about 40°

to 140°or to about 100°. Therefore each LittleJoe panel has a field of view of 100°. In other
words, to provide 360° coverage, 4 panels are needed.

a
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Figure 6 The ideal beam patterns of a 16 element Butler matrix.

A radio is attached to each Butler matrix port. Each radio has a boresight direction (the direction
with peak signal level). The boresight angles for the Butler matrix ports are shown in The
boresight directions ofButler matrix ports..

The port numbering in the second column of The boresight directions ofButler matrix ports. is
based on the DFT index.

To avoid confusion, we have agreed on a single beam numbering convention. The numbering
scheme assigns beam numbersstarting from the boresight angle of zero and increasing thereafter.
as shown in column | of The boresight directions of Butler matrix ports.. In this case, beams
number 0,1, and 15 are left unused and the beam at 90° boresight is beam number8.

For the purposes of complementary beamforming,it is required to identify antenna element0.
This is the antenna port that has zero phase shift relative to all the radio ports.

Therelatively high sidelobes levels are undesirable for the receiver. 802.11 clients do not use
transmit power control. This results in a wide range of recetved signal levels at the switch. In
both indoor and outdoor deploymentthe ratio of propagation distances might easily exceed a
factor of 10 (near-far effect). This results in path loss differences of more than 30 to 40 dB.
Therefore, the sidelobes need to be reduced. This is accomplished by receive windowing
described in the next section.

22
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Butler matrix port boresight angles

Beam DFT (degrees)
Numbering, Numbering 

 

  
  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

- 51.32

- ; "60.00
- ; 67.98

- ; 75.52

-————- 82.82

oe 90.00
: - 97.18

— a 104.48

, 5 112.02

~ b 120.00

4 a 128.68

14 nos
iS.  

Table 4 The boresight directions
of Butler matrix ports.

17.3 Receive Windowing

Tapering the illumination ofthe array (“windowing”) reduces the sidelobe levels. The resulting
trade-offs are:

* an increases the main lobe width

¢ a decrease in received SNR

Therefore, the decision to use windowing may depend on the environment. Forinstance, in a
situation where an outdoorLittleJoe unit services clients in only one building, the received
powerdynamic range mayberelatively small and hence higher sidclobes levels may not be
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harmful. On the other hand, a decrease in received signal power maynot be acceptable duc to
range requirements. Thus the selection of a windowfunction will depend on the expected
dynamic range of the received signals (the severity of the near-tar problem).

Oneof two windowsare selected at provisioning.

* Rectangular window(no windowing)

* Hamming window(default value).

‘The receive window type is configured by the network element management software. The
default setting for the windowsis the Hamming window described below.

17.1. The Hamming Window:

Figure 7 A popular windowwith relatively low side lobes is the Hamming window
shown in The Hamming window.

Figure 7 The Hamming window reduces the peak sidelobe level from -13 to -41
dB but doubles the main lobe null-to-nuil beamwidth and increases the 3 dB
beamwidth from about 6° to about10°. The Hamming window shownin The
Hamming window.

is described by the following
formula:

 

wn) = 0.54 -0.46cos(22") n= 0...15

where N=16. The window has a bell shape. It reduces the signal power received from the
outer elements of the antenna

24
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Figure 7 The Hamming window.

The windowis symmetric and is implemented using a network of attenuators which attenuate the
signal from each element by the appropriate Hamming window cocfficicnt shown in The
Hamming windowcoefficients. . 

 

 
 

 

elements 3,12 

gain 0.4 

gain(dB)|-219] -|-12.7|-8.0         

AS
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Table 5 The Hamming window
coefficients.

To normalize the effect of the window coefficients to achicve thc same SNR, the receiver
RF circuit should increase the voltage gain to each antenna element by the factor
of:

a
Gy = [pao = 164 N = 16

Ss w(ny7#=0

This translates to an adjusted power gain of about 4.3 dB.

Figure 8 The beamsatthe radio side of the Butler matrix with a Hamming windoware shownin The
Butler matrix receive beam shapes with a Hamming window.

 
28
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Figure 8 The Butler matrix receive beam shapes with a Hamming window.

Figure 8 As shown in The Butler matrix receive beam shapes with a Hamming window.

, the main beamsof the Butler matrix are wider (3 dB beamwidth of about 10°) but the sidelobes
have been suppressedto -41 dB. There is also approximately 1.5 dB loss in SNR due to receive
windowing. The Butler matrix ports 7,8 and 9 are even worse than the non-windowedcase and
dcemed unusable hence limiting the field of view from approximately 40 to 140 degrees.

The cross-beam loss (or the pointing loss) is about 1.5 dB.

1.9

17.3 Complementary Transmit Beamforming

As shownin The ideal beampatternsof, the transmit beams have very deep nulls in certain
directions and the lowest sidelobe levels are around !4 dB down from the main lobe’s peak.

With complementary beamforming, we intend to reduce the effect of the nulls and increase the
sidelobe levels without a severe power penalty to the main beam. This is done to reduce the
effect of the “hidden bcam’™.

Figure 9 The complementary beam is formed by increasing the gain at the
antenna element 0. This is shownin g.

> The media access technique in 802.11 is Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA)
Forming directional transmit beamshasthe side effect of hiding the transmitted energy
from some clients in the network;i.e, negatively impacting the carricr sense mechanism
in the network. A client measures the energy transmitted from APs and other clients. If it
cannot detect the presenceof other transmissions, it attempts to access to the medium.
Therefore, when directional beams are used, many clicnts detect the medium as idle when
in fact itis busy. This has an effect on the performanceofthe network. Wecall this
phenomenonthe “hidden beam” problem.
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using the DFT numbering convention. ‘his is the only port whose outputis the addition (with no
phase)ofall the inputports (yo- xo+x1+...+415).

 
Sy

‘ ne y o e@ «  
gain
: @  Butler Matrix |   

a xo od 77 acd Xv &

Figure 9 Block diagram of complementary beamforming.

Mathematically, this may be described
as:

yw; i=0 .
y, = ye O<i<N-1

vy; otherwise

To ensure the same output power as with no complimentary
beamforming the output voltage on all the ports should be adjusted

G, = +yo tN-1

It may be shownthat the power penalty for the main beam

by the scaling factor:

, 2

AP = GeV Db. Ny +N-1)1S?

(ytN- 1)"
APyy, = 1Olog :. NG +N-1

or in dB: Y )

For instance, for a 16 elementarray, if y=3.5, the powerloss is about 1 dB. It ts desirable to have
y as a parameterthat may be changed at provisioning.

The Butler matrix output due to a_ showsthe shapeofthe transmit beam dueto a signal at port 0
ofthe Butler matrix with and without complementary beamforming. The output with
complementary beamforming has higher sidelobes in all directions and removesall the deep
nulls except for the nulls on the main beam, The main beam’s peak poweris about 1 dB lower
23
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than that without complementary
beamforming.

 

 
Figure 10 The Butfer matrix output due to a signal at xo (beam 8) with
complementary beamforming (y=3.5).

4. Link Budgets

The link budgets are prepared to provide a basis for making design decisions that might affect
the coverage area of LittleJoe. Additionally, they provide guidance to potential customers about
the improvementin coverage area they can expect from a LittleJoe panc!l compared to a
conventional AP. In this section, we provide a number of models for indoor and ouldoor
applications and providebest-case, worst-case and nominal range estimates for the different
deployment scenarios described in Deployment Scenanos.

Throughoutthis section the term panel refers to the LittleJoe packet switch andclient refers to a
standard IEEE 802.11 WLANclient card.

1.10

17.3 Link Power Budget

VT
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A link budget is useful for evaluating design decisions. The link budget predicts the operating
margin, which is the amount by which the received signal level excceds the level required to
achieve a sufficiently low error rate* for a large-enoughfraction ofusers.

The basic Ink equation

; Py = Ppt Gyt Ga-L1S?

where the variables, described in Link budget terms are in dBm or GBand L represents L; or Lo
depending on the pancl location.

The opcrating margin Mis the amount by which Pr exceeds the receiver sensitivity

Se: M = Pa-Sp

This operating margin is calculated separately for the downlink (panel to client) and uplink
(client to pancl). Both margins must be positive for a client to obtain service. Since the path loss
is time and location-dependcnt (duc to fading), the fraction of users within the coverage area that
have positive operating margins will vary.

The link budgets use statistical models. Their purpose is to examinethe sensitivity of the system
performanceto design changes. It is not designed to predict performancein a specific
installation. Other techniques that make use of site-specific data are used for that purpose.

indoorcuse

case

 

     
 

margins for shadow and
Rayleigh fading

‘tn our case, a frame error rate (FER)ofless than 8x10°’ forl024-byte frames.

-%0
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Table 6 Link
bud
get
ter

In

Link Budget Parameters

wedescribe each of the above parameters and identify known values. In Characteristics of
Conventional 802.1 1b Equipment

wepresentthe radio characteristics of typical 802.11b equipment. In Path Loss Models

1.11 we suggest models for the path loss andfinally in

Lin, we compute link margins and estimate the range increase of LitileJoe compared to the
theoreticallimits of cxisting APs.

1.12

17.3 Link Budget Parameters

17.1. Panel Transmit Power: FCC EIRP PowerLimits

The FCC limits transmitter powcr for in the unlicensed 2400 to 2483.5 MHz band to 30 dBm (1
W). In addition, the EIRP for point-to-multipoint devices is limited to 36 dBm. The EIRP for
point-to-point devices is not limited, but must be reduced by | dB for every 3 dB of antenna gain
above 6 dBi.

For example, a point-to-point system using an antenna with again of 29 dBi would berestricted
to an EIRPof:

30 dBm + 29 dB - (29-6)/3 dB = 51.3 dBm.
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A similar reduction in transmit poweris not required for point-to-point systems in the 5725--
5850 MHz band.In other words, for thosc client cards operating in this band (such 802.1 1a
clients), there is only a transmitter power limit of 30 dBmand no EIRP limit.

“

a BP 5735 Mile
 
 

 
 

 

2400 MHz

P-P rules

36 dBm fj
P-MPrules

 
30 dBm >e a

0 dBi 6 dBi antenna gain

Figure 11 Diagram showing EIRP limits as per CFR 47, Part 15.247(b). Point-to-
multipoint (P-MP) systems must operate below 36 dBm EIRP regardless of
antenna gain and may not exceed 30 dBmtransmitter power. Point-to-point (P-P)
systems may increase EIRP above 36 dBm by 2 dB for each 3 dB increase in
antenna gain.

17.3 Characteristics of Conventional 802.11b Equipment

Specifications for transmit power, receiver sensitivity and claimed indoorrange were obtained
from the data sheets for various manufacturer’s 802.11b WLAN APsandclient cards. The
results are given in Transmit powerlevels, receiver sensitivities and claimed indoorra.

Sensitivities for Orinoco and Prism II] measured at 10° BER which is 8 x 10? FER for 1024-
byte frame. Range estimates are at 11 Mb/s. Orinoco range estimateis for a closed environment.
Applic range estimate is for typical use. Ericsson range quoted for an external antenna and an
office environment.

 

 
 
 

 
 

transmit power
Make/Model (dBm)

Orinoco World PC card

sensitivity t
Mb/s (Bim)

sensitivity 11
Mb/s (dBm)

indoor range
(m)

 
Intersil Prism IL
 

Apple Airport  

Nokia CLi0/C114 client & A032 AP
 

    Ericsson PC Card PAIL
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Intel Pro/Wireless 20118 AP 18-20 -90 -83 30

Intel Pro/Wireless 2011B client 14-18 -87 -81 30

Cisco 350   20 94 -85 40
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Table 7 Transmit powerlevels, receiver sensitivities and claimed
indoor range for some conventional WLAN APs andclient
cards.

17.1. Panel Antenna Gain

The actual pane! antenna array gain is highly dependent on the implementation. However, an
estimate can be obtained from its physical size and the antenna type. The antenna gain is related
to its effective aperture

by: uv

Assuming 4.is equal to the array’s cross-sectional area (typical for a linear array with a
_, 4nwh~ 2G

nA
reflector):

where w is the width of the antenna,/ is the height of the antenna andA is the wavelength.

Gy = ESAS = 1280 = 26 aBi
For the indoor unit: w=8) and A=4, and hence: a

Gy = TR BAB, = o56n = 29.1 aBi
For the outdoor unit: w=8a and A=8Aand hence:

Increasing the frequency to 5725 MHz increasesthe gain of a equal-sized antenna by
(5725/2400) or about 7.5 dB (but also increases free-space loss by an equal amount).

4.12.1

17.1 Gain Reduction due to Scattering

Computations of antennagain and sidelobe level assumea single plane wave front arriving at the
antenna. In typical WLANinstallations the signal will arrive via mullipath scattering and there
will be many anglesofarrival. This will result in a reduction in gain because signals arnving
from directions other than a beam’s boresight angle do not sum coherently.

34
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The exact degree of the gain reduction depends on the antenna pattern and the angle ofarrival
distribution. The resulting reduction in gain can be significant. For example, in L. Greenstein and
V. Ecreg, “Gain Reductions Due to Scatter on Wireless Paths wi median gain reductions of 3 to
5 dB were observed for a 37 degree half-power beamwidth antenna at 3m heights in a suburban
scattering environment. Since our antenna has a narrower beamwidth and the indoor
environment exhibits more severe scattering, the gain reduction may be significantly larger.

Onthe other hand, M. J. Gans, R. A. Valenzuela, J. H. Winters, and M.J. Carloni, “High Data
Rate In reports that in most cases over half of the energy is contained in a single narrow angle of
arrival. Similar results showing several widely-separated but discrete angles of arrival are visible
in the data reported in G. German, Q. Spencer, L. Swindlehurst, and R. Valenzuela,“Wireless
Indoor Ch and . G. Wang, A. Mohan, and T. Aubrey, “Angles-of-Arrival of Multipath Signalsin.

The “separability” of the paths in M. J. Gans, R. A. Valenzuela, J. H. Winters, and M_J. Carloni,
“High Data Rate Jn might be accounted for by a factor of8 difference in frequency (1 9GHz/2.4
GHz, which is a difference of 64 in far-field distance) and the brick interior wall construction of
the building tested that increases the contribution of diffraction (single-direction) as compared to
transmission and scattering (many-direction) effects.

Anothercffeet that will reduce the gain of the antenna when there are nearby scatterers is that the
wavefronts are not well approximated by plane wavesandthis results in an additional loss of
gain andincrease in sideloberatio.

In the link budgets we have entered somearbitrary values for the gain reduction. These valucs
are to be refined through propagation measurements.

1.12.2

17.1 Client Antenna Gain

Amongstthose vendors considered, only Ericsson provides a gain specification for their PC
client card antenna (0 dBi). This number agrees with measurements reported by others for other
client cards. Omnidirectional antennas used by enterprise APs have higher gains. For cxample,
the Nokia C950 has a gain of 2.5 dBi and the Cisco AIR-ANT3213 has a gain of 5.2 dBt.

17.1. Client and Panel Noise Figures

The Intersil Prism IT receiver IC specifies a noise figure of about 2 dB. Losses in the antenna
switch and bandpassfilter will increase this number, perhaps to 4 dB. The Orinoco “Ruby”
receiver IC has a noise figure of about 5 dB.
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The LittleJoe panel uses a 1 dB NF LNAand a circulator with 1 dB loss to achieve a NF of about
2 dB.

A client card chipset with an external LNAis usedin LittleJoc. The difference between typical
client and predicted LittleJoe panel noise figures must be includedin the link budget. This
difference is also used when comparing the performanceofthe LittleJoe panel with conventional
APs.

17.1 Effect of Shadow Fading

17.3 The path loss models described Path Loss Models

estimate the median path loss for a given distance. However, different locations with the same
path distance will have different path losses. These variations have been found to be normally
distributed when the path loss is expressed in dB. The standard deviation of the path loss
dependsonthe scattering environmentbut typical values for office environmentsare 3 to 6 dB.

We cannotincrease the transmitter power to compensate for shadow fading since the systemis
already operating at maximum transmit powerlevels. Instead, the shadow fading reduces the
fraction of the coverage area that can be serviced.

Wewill assume the coverage areais a circle or a “wedge” of a circle so that we can use the
equations derived tor circular cells W.C. jakes, ed.,

Goon —t
of2

10nloge
wf?

way «0 ertey ct)1en teay) 3| | erfla)t+e (; erf{ 3 )

b=

where y = M is the link budget margin at the coverage boundary (dB), o is the standard deviation
offading (dB), and n is the path loss exponent. For other coverage region shapes, a different
expression must be derived or the value computed through numcricual integration.

The percentage coverage computed aboveis an average over the whole coverage area and it may
include large coverage “holes.”
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Since shadow fading is caused by objects such as walls, bookcases, doors, etc. we should expect
the dimensions of the “holes” to be approximately the sameas the dimensions of the shadowing
objects. This is unlike the Rayleigh fading where the fades have dimensions on the orderof the
wavelength.

1.12.3

17.1 Effect of Rayteigh Fading

A margin is usually includedin a link budget to counter the effect of multipath fading. For
NLOSpropagationthis fading is Rayleigh-distributed. The probability that a Rayleigh
distributed random variable r will be R dB below the mean can be approximated

by: P(r<R) = 10-8/10

for R < Ol. For example, the signal will be 10 dB below the mean about 10% ofthe time and 20
dB below the mean about 1% of the time.

For typical indoor scatterers, the duration of the Rayleigh fades (tens or hundreds of
milliseconds) is slow relative to the frame duration (less than about 10 milliseconds).

The fading on antennas separatedbya significant fraction of one wavelength is weakly
correlated. Many clients use switching diversity to combat Rayleigh fading. The chent’s receiver
switches between two antennas until it finds a signal that is sufficiently strong. This squares the
probability offading to 1Q2R10.

Rayleigh fading affects data throughput rather than coverage. Not including any fade margin
would result in the channel being unavailable about 40% ofthe time without diversity and about
16% of the time with two-antenna diversity. Atlowing a 10 dB Rayleigh fading link margin
would meanthe signal was faded about 10% of the time without diversity and about 1% of the
time with two-antenna switched diversity. Allowing a 5 dB fade margin, would mean 10%
probability of fading with two-antenna switched diversity.

The effect of Rayleigh fading on data throughputis difficult to compute because of complex
interactions between frame loss and contention-control mechanismsin the 802.11 MAC and

congestion-controt mechanisms in TCP/IP.

Asfar as the link budget is concerned, we assume a 5 dB fade margin for downlink
transmissions. This assumesthat the clients have switched diversity. We also assume a 5 dB fade
margin for the uplink since the multiple antenna elements will provide some diversity gain
against fading.
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17.3 Path Loss Models

This section describes the models used to predict the outdoor-indoor and indoor-indoorpath loss.
Descriptions and experimental validation ofthese path loss models can be found in J. Kivinen,
X. Zhao, and P. Vainikainen, “Empirical Characterization of Wi.

17.1. Propagation in Free Space (LOS)

Loss in free space is given

Lrs(d) = 201g (4)
by:

in the far field (d>2D°*f, d>>D and d>>a where D is the largest dimension of thc antenna).

1.12.4

17.1 Propagation by Diffraction (NLOS)

For NLOS(nonline-of-sight) paths, propagation is mainly by diffraction and a power-law path
loss formula 1s a good
model:

L(d) = Leydy) + 1Ontog(+)

where dp is a reference LOSdistance (free space break point) and ais the path loss exponent a
value that depends on the geometry of the paths. For indoor NLOSpaths n is typically between 3
and 4.

1.12.5

17.1 Propagation by Transmission (OBS)

When propagation is mainly by transmission through walls for floors, a simple modelis to
modify the free-space path loss with a wall or floor attenuation factor for each penetrated wall
and/or

floor: Loast@) = Lysl@) +Puanwa+ Pptoor“poor

where Pyar and Poor are the number ofpenetrated walls and floors respectively and W,,,., and
Wroor are attenuation constants that depend on the wall and floor construction materials.38
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For the same-floor propagation through several walls, this model can be simplified by
substituting a constant attenuation per unit
distance:

Logs(@) = Lye) tad

where o is the attenuation per meter. A typical value for o in buildings with hard walls is 0.6
dB/m (resulting, for example, from17 of 4 dB per wall and a wall every 6 or 7 meters).

1.12.6

17.1. Outdoor-Indoor Path Loss

A model for outdoor-to-indoor propagation J.E. Berg, “Building Penetration Loss along Urban
Street Microcclls,” in and E. Damosso and L. Correia, eds., combines the OBS and LOS models
and a correction for the angle of
incidence:

2

Lold) = LpefS+d)+ wel - 2) + max(T, +)

where S, d, and D are in meters (see Modelfor COST231 building penetration loss model. From
E. Damosso and L. Correia, eds., ), W, is a constant related to the external wali construction
(about 7dB for concrete walls with unshielded windows) and WG,is a similar constant for
shallow angles of incidence (20 dB).

external
wall (¥,)

 
external

wR antenna

Figure 12 Model for COST 231 building penetration loss model. From.
Damosso and L. Correia, eds.,.
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The loss inside the building is modeled

. lr, -— WPusing:

dD 2
r= o(d~2)(1 - =)or

where W7is the additional loss per interior wall (4 dB per wall), p is the numberof walls passed,
and « is the attenuation constant, about 0.6 dB/m.

If there is significant building penetration from several directions, the signal levels from each
direction should be computed separately and summed. Note that the building penetration loss W,
may be 10 to 20 dB higherfor buildings with low-emissivity (energy-efficient, “low-E”’)
windowsthat have metallic coatings.

1.12.7

17.1. Indoor-Indoor Path Loss

The power-law NLOS model described in Section 4.4.2 is usually used to model indoor-to-
indoorpath loss.

1.13

17.3 Link Budget Results

[5] A series of Link Budget spread sheets have been prepared and are available. It is important to note
that depending on assumptions about the deployment scenario, the range estimates may vary widely.
Hence, in this section, we calculate the link margin gain of the LittleJuc panel compared to conventional
APs(transmitting at 30 dBm) andreport the resulting increase in range in Estimated range increasefor
induor and outdoor deployments co. For results based on different deployment cnvironments, see Siavash
Alamouti, LittleJoc Link Budget Spread Sheets, May 10, 2002.

outdoor |
downlink

, Ed Casas, LittleJoe Beamforming,.  

 
  

 
indoor unit  

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
downtink uplink

‘Theoretical transmit antenna gain 26.0 dBi 29.1 dBi

Required backoff 6.7 dB 7.7 dBi

 

 

40
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Transmit gain over 30 dBm 19.3 dB
  

Actual transmit gain over 30 dBm 18 dB

Receive antenna gain

window and/or pointing loss

 

 

  

NF improvement  

link margin over regular APs 22.0dB 25.0 dB 

best-case range increase 5 times 12.6 times 7.9 times 18.0 times 

nominalrange increase 2.5 times 4.2 times 4.0 times 6.9 times

worst-case range increase 2.2 times 4.2 times
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Table 8 Estimated range increase for indoor arid ouldoor
deployments compared to omnidirectional APS.

The FCC limits transmitter powerin the unlincensed 2400 to 2483.5 band to | Watt (or 30 dBm).
However, the transmit power has to be backed off by 1 dB for very 3 dBi of antenna gain over 6
dBi. The approximate? effective transmit gain for indoor and outdoor deployments are calculated
in Estimated range increasefor indoor and outdoor deploymentsco.

The added coverage comparedto regular APsis a function ofthe link margin above regular APs
shown in Estimated range increasefor indoor and outdoor deployments co. The best-case range
increase is based on a path-loss exponentof 2, the worst-cases is based onpath loss exponent of
4 and the nomina! path loss exponent wasset to 3.5 indoors and 3 outdoors. Note thatthe results
in Estimated range increasefor indoor and outdoor deployments co indicate that the range
increase is morc significant on the uplink. This is due to the full antenna gain on the uplink (no
transmit back-off as in downlink) and the NF improvementin the LittleJoe recetver. Someof the
gain is offset by the assumption that a 4 dB windowing and pointing loss is incurred on the
uplink. This is calculated based on windowing SNRloss of 1.5 dB SNR onthe uplink and a
pointing loss due to lack of fine steering on the downlink and. uplink.

In Estimated range increasefor indour and outdoor deployments co, we have used the actual
transmit and receive antenna gains based on measured gainsin our laboratory. The actual gain
for the half height antenna was measuredto be around 24 dBi (compared to theoretical value of
26 dBi), and for the full height antenna at around 27 dBi (compared to 29.1 dBi).

[5] In practice, the 802.11 clients transmit significantly lower power than the FCC limits (15dBm to 17
dBm). ‘Pherefore, there would be significant disadvantagein the uplink. The comparison in Kstimated
range increasefor indoor and outdoor deploymentscois based on the limits of our technology compared
to omni-directional equipment. For actual range estimates with existing clients please refer to Siavash
Alamouti, LittleJoe Link Budget Spread Sheets, May 10, 2002.

5. Transmit Power Control

LittleJoe does not perform transmit power control on a per-clicnt basis. This is to be compliant
with the MAC channel sense mechanism. Per-client power control may hide the transmissionto
one client from the other clients in the network. ‘This would create a hiddcn beam problem.
Therefore, the power control schemefor LittleJoe is applied to all the radios and is independent
of the beam, channel, destination (client) or frame type. The poweris reduced if and onlyifall

>The effective antenna gain and hencethe resulting back-off depend on the
implementation and maybeslightly different.
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the associated clients have an SNR of more than 30 dB. Otherwise, the maximumpowcris
applied.

1.14

17.3 Power Control Requirements

The term “maximumlevel” used in the following refers to the maximum transmit powerper
antennathat is allowed by FCC.

Thetransmit powerlevel:

* shall never exceed the maximum level

* shall be accurate to within 1.0 dB with probability 99.999%
+ shall be set with a resolution of0.5 dB or better®

« shall be set to the maximumlevel if the SNR of any associated client is less than 30dB

+ shall be reduced by 1 dB for every 1 dB that the minimum SNRofanyassociated client’
exceeds 36 dB

* shall be able to be reduced by at least 24 dB from the maximum level at 6 dB steps (to
within 2.0 dB accuracy)

+ is raised to the maximumlevel for a duration of 10 seconds immediately® following
reception of 4 probe request frame

Therelationship between (downlink) transmit power level and minimum(uplink) SNR is
shown in Jransmit poweras a function ofme. The figure showsthat the transmit poweris set
according to the power requirements of the client with minimum SNR.

°The accuracy and resolution of power control should be included in the link budget as a
1.5 dB Joss for downlink transmissions.

7Stations from which no frames have been received in the last 24 hours are expected to be
disassociated

®8Since the transmit poweris controlled by the host, there may be significant delays in
changing the powerlevel. One or moreofthe initial probe responses may be transmitted
at the initial (lower) power levels. If the clientis unable to receive any of the probe
responses (e.g. because they were transmittedat the initial power level), it will scan again
andwill then receive the probe responses transmitted at the higher powerlevel. It is
possible that in somecasesthe client will receive some responsesatthe initial level and
someat the higher level and choose the wrong heam as a result. This situation will be
handled by the roaming, algorithms.
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power(relative to max) dB

 
>

30 36 420 ABS minimum SNR (dB)

Figure 13. Transmit power as a function of measured uplink SNR.

17.3 Power Control State Transition Diagram

Figure 14 The powercontro! state machine for each panel is shown in The powercontrol state machine.

Full
Power

probe request timeout

~~ Adjusted a
Power

Figure 14 The powercontrol state machine.

The state machine can bein oneoftwostates:

¢ Full Power: the transmit poweris set to the maximumlevel. This state is required to allow
all clients to receive probe responses and beaconstransmitted from the panel.

* Adjusted Power: the transmit poweris adjusted using the SNRof the clicnt with the lowest
SNR(see the rules above). This is the normal operating mode and provides some powcr
control with enough margin so as not to impact performance.

The rules governing the state transmissions are:

AX
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* timeout: the time allowed for associations to complete (e.g. 10 seconds) has passed
since the most recent probe request

+ probe request: a probe request frame is received on any beam

Important Note: this design requires APsto indicate received probe request frames to the
host (even during normal operation). If this is not possible, full transmit power should be
appliedat all times.

1.15

17.3 Power Contro! SNR Measurement

The client SNR estimate is a time-averaged value. Let the SNR measurementforthe last frame
be denoted by SNR,¢,. The average SNR is calculated

SNR = 0.9SNR + O.1SNRyoy,
as:

6. Media Access Control (MAC)

The LittleJoe MAC subsystem is composed ofa host interface, thirteen MAC controller chips, a
Multi-MAC controller (MMC) andthirteen bascband (modems) attached to thirteen radios. Each
of the MAC controller chips are IEEE 802.1 |b based using standard 802.11 DCF (CSMA/CA)as
the mechanism for scheduling transmissions. Each MACcontroller chip independently monitors
a different beam to determine the next opportunity for transmission. Once one of the MAC
controller chips transmit, the other MAC controller chips on the same channel sense the
transmission and wait their turn to transmit. This approach guarantees that each MAC
controller/radio has an equal chance to transmit. Additional, the MMChelps avoid collisions of
downlink transmissions with ongoing uplink receptions.

7.16

17.3 ViVATO Panel MAC Operation

1.17

As described in , the LittleJoe architecture has one WLANradio on each Butler Matnx port.
Each radio operates with its own independent MACcontroller.
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All of the radios listen simultaneously but only one of them
can transmit at a time. Each radios’s MAC protocol enforces
the “one transmitter at a time” rule throughthe useofit’s
CCAcircuitry. Any transmission from any radio on any beam
will interfere with and causethe loss of any frames currently
being received on other beams on the samechannel.
However, since the radios on different beams can hear each
other’s transmissions, there should be no collisions after the
initial downlink DATA or CTS frame(as a result of MACS on
other beamssetting their NAV timers). However, an MMCis
addedto avoid collision of downlink and ongoing uplink
packets. The details of the MMC function is describedin
Mul.

The LittleJoe panel supports unmodified 802.11b clients. No
special MAC softwareis required at the client. Each beam
appears asa different AP and a client associates with
whichever beamit thinks is providing the best coverage.
However, since the clients are portable and the wireless
environment may change,theinitially selected radio may not
indefinitely be the best radio and hencethe client may have
to roam to another radio. To support a client transition from
one BSS(radio) to another BSS(radio) within the same ESS,
there needs to be a mechanism to support 802.11 MAC layer
mobility. Inter-access point communication (IAPP) specified
in the IEEE 802.11f draft supports that mechanism. The
details of the roaming function is described in

Intr.

Since different APs in the panel may be assigned to different
channels, a channel assignment algorithm is used as
described in

prt
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Cha.

A traffic-shaping functionality described in Section 10 is implementedto limit the downlink load
to ensure systemstability and fairness between uplink and downlink traffic loads.

1.17.1

17.1. MAC Modesof Operation

Currently the IEEE 802.11 standard provides two modes of operations which are all part of the
basic service set (BSS), which is defined as a group of clients that communicate with each other.
The two modes are Independentbasic service set (IBSS), and infrastructure basic service set
(BSS).

The Little Joe panel will only support the infrastructure BSS mode.

Infrastructure BSS modeof operation is distinguished by the use of an access point (AP). The
AP is used for all communications including communication between clients in the same service
set.

If oneclient transfers a frame to the secondclient, it must take two hops. First, the originating
client transfers a frame to the AP. Second, the AP transfers the frameto the client. With all
communications relayed through the access point, the service area is defined by the coverage
area of the AP itself.

In infrastructure BSS mode, clients must associate with an AP before communication can begin.
The client always initiates the association process and the AP may chooseto grant or deny
service. Associations are exclusive in that a client can only be associated to one APat a timc.

LitleJoe has 13 independent 802.11 APs within one panel. We hereby tefcr to the APs within the
pancl as radios. The APs need to be coordinated to forma single entity. This is supported by the
Extended Service Set (ESS) in 802.11. For a LittleJoe panel to properly cover a 100 degree area
with portabilily support, there is a requirement for thc union of multiple BSSs to be configured to
be part of the same ESS. This requires that the 13 radios operate in concert to allow the outside
world to use a single MAC addressto talk to a client somewhere within the ESS. To support this
functionality, the LittleJoe backbone must act as a single link-layer domain.

Clients within the same ESS may communicate with each other, even though these clients may
be located on separate beams. For clients in the ESS to communicate with each other, the
wireless medium must actas a single layer 2 connection. Radios act as bridges, so direct
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communication between clients in an ESS requires that the backbone network also be a layer 2
connccuon.

The ESS mayalso function between multiple LittleJoe panels. This requires that, in addition to
the radios inside the panel working as a single ESS, the Ethernet backbone mayalso be used as
the backbonefor the ESS.

7. Multi-Radio Transmit Control

The panel has 13 independent radios that are coordinated through the CSMAprotocol. ‘The
protocol tries to ensure that only one transmitter per channe!operates at a given time. However,
there still remains a small chance ofa transmit collision. Therefore, to avoid exceeding FCC
transmit powerlimits andslight degradation in performance, a transmit control function is
provided. The control function ensures that:

+ only one transmitter transmits at a given time on any given channel(first-come, first-serve)
* only complete framesare transmitted (i.¢.; frames that begin while anothertransmission is

in progress are discarded)

+ if not possible to determine whichof several transmissions occurredfirst, then sclect any of
the them arbitrarily.

17.3. Multi-MAC Control (MMC)

LittleJoe uses 13 radios. Without any coordination between these radios, transmitting a downlink
packet on one radio would destroy any uplink packets being received simultaneously on another
radio. This effect is referred to as “data suicide”. Allowing eachradio to operate independently
causes serious performance issues LJ MAC problems: Using multiple co-located APs with smart
antennas, A Tu. MMCcontrols the transmissions of each radio to prevent data suicide. More
details on MMCare discussed in Little Joe Multi-MAC Controller, (aka CCA Gluc Logic),
Presentation/Design re.

1.18

17.3 MMC Overview

Figure 15 The MMC operation is showninLittleJoe Multi-MAC Operation.
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. There are 13 radios with independent CCA input and outputs. For clarity, we call these
busy_out and busy_in. The busy_out indicatesthe state of the CCA output as detected by the
baseband processor and busy_in mdicates the state of the CCA input to the MAC processor. The
busy_out signals are fed into the MMC. Based on the values for busy_oui signals, the channel!
assignment vector, and the busy_out enable vector, the MMCscts the busy_in signals for every
radio.

The MMC function its as follows:

Define a signal, gfobal_busy, for each channel. global_busy is active if:

* busy_out for any radios operating on that channcl indicates busy excluding those radios
whose busy_out enable signalis notset.

Set the MMC output for a given radio to busy if:

* busy_out for that radio indicates busy, or

- global_busyfor this radio’s channel is active.

Eachofthree watchdog timers monitors the period that global_busyhas been active for that
channel. If global_busy has been active for more than aBusyActiveThreshold, and that interrupt
is not disabled (indicated by the watchdoginterrupt cnable vector), an interrupt is generated to
the host.

The busy-out enable vectoris set taking into consideration the effect of interference and
overlapping BSS.It ensures that external channel activity does not quiet all the radios in the
pancl.
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Figure 15 LittleJoe Multi-MAC Operation.

17.3 MMC Provisioned Parameter

The only provisioned parameter for the MMCis:

* aBusyActiveThreshold: the threshold of global-busy active status beyond which an
interrupt is generated to the host.

8. Intra-Panel Roaming

The Littlefoe switch contains 13 radios operating in the AP mode.A client initially associates to
one radio.It selects the radio with the best signal at the association time. However, since the
clients are portable and the wireless environment may change,the initially selected radio may
not indefinitely be the best radio and hence the client may have to roam to anotherradio.

However, roamingis initiated by clients and cannot directly be controlled by the radios in the
ViIVATO switch. The roaming behavior is dependent onthe client implementation. In most
commercially available clients, roaming is triggered when the channel quality (SNR) falls below
a threshold. The channel quality assessment (SNR measurement) is based on received beacon
strength. To ensure that a client is associated with the best radio, ViVATO’s switch forces the
client to roam to the radio with the best signal quality. This is done using the beam-switching
algorithm.

Also, to ensure seamless roaming between beamsasdirected by the client, we supportthe Inter-
Access Point Protocol (IAPP) which is an extension to 802.11 to support interopcrability,
mobility, handover, and coordination between APs(or radios) in a wireless LAN.

For LittleJoe to support roaming or load balancing for a client, it is necessary to support [APP
where reassociation occurs in the MAC layer andis transparent to the upper layers.

Thespecification of [APP is defined by IEEE 802.11f and this specification is used as a baseline
for the implementation of handover messaging between beams. The messaging is implemented
within the panel’s host controller. However, at a later time, it may be viable lo expose the IAPP
messaging through the backhaul to other LittleJoe panels as well as other 802.11 f compliant third
party APs.

17.3 Roaming Requirements

80

6
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* Beamswitching: To ensure that the clients are associated with the radio (beam) with the
best signal level .

¢ TAPP: to ensure client-initiated seamless roaming betweenthe radios in the panel.

1.19

17.3 Beam-Switching Algorithm

The roaming, algorithm disassociates the client once it moves out of the associated main beam.
However, such movement is difficult to detect in the wireless environment and disassociation
may result in packet loss and long association procedure. The effect is particularly significant for
clients located between two neighboring beams. So, the roaming algorithm will disassociate the
client when thereis significant difference between signal qualities on different beams.

1.19.1

17.1 Beam-Switching State Transition Diagram

Figure 16 As shownin The roaming state machine.
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, the roaming state machinefor each client served by the pancl has three
states:

 
  
 

ieeaty Besaci

 
Figure 16 The roaming state machine.

Monitor: oncea client is associated to a beam,the radio continues to collect RSST values for
each packet received from that client. It recalculates a new measure called the
aSmoothedRSsiValue’ over a windowsize of aRSSIWindowSize and compareit to a threshold
called the aRSSiLowerControlLimit.

Correct Beam Test: the scanning radio is used to measure the RSSIs and calculate
aSmoothedkRSSiValve for the client on cach of the adjacent ports. aRSS{WindowSize samples for
the two adjacent ports are averaged and compared to the same parameter for the current beam to
determine the best beam.

"The roaming algorithm has no provisioned parameters. All the parametersare internal to
the algorithm and may not be altered by Network Management.In this document all
internal parameters use the oblique style of the AvantGarde font:
(alnternalParameter) and provisioned parameters use the Arial font:
(aProvisionedParameter).

CL
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Force Roam: the client is placed temporarily onto a blacklist so that it cannot associate to the
current beam. Thenthe dissociation procedure will be called.

‘The rules governingstate transitions and the subsequent actions are:

+ Association: this transition occurs automatically when the client associates

* Sample RSST: recalculate aSmoothedkSSivalue and aRSSiLowerControlLimif.
Smoothed RSSI drop: aSmoothedRSSiValve drops to aRSSILowerControlLimit
Correct Beam: scan indicates current beam ts the best.

- Action: resample with new RSSI values and recalculate a new alLowerConiroLimit
+ Roaming Scan Timeout: the scanning radio has been monitoring the neighbouring beams

for more than GRoamingScanTimeout without any decision about the correct beam.

Wrong Beam: scan indicates a better beam whose RSS! exceeds the RSS] of the current
beam by aSignulDropThreshold dB.
- Action: black-list the client and force a disassociation.

Roaming Timeout: Timeout after GRoamingTimeOut.
~ Action: remove the client fromthe black list and remove anystate information aboutthe

chent.

Reassociation: client initiates a reassocialion to a new beam.

— Action: allow the reassociation sequence to take place and removestate information
about the chent.

8...4. Calculation of aLowerControl!Limit

The parameter aLowerControiLimil is calculated using both the mean and the standard
deviation of RSSI. The aLowerContro!Limit is calculated as
follows:

aLowerControlLimit = RSSI- 26
N-1

RSSI = HY RSS, N = aRSS/WindowSize in framesi=0
vt

! seer_pear?
ayo, (RSI; — REST)i=0 

where RSS/; is the RSSI value reported for frame 7. The N-1th frame is the most recent
frame. .

8...2. Smoothed RSSI Calculation
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To detect client movement, the recommendation is to sample RSS! values continuously as a
packetarrives and to calculate aSmoofheakSssiValve (S). This can be calculated with the
following
formula.

S, = O.1RSSI,+0.98,_,

This value is then compared to the aLowerControilim# andif itis larger thanthe limit, the client
enters the Correct BeamTeststate.

7.20

17.3 IAPP (Seamless Roaming)

The objective of IAPP is to enable seamless client-initiated roaming between beams within the
panel, between panels, and between a panel and third party APs.

Seamless roaming enablesclients that arc associated with the following features:

Clients radios are able to transition across beamswithin a time resolution of about 100 ms
without user intervention.

Nointervention required by the operating system. Therefore independent of operating
system uscd by the client.

* Roamacross multiple panels

* Roam from the ViVATO panelto 3" party APs that conform to IEEE 802.1 If.

For details of JAPP, please refer to Jim, Brennan, Seamless Roamingfor LittleJoe, Internal
ViVATOPublication, Se.

9. Channel Assignment

The DP2330 channel assignment includes two parts: measurementofmetrics and channel
assignment.

The metric measurement function resides in the host. It measures the channel activity and

provides information for channel assignment and other purposes. Channel assignmentfunction is
provided in the management software package. It provides the best channel assignment based on
the given measurementinformation. The management software functions related to channel
assignmentis decided by software development. This section only focuses on the algorithm.
Sd
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17.3

1.22

 

Channel Assignment Praovisioned Parameters

aChannelAssignmentCycle: the time duration between changes in the channel
assignment(default value 24 hours).

aHeavylnterference: the inlerference activity threshold. If interference activity is above
this value, the channel is considered as Bad Channel (value TBD).

aBadChannelThreshold: the number of measurement periods (aMeasurementDuration)
that a channel has interference activity above aHeavylnterference threshold (default
value 4).

aJamlnterference: the interference activity threshold. Interferenceactivity is above this
value in the last measurement, Emergency Exit is triggered (value TBD,
aJamiInterference > aHeavyinterference).

17.3 Channel AssignmentInternal Parameters

1.23

aMeasurementCycle: the time duration in which a complete measurement is done
(default value 24 hours).

aMeasurementDuration: the time duration between two measurementpoints (default
value 30 minutes).
aPeakLoadLimit: the maximumload allowed on one channel (value TBD).

aChannelSixBiasFactor: the bias factor to penalize transmission on channel 6 to reduce
the intermodulation problem.

17.3 Channel Assignment Metrics

The scanningradio and traffic radios have to measure some metrics of channel activity. The
measurementshall repeat in a cycle of aMeasurementCycle. During aMeasuremeniCycle, the
metrics are measured every aMeasuremeri{Duration. The desired metrics include: number of
associated clients, throughput and packet error rate (PER) ofeach traffic radio; interference and
channelutilization of each beam/(frequency) channel. The metrics are defined below.

* N,(t): Numberofassociatedclients of the ith traffic radio. It is collected from the MIB, and
is averaged over aMeasurementDuration period.

* $i): Throughput of the :th traffic radio. It is in packets/second or bytes/second, whichever
is available. It is also available from the MIB,and ts averaged over
aMeasurementDuration period.

b-6
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* Pit): PER ofthe th traffic radio. It is collected from the MIB, and is averaged over
aMeasurementDuration period.

D,(t): delay ofthe ith traffic radio. It is collected from the MIB, and is averaged over
aMeasurementDuration.

py(t): channelutilization of the ith beam on thejth channel.It is the portion of time CCA is
set for a given channel. It is measured by both traffic and scanning radios and is averaged
over aMeasurementDuration. We refer to this as Channel Utilization Factor (CUF).

Ns,{t): number of downlink packets transmitted on the jth channel. It is averaged over
aMeasurementODuration period.

Nrj(t); number of correctly received uplink packets transmitted by the clients associated
with the ith beam on the jth channel. It is available in the MIB and is averaged over
aMeasurementDuration period.

¢ Nn,(t): numberof uplink packets transmitted by the clients associated with other beams,
which are correctly received by the ith beam on thejth channel. It is measured by the
scanning radio and is averaged over aMeasurementDuration period. Wecall this the Self
Interference Metric (SIM).

No;¢t): number of uplink packets transmitted by the clients from overlapping subnets,
which are correctly received by the ith beam on the jth channel. It is measured by the
scanning radio and is averaged over aMeasurementDuration period. Wecall this the
Overlapping SubnetInterference (OST).

Ne,{t). number of uplink packets with PLCP or data CRCerrorsin the ith beam onthejth
channel. It is measured by the scanning radio and is averaged over aMeasurementDuration
period. Wecall this the Unidentified Interference Metric (UIM).

1,(t): interference of the ith beam on thejth channel. It is the portion of time CCAis set due
to interference. It is measured by the scanning radio.

All the metrics are maintained in a table within aMeasurementCycle. When the cycle restarts,
the table can cither be cleared or updated with some aging factor. The table update mechanism is
TBD.

It is difficult to measure J,(t) when there are traffic radios on the same channel. In such cascs,
,{@) can be derived from other measurements. To estimate /,(¢) we first estimate the total number
of packets from the overlapping subnets. Assuming that all downlink packet transmissions from
the panel lead to CCA high, and assuming that all uplink packets have the sameerror probability.
Then the total number of packets (with and without CRC errors) from overlapping subnets may
be estimated

NI.(t) = No; (t)+N Nout)
by: yf) = No, (4)+Ne,At) x Nel * Na,(t) + Nok
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And/(4) may be estimated

NI,A0)
Fy= Ns,(t) + Nr, t) + Nat) + Not) + Ne,(QP!
 

by:

The metrics N,(2), 5,0) and /,(4) are necessary for the channel assignmentalgorithm. The
remaining metrics arc used to estimate /,(/) and would therefore not be neededif there was a
direct way to measure interference.

1.24

17.3 Channel Assignment Algorithm

17.1 Channel Assignment Preprocessing

9...1. Eliminate Bad Channels

A channclthat has interference activity more than aHeavyinterference for
aBadChannelThreshold is not used. The interference activity is averaged over intervals of
aMeasurementDuration. There are typically 48 measurement intervals in one
aMeasurementCycle. If the numberof periods where interference activity is more than
aHeavylnterference exceeds aBadChannelThreshold, then that channel is eliminated.

9...2. Estimate Total Users in the Beam

The total numberofactive users in the beam may be estimated by dividing the number of
associated users in that beamby the percentageoftime available to those users. The total number
of users on beam i and channel j may therefore be described

Nit)N,Q) = —

by: aFk
where:

Ty) = min {1,(), aHeavyinterference }

whichis the interference activity limited to the maximumallowable interference on a given
beam. This ensures that the estimate does not provide large peaks due to unusual period of high
interference.

1.24.1

Kt
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17.1 Block-based Channel Assignment Algorithm

The block-based channel assignmentalgorithmassigns neighbouring beamsto the same
frequency channel (see Figure 1). Such assignment can help minimize the hidden beam
problem.  

   
Figure 17 Figure 1. Block-based channel assignment

The algorithm breaks the 13 beamsinto a maximumof3 blocks, with each block assigned to one
frequency channel (channels 1, 6, or 11), so that the peak load on each channelis minimized. In
order the find the optimal solution, we have to determine:

« the boundaries between the assignment blocks(i.e. the number of beamsin each block),

* the frequency channel of each block.

Thereare a total of possible 66 combinations that divide 13 beamsinto 3 blocks. For each of
these possible combinations, the three blocks have to be assigned to 3 different channels. The
numberof channel permutations is 6. So, we haveto find out the best channel-beam combination
from 66x6=396 possible total combinations. Denote L,() as the total load on thejth frequency
channelat time z. Let

Lx = max{£,(ty} ze (0,7)

be the peak load on the jth channe!in the last measurementperiod, where T is the measurcment
cycle (aMeasurementCycie). Our objective is to perform and exhaustive search to find the
combination that minimizes the pcak load onall channels. Mathematically, this may be described

mint Max L*;}} JENSofias:

It is possible that the overall network load is very light. In such cases,it is not necessary to usc
all three frequency channels. We define a parameter aPeakLoadLimit. If the total load is below
this limit, only two frequency channels (preferably | and 1 1)'° are used.If the peak load on any
of the two channelsstill exceeds the aPeakLoadLimit, we then useall three frequency channels.

9...1. Ignoring the Intermodulation Problem

'’Due to the susceptibility of the uplink charmel 1 and [1 to downlink (6 and 11) and (1
and 6), respectively, itis desirable to avoid using channels (6 and 11) or (1 and 6) on the
downlink. Therefore, when assigning two channcls,the first choice is to have channels (1
and 11).
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The algorithm is as follows:

* Step 1: divide 13 beamsinto 2 blocks. There are a total of 12 possible combinations. For
each combination, the channel selection can be: fife, fii. fof. fof, fii, OVfifo. There are a
total of 72 block-channel combinations. Assume the Ath combination has the following
configuration:

Block 1: beams 0 to by, (0 to N-2) are assigned to channel Cy

Block 2: beams b,+1 to N-1 (1 to N-1) are assigned to channel C,

hy

LEO = YL Mc,O
ves

LEU) = SY Mc
Then the load of channel C), C2 are: fa bth

Now,let the peak load on the first block for combination & be denoted
PL,(k) = max{Le,()} re [0,7

by: PL(k) = max{ Les} 1€ [0,7]

then the peak load for the busiest block (channel)

is: PLings(k) = max{ PL (Ck), PLAY}

* Step 2: select the combination index R with the least peak load. In other words choose R
Phing(R) = mint PL. Ak)! V(OSKSTI

suchthat: Luge RY=MIE PL yy DS (OSKSTI)

Simply described, this chooses the combination of channels and beams that minimize the peak
load on any channel.

* Step 3: check that the peak load on the channelis less than aPeakLoadLimit. If not, go to
three channel assignment.

Three Channel Assignment:

* Step 1: Since the peak load on two channels exceeds the threshold, we haveto assign
the load to three channels. In other words we have to divide the 13 beamsinto 3

blocks. There are a total of 66 possible combinations. For cach combination, the
channelselection can be: (ffir.Alive,ffiSAAVSAvo. There are a total of
396 block-channel combinations. Assume the Ath combination has the following,
configuration:

. Block |: assign beams0 to 4; (0 to N-3) to channel C,
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. Block 2: assign beams dy+1 to px (1 to N-2) arc to channel C2

Block 3: assign beams py+1 ta N-1 (2 to N-1) to channel C3

Then the load of channel C), Co, and C; are:
by

LEW) = 3) Mic, Ot=O
PE

LE) = > Nie)ish el
N-?}

SS MeOimeLEO

Now,let the peak load onthefirst block for combination & be denoted

PLCk) = maxtlLeyt re [0,7]

PL(K) = max{Le} te [0,7]
PL(k) = max{L(2)} tel, 7]

by:

then the peak load for the busiest block (channel) is:

PL (kK) = max{PL,(k), PLy(k), Pla}mux

+ Step 2: select the combination index R with the least peak load. In other words
choose & such

PLng (RY = min{Phyg Ak}—W(OS k= 395)max
that:

9...2. Considering the Intermodulation Problem

1f considering the intermodulation problem, we would like to avoid the combinations fifs
and fefi; channels. Therefore the best approachis to avoid channelf all together. In other
words:

The algorithmis as follows:

* Step 1: divide 13 beamsinto 2 blocks. There are a total of 12 possible
combinations. For each combination, the channel selection can be: fifi,fit. There
are a total of 24 block-channel combinations. Assume the kth combination has the
following configuration:

Block 1: beams 0 to 5; (0 to N-2) are assigned to channel Cy
66
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Block 2: beams 4,+1 to N-1 (1 to N-1) are assigned to channel Cz

Then the load of channelf, fi; is the sum of the loads of the beamsassigned to those
channels. In other words:

1a) = MO VUE)ii

BO) = Ny Ve fy)fa

Now,let the peak load onthefirst block for combination & be denoted
by:

PL Ck) = max{l,(O} re [0, T]

PL(K) = max{hy (t)} re [0,7]

then the peak load for the busiest block (channel) is:

PL,,,.(k) = max {PL,(d), PLO}mar

* Step 2: select the combination index R with theleast peak load. In other words
choose R& such

PhaQ@R) = mint PL,{A} V(O< k< 23)that: ,

Simply described, this chooses the combination of channels and beamsthat minimizes
the peak load of the busiest channcl.

* Step 3: check that the peak load on the channelts less than aPeakLoadLimit!'. If
not, go to three channel assignment.

Three Channel Assignment:

+ Step 1: Since the peak load on two channels exceeds the threshold, we have to
assign the load to three channels. In other words we have to divide the 13 beams
into 3 blocks. There are a total of 66 possible combinations. For each
combination, the channel selection can be: fifgin, MieSADffiAvve
SiVofi- There are a total of 396 block-channel combinations. Assume the Ath
combination has the following configuration:

Block 1: assign beams0 to 5; (0 to N-3) to channel C,

Block 2: assign beams b+] to p,(1 to N-2) to channel C2

"Considering the intermodulation problem, this parameter should be set higher to avoid
the three channel combination as muchas possible.

k-6
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Block 3: assign beams p,+1 to N-1 (2 to N-1) to channel Cy

Then the load of channel f{, fo, andfi, are:

LEQ) — LNA vaeh)
Ly.) = Nilo VU € fe)
LO) = Ninh VE ef)Fit

‘The parametery is the bias factor for channel 6 (aChanneilSixBiasFacior) used to give
a larger weight to channel6 in order to penalize it’s selection.

Now,Ict the peak load onthe first block for combination & be denoted
by:

PL Ck) = max{Lp()} te [0,7]

PL(k)=max{L,(t)} re [0,7]

PL(k) = max{L;@} te [0,7]

then the peak load for the busiest block (channel) is:
PLmax(k) = max{PL,Ck), PLyCk), PLs(k)}

+ Step 2: select the combination index R with the Icast peak load. In other words
choose R such

that: PLmax(R) = ming PLag(k)} V(0<k<395)

1.24.2

17.1. Emergency exit

If the ith traffic radio has interference larger than aJamInterferencein the last measurement
period, it has to move to the remaining channels.

10. Downlink Traffic-Shaping
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Thetraffic-shaping functionality is implemented to limit the downlink load to a stable operating
point and this also ensure fairness between uplink and downlink traffic load.

This scction specifics the traffic shaping functionality implementedin LittlesJoe. The scopeis
limited to specifying the functional archilecture, associated algorithms and mechanisms required
to implementthe feature.

1.25

17.3 Trafftic-Shaping Requirements

In this section we specify requirements forthe traffic shaping feature. Prior to that, we define the
following terms: ‘

* Load: the total traffic in bits/sec offered to the MAClayer(either at AP orat client) by the
higherlayers (e.g. TCP/IP).

* Operating Point: downlink load for which uplink failure ratc is less than aMaxFailureRate
(value TBD).

The requirementsforthe traffic shaping feature are as follows:

« Traffic shaping needs to determine the operating point for the panel and limit the downlink
load to it.

* The estimation of operating point nccds to be done dynamically based on changing value
of uplink failure rate.

1.26

17.3 Traffic-Shaping Architecture

The traffic shaping feature is implemented at the network layer. As shown in Functional
Placementof th, it should be placed between the backhaul and the MAClayer. All downlink
traffic includingtraffic generated from the backhaul and internal traffic destined from oneclient
to another client served by the panel arc passed throughthe traffic shaper.
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downlink (raffie

     
—— _¥

a leg. Lage

Backhau! from backhaul alli LN vorocated >shaper
i Fe

—e chentsdownlink internal traffic

— destination

__ | cheeker oyetraffic destined to backhaul Li suplink traffic from chents

Figure 18 Functional Placementofthe Traffic Shaper.

Figure 19 As depicted in Architecture of Traffic Shaping Module

, the traffic shaping module consists of threc components.

* Traffic queues

1.26.1 These queues define the granularity of traffic shaping function.
A single queueis maintained forall downlink traffic. The reasons for
this are discussedin

- Gra.

* Shaper (One per queuc)

- Ifaggregate downlink load (offered toall radios) exceeds a threshold, system becomes
unstable. The shaping function needs to estimate the load-threshold and then ensure that
offered load to MAC remains below it. The leaky bucket algorithm is used for traffic
shaping.

* Parameter Configuration Module (Onc per Shaper)

- ‘This module is responsible for dynamically adapting shaping-parameters to meet
system performance objective (i.e. keep uplink failure rate below the specified

64
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threshold). Section 4.3 specifies operation ofthis cntity.

shapedtraffic

 
  
 

 
  rate limiter parameter

traffic queue (peakrate - R) configurationP o module 

I
all downlinktraffic feedback (uplinkfailed MAC frames)

Figure 19 Architecture of Traffic Shaping Module

17.3 Traffic-Shaping Functional Description

This section specifies the functionality of traffic shaping feature. A overview of the leaky bucket
algorithm and parameter update mechanism is provided. The most critical component of the
specificationis identifying correct values of parameters controlling leaky bucket operation. In
this section, we specify the mechanismsto evaluate correct parameter values. The actual
opcrational values are TBD.

1.26.2

17.1 Leaky Bucket Algorithm

The leaky bucket operation shownin Functional Placement of th is specified by parameters (R,
B). The leaky bucket algorithm ensures that outgoing traffic never exceeds the specified rate R.

downlink
trattic (incoming)

Leaky Bucket Paramicters
Bucket Depth: B BitsBucket Rate: R bits/sec 

    
outgoing traffic lo MACs
leaks at R bits/sec (irrespective
of the data rate)
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Figure 20 Leaky Bucket Operation.

Foliowing is a description of leaky bucket operation .

+ Traffic to be shaped (from the backhaul and internal client-to-client traffic) is called the
incomingtraffic and the shaped traffic (going to MACs) is called the outgoing traffic.

+ R (aMaxDownlinkLoad)is specified over a time-period AT’i.e. the output from lcaky bucket
during AT should not exceed 2 bits.

If during av(aShaperWindowPeriod), the incomingtraffic is less than R bits then all traffic
is allowed to pass through the bucket.

’. If incomingtraffic size is greater than 2 bits, then up to 2 bits are transmitted and
remaining packets —called violating traffic — are queued (Tn some implementations,
violating traffic can be dropped).
In the next AT duration, the shaping criterion is applied to queued packets and newly
arrived packets,i.e. up to R bits are transmitted.

If size of queued packets exceeds the bucket depth, B (aMaxQueveSize) bits, then further
incoming packets are dropped.

1.26.3

17.1. Granularity of Operation

Traffic shaping can be defined for either single queue or there can be multiple queues (e.g. per
client queue or per beam queue). Since the combinedloadto all AP’s in the panelis the critical
factor in uplink performance,it is recommended to maintain a single queue as input to the traffic
shaper.

Besides if multiple queues are maintained and loadthresholds are defined for each queue, it may
results in unused capacity in some scenarios.

1.26.4

17.1 Dynamic Parameter Update

‘The operating point for LJ system changes depending on traffic characteristics at any given time,
e.g. as uplink load increases the operating point shifts to lower downlink loads. Thusit is
required to continuously measure certain metrics and determine the optimal value of the
operating point.

The dynamic parameter update entity is responsible for implementing this functionality.It
defines only onetraffic metric.
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10...1. Traffic Metric

Following metric is measured:

* Uplinkfailed frames (aNumUplinkFailedFrames)
This metric is indication of numberof uplink frames lost at AP(s).

It includes retransmitted (and corrupted) frames in uplink.

It is not a direct indication offailure rate seen by clients (because a client could succeed
in transmitting a frame after N retrics, where W < Max-Retry-Limit).
It is an indication of the extent of hidden beam problem.

The numberoffailed frames should be less than aMaxfailureRate during the measurement
window (aShapingMeasurementPeriod).

The measurement window (aShapingMeasurementPeriod) for this metric is the duration for
which the traffic metric is measured to determine whether operating point needs to change.

The parameter update module entity also implements the operating point estimation algorithm,
whichis specified in the next section.

1.26.5

17.1 Operating Point Estimation Algorithm

The algorithm is as follows:

+ Select aninitial value for the operating point (a table, generated from simulations provides
the operating points for different system configurations, €.g. with and without CCA/CBF).
This value is the aMaxDownlinkLoad (R) of the leaky bucket.

* Monitor the uplink failure rate (aNumUplinkFailedFrames) durmg measurement window.If
the failure rate is higher than the specified threshold (aMaxFailureRate)

Reduce operating point by Ad (aShapingDecrementstep) (1.¢. reduce the value of R by
Ad%).

Measure aNumUplinkFailedFrames during aShapingMeasurementPeriod.

While aNumUplinkFailedFramesis higher than aMaxFailureRate:

+ Reduce operating point exponentially (ie. reduce operating point by 2Ad% in 2°4
pass, 4Ad% in 3" pass and so on, where a passis defined as
aShapingMeasurementPeriod).

- Repeat this process for aMaxDecrementCount(N) times ie. if N= 4, then
maximumreduction in operating point will be 84d% and operating point will
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remainfixed at that value while aNumUpiinkFailedFramesis higher than
aMaxFailureRate.

If aNuMUplinkFailedFrames drops below aMaxFailureRate

+ Increase operating point by Ai% (aShapingincrementstep)
- Mcasure oNumUplinkFailedFrames during aShapingMeasurementPeriod.

* While aNumUplinkFailedFrames remains below aMaxFailureRate

- Increase operating point exponentially i.e. by 2A/% in and pass, 4Ai% in 3m
pass andso on.

1.27

17.3 Provisioned and Internal Parameters

This section lists the parameters which control the operation ofthe traffic shaping feature.

The only parameterprovisioned by the network management clement is:

+ aMaxFailureRate: Uplink Failure Rate Threshold (F%) — Provisioned (Typical value is
between 2-5%)

The internal parameters are:

* aMaxQueuesize: Leaky bucket depth B (bits)

* aShaperWindowPeriod: Leaky bucket time-period AT — (Typical Valueis | second)
aShapingincrementStep: Operating point cxponential incrementstep size (Ai%) -
Provisioned

aShapingDecrementStep: Operating point exponential decrement step size (Ad%) —
Provisioned

*
aMaxDecrementCount; Maximum number of passes for exponential reduction of
operating point (N) - Provisioned
aShapingMeasurementPeriod: Measurement Window duration — Provisioned
aMaxDownlinkLoad: Leaky bucket rate R (bits/sec) - Dynamically updated depending on
estimated operating point

aNumUplinkFailedFrames: Number of uplink failed frames in the current mcasurement
period (aShapingMeasurementPeriod)'”
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11. The Scanning Radio

Figure 4 A scanning receiverin “promiscuous mode’ and a “beam” antenna
switch is used to obtain signal strength and interference information from stations
on different beams as shownin The scanning radio.

‘The scanning radio has twostates scan mode and roaming mode. The state machinefor the
scanning radio is shownin The state machinefor the scanning radio..

{scan
of sean    

 
 

 
end beam test/time out

~ roaming 7

Figure 21 The stale machinefor the scanning radio.

correct beamtest

17.3 Scan Mode

While in the scan mode, the radio periodically scan the 13 beams on the 3
channels and collects activity information andfills the appropriate tables
(39 columns). Thetable has the following contents described in. detail in

Channel Assignment Metrics

Channel Utilization Factor (CUF)

* Self Interference Metric (SIM)

* Overlapping Subnet Interference (OSI)
+ Unidentified Interference Metric (JIM)

The table contents will be a running averaye of the above metrics. The radio should scan cach
combination for at least one second in a one-minute period. However, the scanning process may
be interrupted by the roaming function.
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1.28

17.3 Roaming

In this mode, the scanningradio is placed alternately on the neighbouring beams ofthe radio
undertest. The radio will collect the RSSI value for each frame received from the chent on the
two neighbouring beams. Once, the radio has reccived al least one frame from each neighbouring
beam,it can go back to scan mode.

Ifthere are no frames received on both neighbouring beamsfor a period longer than
aRoamingScantimeout, the radio goes back to scan mode.

Additionally, we would like to ensure that, on average, no more than half of the scanning
receiver’s time is spent in the roaming state. The timcout in the roaming mode
(aRoamingScanlimeoui). is set to min(60,7/2) seconds where 7 is the average time between
requests for roaming-test measurements. The Algorithm to determine the timeout(7) is described
by the pseudo code below. The algorithmuses the function time() (which returns the current time
in seconds) and twostatic variables: 7 and last_test_time.

The pseudo-code for theinitialization of last_test_time1s:

last_test_time = 0;

The pseudo-code for the processing required atthe start of each roaming-test measurementis:

// update T and last. test time
if (last_test_time == 0) then
// initialize T

T— 60;
else

// update T
T=0.9* T+ 0.1 * (time() - last_test_time);
endif

last_test_time = time();
// set the timeout

set_test_timeout(min(60seconds, 7/2));

1.29

17.3 State Transitions

The rules governing the state transmissionsare:
75

Fh
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correct beam test: one of the radios is being tested for the
correct beam test as explained in

+ Intr.

end beamtest: a decision is made on the correct beam or the
timeout period aRoamingScanTimeout discussed in

+ Intr expires.
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Part 2: Software System
Architecture

13. Introduction
The purpose of this documentis to describe at a high level the software features of Little Joe and
how those features map onto system tasks. The types of interaction between tasks are also
described.

Little Joe is based on the Linux operating system. The kerne] has been customized such that
only devices physically present on our system are supported. The system will contain the
following components:

° PowerPC processor(integrated with DMA, Memory Controller and PCI Bus)
¢ SODIMM memory (64-1 28Mbytes)
° Onboard FLASH (32-64Mbytes)
° Three Ethernet controllers (10/100)

- Secure management
- Back haul

- Daisy chain to the next panel
° The “King Arthur” custom PCI bridge

~ . Connects to 11 802.1 1b chipsets
° Two RS232 ports

- Management Console
- Debug

° Temperature sensor
° Interface into the “Merlin” beam steer component
° PCI Interface to an 802.11b Search MAC

Software other than Linux that ts used is:
PPCBoot

http://ppcboot.sour
PCMCIA

hitp://pemcia-cs.sourceforge.net
Wireless Toots

hitp.//www-hplhp.com/personal/Jean_Tourrilhes/Lunux/Tools.bind
CISH

http://www.tarball.nev/cish/
Apache

www. apache org
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Tools used for the target build are:
e GNU C version 2.95.3

o GNU gLibC version 2.2.4
° CVS

Linux kernel version for target is TBD. Linux kernel for host builds is 2.4.13.
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14. Software Overview

The software leverages a reasonable amountof IP from the open source community ranging from
the boot code to the protocol stacks themselves. The Mabuhay software IP (for the | releasc)
resides in the following components:

° The integration of the Linux components onto the custom PCB.
° The King Arthur driver code.
e Merlin beam steering algorithms andits driver.
° Access Point control software.

The rest of the code is primarily open source and the job is largely an integration effort to get all
of the components to operate in our target system in a manner which is compatible with the
product requirements.

17.3. Software not covered by this Document
This document covers the modules and subsystems which will be present when the system is
running. [lowever, there are other important components whichare not covered. These are:

° PowerPC-boot

- Diagnostics
o FLASH

RAM
Fihernet interfaces
Serial interfaces

Temperature calibration
o Fan controls

- Flashfile system for Kernel
° Linux Kernel Configuration

- Providing the necessary drivers for essential components

9000

46
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Software Module Overview
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15. Control Plane
To simply the connectivity between modules the diagram uses a contro! plane which is the lingo
for any one or manyof the following inter-process communication techniques:

e RPC

° A shell executing a script and extracting output(textual or otherwise)
°fOCTL

° Protocol stack interface (socket or otherwise)
o Shared memory
° File

On a module by module basis a developer will decide and publish the mterface to their code.
The code-base is using open source software, so if the module is expected to contain valuable
intellectual property that is proprietary to Mabuhay then the interface should be disjoint — for
example the beam siccring software should not be code compiled into the CISH command line
interpreter.

16. Drivers

17.3 Console Driver

The management console interface is simply and RS232 port configured, out of the box, to be
9600 baud,8 bits, no stop bits.

The mannerin whichthis operates when a user connects a terminalto it should be as follows:

a

/. Detects characters and__ Seria! Port then connects the part to

eer Daemon Telnet
Grant / Deny + |Authentication Shel info:

suf TelnetD / Login‘Shett 
 
 

 

 
w
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17.3 Ethernet Drivers
There are three Ethernet interfaces on the product. The interfaces plumb into the underlying
Linux subsystem in an identical manner. However, they differ in the services offered. The
following diagrams show which dacinonsare listening to which ports.

1.29.1

17.1 Secure Management

This port is intended as a separate “secure” out-of-bandport which maybe wired into an existing
intrastructure to manage the device. The port is secure, not becauseit is encrypted(it is not), but
becauseit is physically separate and will not participate in packet forwarding. Under no
circumstances candata packets sent into the wired or wireless interfaces be forwardedto this
port. Device managementover this interface may be performed by CLI, HTTP(S) and SNMP.

Therefore the stack is as follows:

   
Eth

(Mgmt)

SSHD TelnetD DHCP | | apache | SNMPDClient _     

A driver should be developed to interface the target device to the Linux subsystem in a standard
(ethX) manner. If no such driver exists for the chosen part then one will be developed and
offered up to the open source community, since the driver contains no Mabuhayproprietary
intellcctual property.

Configuration settings ofthis interface should be as follows:
¢ The ability to set the interface to Aulo-negotiate

- The interface should advertise and be able to negotiate to 10 Mbps, 100 Mbps,
Full Duplex, Half Duplex, no flow control.

© The ability to set the interface manually to:
- 10 Mbps, Half Duplex
- 100 Mbps, Half Duplex
- 10 Mbps, Full Duplex
- 100 Mbps, Full Duplex

° Out of the box:

- Auto-negotiate enabled

1.29.2

“22
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17.1. Backhaul / Daisy-chain for the Next Panel
This interface provides the connection from Little Joe to the wired infrastructure. Packets which
maytransfer into and out from this interface are as follows: To next Little Joe

Panel's Backhaul

 

 

Interface

: +
To wired

Infrastructure ‘ |Backhaul Einemel|“|| Next Panel at
Driver Ethernet Driver soreSinei Oriver

“Packet |    
a& Flow ‘ §_ i

TCP/UDPIP SimeniiedDiagram

[asa ~ - oarControl Plane jy - ae,

Inteface masara HITFP(S) f
ao »

 
  Sine) 

a“ ~
Simplifiedi TCPIUDPIIP
Diagram (te SSH) Management
ee NL Services bind tooo ~~ multiple interfaces

)ed

The diagram shows that management of the unit may be performed via the dedicated
management port or the wired interfaccs. However, via the control plane, management may be
disabled to any interface for specific services. For example, each management system will have
a list of “allowable” interfaces that it may serve itself to. Out of the box, CISII (which is
spawned by TelnetD upon authentication clearance) may be disabled for certain interfaces, such
as the wireless interface (wil3), wired backhaul, or next panel.
A typical setup of allowable services for the Backhaul interfaces may be:

Etho
{Backhaul}

[se

 
 

DHCP

Client TetnetD | |   Apache   SND| Bridging |  
The DHCPClient Service is shown. This is because a normal operating characteristic of existing
access points from factory power-on is for it to gather its own IP address and perform bndging
between the wired, wireless and, in the case of Little Joe, the next panel interface.
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17.3 Source for Wireless Drivers
Many of the wireless cards, such as those from Intersil and Agere are supported by source
available in the open-source community. For the Intersil cards the following are available:
http://people.ssh.conyjkm/Prism2/
This ig the so-called Host-AP mode driver sponsored by Intersil that allows a clicnt card to
become an access point, except that management functions such as association and
authentication are handled by the CPU, but Beacon Generation and Probe Responses are
performed in hardware.
http://www. linux-wlan.com/linux-wlan/
The WLAN-driver project is another driver for the same card, except this is for client-mode
applications.
Both projects utilize the iwconfig utilities which use an LOCTL interface to talk to the drivers.
The drivers live in kernel space and can be bound in with the kernel or loadedat runtime.
Drivers for wireless interfaces for Linux have been supplied in just object code, such as those
from Cisco and Nokia, and also in source form, from the likes of Intersil and Agere.

 

1.31

17.3 Searcher and Merlin Interfaces and Functions
The searcher MACis designed to determine where clients are and build a table for the Merlin
beam steercr. In order to understand the control system behind these two functions, consider the
following diagram which shows howcachof the wireless APs in the system interface to Merlin:

fi- 80
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Incoming Packets
(usedfar pinpointing clients)

Traffcto andfram Clients
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[Weetor” aan

|Modulators tAccess l'cints (BB side} 4 a

a | - DACs |) AP ‘Lo ..

| BBt BB2 | BEn Beam Lookup
s ‘ , oe 1 oO Table Sector= Te Switch

Tx Lines. vo

fy 4 | f.{ Merlin Lookup| 4
| API | | Ap2 | APn Logic * cpuAccess Points (MAC side) Merlin Functional 4 -| °

Block (Hardware) \
 
 
 

oN MAG. Aske DAG Values00:80.62:78:00:91
~] 00:40:64:34:12.77|

 
 
 

Beam Coefficient Data(32 Values Typically)              
The Searcher consists of a regular 802.11b MAC and a sector switch. The MACis set into
“Promiscuous Mode” — meaning that all valid 802.11 data frames are received and can passed to
the CPU.
The sector switch allows the CPU to change the receive beam that the searcher MACis focused
on. By a process of sampling each ofthe sectors a map can be built of client MAC addresses and
their respective reccive strength signal indications (RSSD. By using simple math it is then
possible to determine their location. The location consists of a series of values which can be fed
into a vector modulator in order to “shine” a beamonto a specific client. ‘hese values determine
both the reach (power) and the direction. ‘Thus, when an AP wishes to transmit a frame to a
clicnt, the Merlin logic is able to see which MAC addressit to be communicated with; adjust the
beamto the appropriate location, and transmit the frame. The software processes which make
this happen are as follows:

A Bt
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802.1 1b

    MAC Merlin |

ao, |
\.

Searcher .
Driver Merlin Driver

 
Linux Subsystem

a
Client trames: Merlin Tableand RSS| Population[

Searcher
Table

Generator Interface TBD

co
Contro! Plane i

>ee

[" te I
  

 

 
Management Applications

17.3 Scheduler / Shaper
Dueto the nature of 802.11 networks when combined with directional antennas,it is importantto
be able to identify situations which would or could adversely affect performance.
For example, it is possible that one user may whichto perform a large download, and dueto this
it could, when taken to an extreme, causcotherclients to be starved ofservice.
This module identifies when such situation occur and performs the necessary packet shaping
(bandwidth management) to ensure that the unit may still be able to sec when anotherclient is
requesting service. There are numerous ways of achieving this and the exact algorithm is still to
be determined. However, the positioning of the module in the system is clear — it must be
between the back and wireless devices and be able to set up queues and bandwidth limits on a
per client basis. Therefore, within the architecture it would live as follows for a typical packet
flow:
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17.3

This module takes input from the searcher which is promiscuously receiving frames in each

a
“

ethx)

BackhaulDriver(
a“

<>) 
 

a oN

Ching Arthur Driver )
 

 Linux Subsystem - Driver presents wil3
 

  

LinuxSubsystem-Driverpresentseth1  
 

 

PacketInterface )oo

ne

C Bridging >me

ao oN

Lq—____--»(_ Shaper/ Scheduler}q—————py
ahe

were)OUJeSJuasaidJaaug-Wayshsqnsxnui7 Ura)JeAlgjn  
 

RRM (Radio Resource Management)

direction, on a programmable channel.
The purpose of RRM is to identify potential interfering (or high usage) networks in order to
determine if the system should be switched to a different channel.
allowable for different pointing dircctions arc allowed to be on different channels. Therefore the
control loop for decision making would be:

84
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17.3 FLASH

This driver needs to present an interface to Linux which is compatible with a regular block
device such as a hard drive. However, since Flash has a limited numberof write cycles, and the
number of parameters that can be changed in the system is significant and likely to get a lot
larger as the product develops, changes in configuration will need to be committed through a
user “save” command. Such an action will write the configuration to Flash rather than individual
writes for each small change a user makes.

Note: Research is continuing into a MTD Driver and JFFS Journaling Flash File System _Lrivers. |
Component Filesize Memory
Httpd 550K 3000K
Httpd.conf 50K
fibperl.so 1.2 MB
Cish 150K 500K
Net-snmp 20K
Total ~2MB 3500K

This table shows initial estimations of management module resource usage. Need clarification of
data items in the table. Some ofthese items are daemons, running all ofthe tine, Others are one
instance per invocation.Cish is dependent on lots of other elements. such asipchains, bret and’
ifconfig,

 

 

2. ManagementInterfaces
There are three core managementinterfaccs:

e CLI(RS232, Telnet, SSH, ASCII File)
« HTTP
e SNMP

All three managementinterfaces are available throught the RS232 console port, Backhaul (eth0),
Management (eth]), Next Pancl (eth2) and the Wireless interfaces. Instances of the HTTP,
SNMP,‘lelnet/SSH daemons will be bound to the ethO, ethl, eth2 and wix interfaces. The user
will have the ability to disable management services on individualorall interfaces.
The followinglist is an initial draft of the features in the Little Joe AP which will be configured
and monitored using the CLL, HTTP, and SNMP managementservices.

1)Basic Setup ~
a)SSID
b)_IP

2)Chassis
a)Slots
b)_Ethernet Ports

A-F4
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c)_Antenna
i)Calibration

d)Radios
e) Environment

3)Layer 2
a}Ethernet
b)_802.11
c)Bridging
d)VLAN
e)Filters
f)__Statistics

4)Layer 3
a)Basic IP Configuration
b)_SSH
c)HTTP
d)Telnet
e)SNMP

i)MIB1&2
it)Mabuhay MIBs
in)Dot] and dot! 1 MIBs
iv)Traps

fDHCP
@)NAT
hy)NTP
i)FTP
2)Filters
k)__Statistics

5)AP Manager
a)Associations
b)Local AP Roaming
c)._Inter AP Protocol / Wireless Distribution System
d)Multi-AP Configuration (4 panel setup)

6) Security
a)WEP

i)40-bit
i) _128-bit

b)Authentication
i)Open
it)Shared
iii)EAP
iv)Radius

7)Utilities
a)Users/Administrators
b)_Preferences
¢)}Searching and Sorting
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d)_Configuration File
i)-Import/Export
ii)_Version(s)

e)__ Firmware
i)Update
ii),Version(s)

fyFile
2)Syslog
h)TETP
i)FTP

8)Diagnostics
a)__Events/Logs/Traps
b)_Network

i)Ping
it)Traceroute

ce)Radio
d)Antenna

i)__Calibration
e)Merlin

i)Dump Beam Coefficient Data Table

17.1 HTTP

The HTTP(S) service provides a web based management interface. The complete set of CLI
commands will be available through the Web screens. Access to the web interface is controlled
by the management authentication process. The web interface will consist of standard HTML
and CGI scripts. We are evaluating the mod_perl Apache module for an additional server-side
scripting tool. The goal is to support Internet Explorer, Netscape, Mozilla and other browsers on
multiple platforms. Apache is well supported and is a solid base for future features including
XML, SOAP, JSP, ASP and WebServices.
The HTTPDcan be configured to bind on the Backhaul (eth0), Management (eth1), Next Panel
(cth2) and Wireless interfaces (wix). The HTTPservice can be configured to bind onall or none
of the interfaces.

The Apache HTTPserver with SSL/TLS libraries provides a secure HTTPSplatform.
UserInterface (UI)

« Forms

© Help
The forms provide standard Web UI features includingedit, list boxes, radio buttons, and tables.
The UI advances the CLI giving the user for example a single page to do basic setup instead of a
series of commands. Also, wizards (a series of forms) will be developed to walk the user through
complex configuration tasks. Advanced UI features — Graphic view of the chassis, Network
Topology, Graphical views of beam status will be considered in the future.
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This diagram showsthe high-level HTTP module interfaces.

7.32

17.3

a commonsetup.

CISH (CLI)
CISH is a commandline (CLI) interface based using a simple Cisco-like interface, including a
simple help system and command completion and commandhistory. Command syntax is defined
in tables, making it fairly easy for developers to add commands. CISH validates the command
parameters, then will use the control plane interface to configure and get status information.
Configurationis stored in a ASCII text file. User authentication is password only (no user ID).
An ASCII Text File provides a persistent store of the configuration. The file contains thel CLI
commands used to configure the device. The file can be used to configure multiple devices with 

 

  
Teinet SSH

Console Client Client

RS232 TELNETD SSH2D  
 

 

 

   
 
 

 = _

  
Control Plane(ioctl, shell, snmp, etc) 

This diagram showsthe high-level CLI interfaces.
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17.3 User Manager
Provide a facility to add/remove users for management ofthe device. Users will have associated _ a
capabilities. For example, an_operatormay haveread-onlyaccess,andaadminuserhavefull iL --{Deleted: user 3
read-write capabilities. Cr 2

  
 

17.4 SSHD

Secure Shell from www.openssh.org — contains support for SSH1 and SSH2. Secure Shell
provides encryption, authentication and tunneling capabilities. The OpenSSH package includes
the ssh program which replaces telnet and rlogin, scp replaces rcp and sftp which replaces fip.
OpenSSH docs not support any patented transport algorithms. In SSH! mode, only 3DES and
Blowfish are available options. In SSH2 mode, only 3DES, Blowfish, CAST128, Arcfour and
AEScan beselected. The patented IDEA algorithm is not supported.

OpenSSH provides support for both SSH and SSH2 protocols.

Since the RSA patent has expired, there are no restrictions on the use of RSA algorithm using
software.

17.5 Telnet

‘The Telnet daemon module will spawn a CISH shell. The telnetd service can be bound to
selected interfaces. The telnetd service can be enabled/disabled.

1.33

17.6 SNMPD

The SNMPagent will be based on the NET-SNMPopen source project formerly knownas the
UCD-SNMP_ package, originally based on the Carnegie Mellon University SNMP
implementation (version 2.1.2.1).
The net-snmp package supports SNMPv1, SNMPv2 and SNMPv3. TDB if we need to include v3
support. .
Support for MIB | and MIB 2 as well as Mabuhay private MIBs and Traps. Register Mabuhay
private mib with iana.org.
A SNMP access function framework will provide a standard interface for SNMP scl, get,
getNext and Traps for other developers to integrate their modules into the SNMP agent.

18. Environmental Control

- 88
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18.1 Temperature and Fan Control
‘The temperature module is fairly simple — it simply needs to check the temperature against
predefined limits (programmable) and take appropriate action when the system is above or below
temperature (or approaching if). Changes in temperature will result in the closed loop control
system operating the fans (below). However, when cooling fails, the following actions can be
taken:

e Issue a TRAP to an SNMP NMS

© Write error information in the local store syslog. Optionally notify a UNTX Syslog
daemon.

° Issue warnings to the console, CL1 and webinterface.‘

19. Wireless Control

19.1 Wireless Bridging
The function of this module will be dependent on the actual firmware that is selected for the
Access Points in the system. However, if the chosen firmware does its own wireless bridging,
then this section describes its function. However, should it not, then the function will be
provided through the Bridging Manager described later.
From an AP perspective, associated clients would populate a location database as follows:

| Client C: 00:30:10:2E:6C-1Aa  
Client A: 00:40:56:37'44-8F

[|Client 8: 00:80:84:90:01:6E 

ee et
otMWireless Interface (1)

 

 
   

AT Client | MAG Interface
Se A | 0040:56.32.44.8F 1~~ B 00:80:8A 00:01:6E 1

CG | 00:30:10:2E:6C:1A 1

Wired Interface (2) ——* dD 00:40:12;67:9E:02 2
Chent D: 00:40:12:67:9E:02 E _|__00.08:8' 2G 2

F 00:30:00:22:CA: 1D 2
Client E: 00:08:8B:09:02:60

|
 

‘Traffic local the AP is kept local, and only traffic destined for the wired backhaul is transferred
out of the AP itself.

90
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19.2 Centralized Bridging
It is desirable to have all packets come to a central bridging manageras follows:

 f] Client A: 00:40:56:32:44:8F Client C: 00:30:10:2E:6C: 14,y a

 (2 Client B’ 00 80:84:90:01:6E i (] lien E: 00-08:88:09-02.60  
C] Client D: 00:0E:B1:C0:02.6A

Client F: 00:30:00:22:CA:10
a   

  
        

 
  

— f
Wireless Interface (1) ' Pa , z x y

~ AP 7 AP2 APn

L King Arthur (AP Host Interface Gluey
a ~~

Cir Arthur rer)
Linux Subsystem - Driver presents wit3

  
 

 
 

Client G 00:05:01:24:67:10 Client J: 00:02.01;20: 24:10
Client H: 00:02:08.20.10.4A

 
 lo m| Client K: 00:02:01 70°A2-01

+_Bridging
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In this example, the bridging manager running on the host CPU has control of all of the
interfaces for data forwarding. In the examplethetable is indexed by MAC address. However,
although release | may not be VLAN-aware, the extensibility of the table and indexed must be
considered in the detailed design.
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The diagram above also showsthe wireless interfaces under a single wil3 interface. The driver
for wil3 would then do an additional lookup to determine the actual wireless interface to which a
user may be attached.
However, an alternative which may be concludedis a better choice (dependenton final detailed
design for that module), may be to bridge each of the wirelcss interfaces together and provide a
layer 3 IP interface in the same broadcast domain. This would remove the necessity of providing
two area for layer 2 lookupsto be performed.

19.3 Radio Configuration Manager
SSID, SSID Broadcast, Data Rates, RTS/CTSsettings, Default Radio Channel, # of Wircless
clients.

1.35

19.3 Inter-card Roaming Manager

1.36

19.3 Mabuhay Enhanced Performance System (MEPS)

1.37

19.3 Security

1.38

19.3 Authentication Manager
The authentication manager will be responsible for handling incoming 802.1!b authentication
requests. The authentication manager receives all authentication frames and determines the
authentication mechanismto use based on the bits in the authentication type ficld. Based on the
authentication type the request is handed-off to the authentication handler which will complete
the authentication process.

1.39

19.3 Authentication

Before a client device can gain access to the AP and the network, it must be authenticated. There
are four AP authentication mechanisms: Shared key, Open Authentication, MAC address, and
EAP.

* Open Authentication — Allows any client to authenticate with AP, but only allows data
transfer if WLP keys match.
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e Shared Key — 802.11b standard but not recommended because of vulnerabilities. Sends
unencrypted challenge string to the client. Chent responds with encrypted response, 1f
correct the AP allowsthe client to authenticate.

* MAC address — The MAC addressis either checked against a local AP table of allowable
MACsor sent to a RADIUS server for verification. If the MAC is not in the list of
allowable MACsthenthe device is not authenticated.

1.40

19.3 802.1x / EAP Authentication Mechanism
802.1X defines Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) over LANs (EAPOL).The standard
encapsulates and leverages much of EAP, which was defined for dial-up authentication with
Point-to-Point Protocol in RFC 2284.

Client sends authenticate request to AP, AP sends an EAPOL-encapsulated EAP request-ID to
the client. The client responds with an EAPOL-cncapsulated EAP response-ID message
containing the user's identification. The AP then reencapsulates this same EAP responsc-ID
message in a RADIUS access request packet and forwards this to a RADIUS server. EAP
messages are rclayed betweenthe client and RADIUS by the AP, on the chent side encapsulated
in EAPOL,and on the server side inside a RADIUSpacket.

In the final step, the RADIUSserver responds with a RADIUS access accept (or deny) packet
containing an encapsulated EAP success(or failure), which the AP then forwardsto the client. In
the case of success, the port is considered opened for datatraffic and the user authenticated.

When using dynamic session keys the RADIUS access accept will include session keys, which
are used by the wireless access point to build, sign and encrypt an EAPOL key message.

This is sent to the client immediately following the EAP success message. With this information,
both client and wireless access point can program their encryption keys dynamically, making the
encryption moredifficult to crack.

WEP(Wired Equivalent Privacy)
Enable/Disable WEP.

40-bit and 128-bit key setup.

2. Other Control

19.3 DHCPClient

This module is enabled by default and operates through the wired Backhaul interface. Unless a
specific IP address is specified (which from the factory can only be done through the
Management Console port) the device will boot and try andget its management IP address from
a DHCP Serveron the Backhaul interface.

A-4L
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1.41

19.3 DHCP Server and Network Address Translation (NAT)
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3. Typical Packet Walk (Bridged)
The following diagram shows the one way trip from an 802.11b clicnt through to the 802.3
Backhaul Interface.

- 802.3 SA ‘ 802.14 Packet

f 802.3 DA Format
/ { 802.11 Associated AP Simplifiedf MAC

(con— |clBla —te APn For me?QL Y

x
If WEP, Decrypt. DiseardReformatfor 802.3

ee  

    
Data Packet
 

    

“King aan Bridging
“TO {-LookupSi "Bridging > Key = MAC (+VLAN)Poli 7” Bridging “S, Ne 'y

oucies ~ Manager _/4 Assaciated Data = Destination7 Port + Action

Dest = etht

ON

 

   

 |se

19. Typical Packet Walk (NAT and DHCP Server)
Another typical deployment for an access point, especially when there is no central DHCP
Server, is for the access point to provide an IP gateway functionality whilst providing private (10
or 192 net) addressesfor clients to communication over. The diagram below shows the modules
that are utilized to get a packet froma client to a backhaul tntertace.
The NAT module maintains stateful information on each connection. Each session is translated
such that a connection to a destination site is translated with a new source address (from a private
addressto the real IP address of the access point), and the source system is identified by a new IP
source port number. When a frame is received from the destination on the backhaul interface a
lookup is performed on the destination address port to see if it matches an existing connection. If
a match occurs the NATfunction will reform the packet with the private 10 or 192 net address
and transmit the frame out of the appropriate wireless interface.
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19. Diagnostics
Diagnostic tools will be provided for testing the radios.

19. Out-of-the-Box Power-up Sequence
(tate (ntataeaEe; (conseef 

  
 

 

 

Power On (ae)Coa)oT aesa€-))
Jump toPPC-Boot

Command} _ Boot

Wait for input| reeon Diagnostics

oy
Boot Image Flash !fram spec’ddevice

SS. LinuxKernel

CtcBae Chient_/

Load Qo
TelnetD

daemons > WS

  
 ——+{ SSHD

19. Utilities

19.4 FTP Client (for downloading new Images)
This is a standard FTP client provided as part of a standard Linux distribution. An interface will
be provided through both the CLI and the web server so that a customer may be perform
upgrades of their embedded software.
By gaining access to the regular command shell (such as BASH)a field engineer may also use
the full range of [TP facilities.

1.42

19. FTP Server (for Serving images to other panels)
If deemed necessary this would be useful for gaining access to the unit for downloading of
configuration files etc.
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19. Data Packet Interfaces
The following diagramdepicts the Linux interface stack along with the bindings to layer 3. The
wireless interfaces present themselves to the system in much the same way as any other
interface. However, the dala interface through which traffic may be transmitted and received is
only one ofthose interfaces. As discussed earlier in this design, the bridging between wired and
wireless and between wireless and between wired may be the same bridging module or via two
separate modules. The compliance with the Linux interface architecture allows a lot of
flexibility when it comes to implementation ofthe featureset.
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19. Appendix A-PCI/ PCI Bridge Support in Linux
Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCT), as its name implies is a standard that describes how to
connect the peripheral componcnis of a system together in a structured and controlled way. The
standard describes the way that the system components are electrically connected and the way
that they should behave. This chapter looks at how the Linux kernel initializes the system's PCI
buses and devices.

1.42.1

19.4 Example PCI Based System
‘This is a logical diagram of an example PCI based system. The PCI buses and PCI-PCI bridges
are the glue connecting the system componentstogether, the CPUis connected to PCI bus 0, the
primary PCI bus. A special PCI device, a PCI-PCI bridge connects the primary bus to the
secondary PCI bus, PCI bus 1. In the jargon of the PCI specification, PCI bus | is described as
being downstream of the PCI-PCI bridge and PCI bus 0 is up-stream of the bridge. Connected to
the secondary PCI bus are the two ethernet devices for the system. Physically the bridge,
secondary PCI bus and two devices would all be contained on the same combination PCL card,
The PCLISA bridge in the system supports older, legacy ISA devices and the diagram shows a
super I/O controller chip.

78 ivu ICc  
 

   

PCI Bus 0

PCLISA Video + PCI-PCI
Bridge | Bridge

ISA Bus PCI Bus 1   
    

EthemetSuper /O Ethernet
L_. SJ a

19.4 PCI Address Spaces
The CPU and the PCI devices necd to access memorythat is shared between them. This memory
is used by device drivers to control the PCI devices and to pass information between them.
Typically the shared memory contains control andstatus registers for the device. These registers
are used to control the devicc and lo readits status.

    
1.42.2

The CPU's system memory could be used for this shared memory but if it were, then every time
a PCI device accessed memory, the CPU would have to stall, waiting for the PCI device to

“48
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finish. Access to memory is generally limited to one system componentat a time. This would
slow the system down. It is also nol a good idea to allow the system's peripheral devices to
access main memory in an uncontrolled way. This would be very dangerous; a rogue device
could make the system very unstable.
Peripheral devices have their own memory spaces. The CPUcanaccess these spaces but access
by the devices into the system's memoryis very strictly controlled using DMA (Direct Memory
Access) channels. ISA devices have access to two address spaces, ISA I/O (Input/Output) and
ISA memory. PCI has three; PCI 1/O, PCI Memory and PCI Configuration spacc. All of these
address spaces ure also accessible by the CPU with the the PC! I/O and PCI Memory address
spaces being used by the device drivers and the PCI] Configuration space being used by the PCI
initialization code within the Linux kerncl.

1.42.3

19.4 PCI Configuration Headers
 
 

 

ET] 15 0
Device ID Vendor ID | 00h

Status l Command 04h
Class Code | 08h

E 10h
 

 
 

Base Address Tables

24h 

 

  
| line | Pin 3Ch
 

Every PCI device in the system, including the PCI-PCTI bridges has a configuration data structure
that is somewhere in the PCI configuration address space. The PCI Configuration header allows
the system to identify and control the device. Exactly where the header is in the PCI
Configuration address space depends on where in the PCI topology that device is. For example, a
PCI video card plugged into one PCI slot on the motherboard will have its configuration header
at one location and if it is plugged into another PCI slot then its header will appear in another
location in PCI Configuration memory. This does not matter, for wherever the PCI devices and
bridges are the system will find and configure them using the status and configuration registers
in their configuration headers.

Typically, systems are designed so that every PCI slot has it's PC] Configuration Header im an
offset that is related to its slot on the board. So, for example, the first slot on the board might
have its PCI Configuration at offset 0 and the secondslotat offset 256 (all headers are the same
length, 256 bytes) and so on. A systemspecific hardware mechanism is defined so that the PCI
130
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configuration code can attempt to examineall possible PCI Configuration Headers for a given
PCI bus and know which devices are present and which devices are absent simply by trying to
read one ofthe fields in the header (usually the VendorIdentification field) and getting some sort
of error. The describes one possible error message as returning OxFFFFFFFF when attempting to
read the VendorIdentification and Device Identification ficlds for an empty PCIslot.

19.4 Layout of the 256 byte PCI configuration header
It contains the following fields:

1.42.4

19. VendorIdentification

A unique numberdescribing the originator of the PC! device. Interestingly, Intcl's is
Ox8086.

1.42.5

19. Device Identification

A unique numberdescribing the deviceitself.

1.42.6

19. Status.
This field gives the status of the device with the meaning ofthe bits of this field set by
the standard. .

1.42.7

19. Command

By writing to this field the system controls the device, for example allowing the device to
access PCI I/O memory,

1.42.8

19. Class Code

This identifies the type of device that this is. There are standard classes for every sort of
device; video, SCSI and so on. The class code for SCSI is 0x0100.

loo
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1.42.9

19.4 Base Address Registers

These registers are uscd to determine and allocate the type, amount and location of PCI W/O and
PCI memory space that the device canuse.

1.42.10

49.4 Interrupt Pin
Four of the physical pins on the PCI card carry interrupts from the card to the PC! bus. The
standard labels these as A, B, C and D. TheInterrupt Pin field describes whichofthese pins this
PCI device uses. Generally it is hardwired for a particular device. Thatis, every time the system
boots, the device uses the same interrupt pin. This information allows the interrupt handling
subsystem to manage interrupts from this device.

1.42.11

19.4 Interrupt Line
The Interrupt Line field of the device's PCI Configuration header is used to pass an interrupt
handle between the PCI initialization code, the device's driver and Linux's interrupt handling
subsystem. The number written there is meaningless to the device driver but it allows the
interrupt handler to correctly route an interrupt from the PCI device to the correct device driver's
interrupt handling code within the Linux operating system.

19. PCII/O and PCI Memory Addresses
‘These two address spaces are used by the devices to communicate with their device dnvers
running in the Linux kemel on the CPU. For example, some fast Ethcrnet devices map their
internal registers into PCI I/O space. The Linux device driver then rcads and wnites those
registers to control the device.
Until the PCT system has been set up and the device's access to these address spaces has been
turned on using the Commandfield in the PCI Configuration header, nothing can access them.It
should be noted that only the PCI configuration code reads and writes PCI configuration
addresses; the Linux device drivers only read and write PCI I/O and PCI memory addresses.

1.43

19. PCI-ISA Bridges
These bridges support legacy ISA devices by translating PC] I/O and PCI Memory space
accesses into ISA I/O and ISA Memory accesses. A lot of systems now sold contain several ISA
bus slots and several PCI bus slots. Over time the nced for this backwards compatibility will
dwindle and PCI only systems will be sold. Where in the ISA address spaces (I/O and Memory)
the ISA devices of the system have their registers was fixed in the dim mists of time by the early
Intel 8080 based PCs. Even a $5000 Alpha AXP bascd computer systems will have its ISA
102
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floppy controller at the same place in ISA I/O spaceas the first IBM PC. The PCI specification
copes with this by reserving the lowerregions of the PCI 1/O and PCI Memory address spaces
for use by the ISA peripherals in the system and using a single PCI-ISA bridgeto translate any
PCI memoryaccesses to those regions into ISA accesses.

19. PCI-PCi Bridges
PCL-PC] bridges are special PC] devices that glue the PCI buses of the system together. Simple
systems have a single PCI bus but there is an electrical limit on the number of PCI devices that a
single PC1 bus can support. Using PCI-PCI bridges to add more PCI buses allows the systemto
support many more PCI devices. This is particularly important for a high performance server. of
course, Linux fully supports the use of PCI-PCI bridges.

1.44

19. PCI-PCI Bridges: PCI I/O and PC] Memory Windows
PCI-PCI bridges only pass a subset of PCI I/O and PCI memory read and write requests
downstream. For example, in the diagram at the beginning of the appendix, the PCI-PC1 bridge
will only pass read and write addresses ftom PCT bus 0 to PCI bus 1 if they are for PCI I/O or
PC] memory addresses owned by either of the Ethemet devices; all other PC] I/O and memory
addresses are ignored. This filtering stops addresses propagating needlessly throughout the
system. To do this, the PCI-PCI bridges must be programmed with a base and linit for PCI V/O
and PC] Memoryspace access that they have to pass from their primary bus onto their secondary
bus. Once the PCI-PCI Bridges in a system have been configured then so long as the Linux
device drivers only access PCI I/O and PCI Memory space via these windows, the PCE-PCI
Bridges are invisible. This is an important feature that makes life easier for Linux PCI device
driver writers. However,it also makes PCI-PCI bridges somewhattricky for Linux to configure.

1.45

19. PCI-PCI Bridges - PCI Configuration Cycles and PCI Bus
Numbering

1.45.1 Type 0 PCI Configuration Cycle Figure:
3 11 10 8 7 210

- Device Select | Func Register |0|0
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1.45.2

1.45.3 Type 1 PCI Configuration Cycle Figure:
34 24 23 «16: 151110 8 7 2 10

| Reserved | Bus | Device | Fune | Register jo] o} 

So that the CPU's PCI initialization code can address devices that are not on the main PCI bus,
there has to be a mechanism that allows bridges to decide whether or not to pass Configuration
cycles from their primary interface to their secondary interfacc. A cycle is Just an address as it
appears on the PCI bus. The PCI specification defines two formats for the PCI Configuration
addresses; Type 0 and Type |; these are shownin the figures above. Type 0 PCI Configuration
cycles do not contain a bus number and these are interpreted by all devices as being for PCT
configuration addresses on this PCI bus. Bits 31:11 of the Type 0 configuration cycles are treated
as the device select field. One way to design a system is to have each bit select a different device.
In this case bit 11 would select the PCI device in slot 0, bit 12 would select the PCI device in slot
1 and so on. Another way is to write the device's slot number directly into bits 31:11. Which
mechanismis used in a system depends on the system's PC] memory controller.

Type 1 PCI Configuration cycles contain a PCI bus numberand this type of configuration cycle
is ignored by all PCI devices except the PCI-PCI bridges. All of the PCI-PCI Bridges sceing
Type | configuration cycles may choose to pass them to the PCI buses downstream of
themselves. Whether the PCI-PCI Bridge ignores the Type | configuration cycle or passes it onto
the downstream PCI bus depends on how the PCI-PCI Bridge has been configured. Every PC1-
PCI bridge has a primary bus interface number and a secondary bus interface numbcr. The
primary bus interface being the one nearest the CPU and the secondary businterface being the
one furthest away. Each PCI-PCI Bridge also has a subordinate bus numberand this is the
maximumbus numberofall the PCI buses that are bridged beyond the secondary businterface.
Or to put it another way, the subordinate bus number is the highest numbered PCI bus
downstream of the PCI-PCI bridge. When the PCI-PCI bridge sees a Type 1 PCT configuration
cycle it docs one of the following things:

1. Ignore it if the bus number specified is not in between the bridge's secondary
bus numberand subordinate bus number(inclusive)

2. Convert it to a Type 0 configuration command if the bus number specified
matches the secondary bus numberofthe bridge

3. Pass it onto the secondary bus interface unchanged if the bus numberspecified
is greater than the secondary bus number and less than or equal to the
subordinate bus number.

So, if we want to address Device | on bus 3 of the topology defined tn the section entitled “PCI-
PCI Bridging Step 3” we must generate a Type | Configuration command from the CPU.
Bridgel passes this unchanged onto Bus 1. Bridge2 ignores it but Bridge3 converts it into a Type
0 Configuration command and sends it out on Bus 3 where Device 1 respondsto it.104
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{tis up to each individual operating system to allocate bus numbers during PCI configuration but
whatever the numbering schemeused the following statement must betrue for all of the PCJ-PCI
bridges in the system:

-AILPCI buses located behind a PCI-PC! bridge must reside between the secondary bus number
and the subordinate bus number(inclusive).”

If this rule is broken then the PCI-PCI Bridges will not pass and translate Type 1 PCI
configuration cycles correctly and the system will fail to find andinitialize the PCI devices in the
system. To achieve this numbering scheme, Linux configures these special devices in a particular
order, Section Assigning PCI Bus Number describes Linux's PCI bridge and bus numbering,
schemein detail together with a worked example.

1.46

19. Linux PCI Initialization
The PCI initialisation code in Linux is brokeninto three logicalparts:

1. PCI Device Driver

a. This pseudo-device driver searches the PCI system starting al Bus 0 and
locatesall PCI devices and bridges in the system. It builds a linkedlist ofdata
structures describing the topology of the system. Additionally, it numbers all
otthe bridges that it finds.

2. PCI BIOS

a. This software layer provides the services described in bib-pci-bios-
specification. Even if there is no BIOS, there is equivalent code in the Linux
kernel providing the samc functions.

3. PCI Fix-up
a. System specific fix-up code tidies up the system specific loose ends of PCI

initialization.

19.4 The Linux Kernel PCI Data Structures

B-lot
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As the Linux kernel initializes the PCI system it builds data structures mirroring the real PCT
topology of the system. The figure above showsthe relationships of the data structures that it
would build for the example PCI system described at the beginning ofthis appendix.
Each PCI device (including the PCI-PCI Bridges) is described by a pci_devdata structure. Each
PCI busis described by a pci_bus data structure. The result is a tree structure of PCT buses cach
of which has a number of child PCI devices attached to it. As a PCI bus can only be reached

using a PCI-PCI Bridge (except the primary PCI bus, bus 0), each pci_bus contains a pointer to
the PC1 device (the PCI-PCI Bridge) that it is accessed through. That PCI device is a child of the
the PCI! Bus's parent PCT bus.
Not shownin the above is a pointer to all of the PCI devices in the system, pci_devices. All of
the PCI devices in the system have their pei_dev data structures queued onto this queue. This
queue is used by the Linux kernel to quickly find all of the PCI devices in the system.

19.4 The PCI Device Driver

The PCI device driver is not really a device driverat all but a function of the operating system
called at system initialization time. The PCI initialization code must scan all of the PCI buses in
the system looking for all PCI devices in the system (including PCI-PCI bridge devices).

It uses the PCI BIOS code to find out if every possible slot in the current PCI bus that it is
scanning is occupied. If the PCI slot is occupied, it builds a pci_dev data structure describing the
device and links into the list of known PCI devices (pointed at by pet_devices).
The PCI initialization code starts by scanning PCI Bus 0. It tries to read the Vendor
Identification and Device Identification fields for every possible PCI device in every possible
PCI slot. When it finds an occupied slot it builds a pci_dev dala structure describing the device.
106
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All of the pci_dev data structures built by the PCI initialization code (including all of the PCT-
PCI Bridges) are linkedinto a singly linked list; pci_devices.

If the PCI device that was found was a PCI-PCI bridge then a pci_bus data structure is built and
linked into the tree of pci_bus and pci_dev data structures pointed at by pci_root. The PCI
initialization code can tell if the PCI device is a PCI-PC! Bridge because it has a class code of
0x060400. The Linux kernel then configures the PCI bus on the other (downstream) side of the
PCI-PCI Bridge that it has just found. If more PCI-PCI Bridges are found then these are also
configured. This process is known as a depth-wise algorithm; the system's PCI topologyis fully
mapped depth-wise before searching breadthwise. Looking at reference model alt the beginning
of the appendix, Linux would configure PCT Bus 1 with its Ethernet and SCSI device before it
configured the vidco device on PCI Bus 0.

As Linux searches for downstream PCI buses it must also configure the intervening PCI-PCI
bridges’ secondary and subordinate bus numbers. This is described in detail in Section pci-pci-
bus-numbering below.

19. Configuring PCI-PCI Bridges - Assigning PCi Bus Numbers
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For PCI-PCI bridges to pass PCL I/O, PCI Memory or PCI Configuration address space reads and
writes across them, they need to know the following:

1. Primary Bus Number
a. The bus number immediately upstream of the PCI-PCI Bnidge.

2. Secondary Bus Number
a. The bus number immediately downstream of the PCI-PCI Bridge.

3. Subordinate Bus Number

a. The highest bus numberofall of the buses that can be reached downstream of
the bridge.

A-(06
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b. PCI I/O and PCI Memory Windows
The windowbase and size for PCI I/O address space and PC! Memory address spacefor all
addresses downstreamof the PCI-PCI Bridge.
The problem is that at the time when you wish to configure any given PCI-PCI bridge you do not
know the subordinate bus numberfor that bridge. You do not knowif there are further PCI-PCI
bridges downstream and if you did, you do not know what numbers will be assigned to them.
The answeris to use a depth-wise recursive algorithm and scan each bus for any PCI-PCI bridges
assigning them numbers as they are found. As each PCI-PCI bridge is found and its secondary
bus numbered, assign it a temporary subordinate number of OxFF and scan and assign numbers
to all PCLPCI bridges downstream of it. This all seems complicated but the workcd cxample
below makes this process clearer.

a. PCI-PCI Bridge Numbering: Step 1
Taking the topology in under “Assigning PCI Bus Numbers”, the first bridge the scan would find
is Bridgel. The PCI bus downstream of Bridge] would be numbered as | and Bridgel assigned a
secondary bus numberof | and a temporary subordinate bus number of OxFF. This meansthat all
Type 1 PCI Configuration addresses specifying a PCI bus numberof | or higher would be passed
across Bridge! and onto PCI Bus 1. They would betranslated into Type 0 Configuration cycles
if they have a bus number of | but left un-translated for all other bus numbers. This is exactly
whal the Linux PCI initialization code needs to do in order to go and scan PCI Bus |.
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b. PCI-PCI Bridge Numbering: Step 2
Linux uses a depth-wise algorithm and sothe initialization code goes on to scan PCI Bus 1. Here
it finds PCI-PCI Bridge2. There are no further PCI-PCI bridges beyond PCI-PCI Bridge2, so it is
assigned a subordinate bus number of 2 which matches the number assigned to its secondary
interface. The diagram above shows how the buses and PCI-PCI bridges are numberedat this
point.
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c. PCI-PCI Bridge Numbering: Step 3
The PCI initiahzation code returns to scanning PCI Bus | and finds another PCI-PCI bridge,
Bridge3. It is assigned 1 as its primary bus interface number, 3 as its secondary bus interface
numberand OxFFas its subordinate bus number.

Type | PCI configuration cycles with a bus numberof1, 2 or 3 will be correctly delivered to the
appropriate PCI buses.   
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1.47

d. PCI-PCI Bridge Numbering: Step 4
Linux starts scanning PCI Bus 3, downstream of PCI-PCI Bridge3. PCI Bus 3 has another PCI-
PCI bridge (Bridge4) onit, it is assigned 3 as its primary bus number and 4 as its secondary bus
number. It is the last bridge on this branch and so it is assigned a subordinate bus interface
numberof 4. The initialization code returns to PCI-PCI Bridge3 and assigns it a subordinate bus
numberof 4. Finally, the PCI initialization code can assign 4 as the subordinate bus numberfor
PCI-PC] Bridgel.
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Little Joe Functional Specification

e. PCI BIOS Functions

The PCI BIOSfunctions are a series of standard routines which are commonacrossall platforms.
For example, they are the same for both Intel and Alpha AXP based systems. They allow the
CPU controlled access to all of the PCI address spaces.
Only Linux kernel code and device drivers may use them.

1.48

f. PCI Fixup
For PowerPC based systems without a BIOS to set up PCI configuration needs to happento:

1. Allocate PC] I/O and PCI Memoryspace to each device.
2. Configure the PCI I/O and PC] Memory address windowsfor each PCI-PCI bridge in

the system
3. Generate Interrupt Line values for the devices; these control interrupt handling for the

device.
The next subsections describe howthat code works.

1.49

g. Finding Out How Much PCI I/O and PCI Memory Space a Device
Needs

Each PCI device found is queried to, find out how much PCI I/O and PC] Memory address space
it requires. To do this, each Base Address Register has all 1's written to it and then read. ‘The
device will return 0's in the don't-care address bits, effectively specifying the address space
required.
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1.49.1

a. PCI Configuration Header: Base Address Registers

Base Address for PCI Memory Space

31 432 1

| Base Address Type |0
prefetchable _f

 

    
 

Base Addressfor PCI I/O Space

31 210

| Base Address | |
reserved _f

There arc two basic types of Base Address Register, the first indicates within which address
space the devices registers must reside; either PCI I/O or PCI Memory space. This is indicated
by Bit 0 of the register. The diagrams above show the two forms of the Base Address Register
for PCT Memoryand for PCT I/O.

 

To find out just how much of cach address space a given Base Address Register is requesting,
you write all ls into the register and then read it back. The device will specify zeros in the don't-
care address bits, effectively specifying the address space required. This design implies that all
address spaces used are a power of two and are naturally aligned.

For example when you initialize the DECChip 21142 PC1 Fast Ethernet device,it tells you that it
needs 0x 100 bytes of space of either PCI I/O or PCI Memory. Theinitialization code allocatesit
space. The momentthat it allocates space, the 21142's control and status registers can be seen at
those addresses.

b. Allocating PCI I/O and PCI Memory to PCI-PCI Bridges and
Devices

Like all memory the PCI I/O and PCI memory spacesare finite, and to some extent scarce. The
PCI Fixup code for PowerPC systems has to allocate each device the amount of memorythat it is
requesting in an efficient manner. Both PCI I/O and PCI Memory must be allocated to a device
in a naturally aligned way. For example, if a device asks for OxBO of PCI I/O space then it must
be aligned on an address that is a multiple of 0xBOQ. In addition to this, the PCI I/O and PCI
Memory bases for any given bridge must be aligned on 4K and on !Mbyte boundaries
respectively. Given that the address spaces for downstream devices must lie within all of the

(lo
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upstream PCI-PCI] Bridge's memory ranges for any given device, it is a somewhat difficult
problem to allocate space cfficiently.

The algorithm that Linux uses relies on each device described by the bus/device tree built by the
PC] Device Driver being allocated address space in ascending PCI I/O memory order. Again a
recursive algorithm is used to walk the pci_bus and pci_dev data structures built by the PCI
initialization code. Starting at the root PCI bus (pointed at by pci_root) the BIOS fixup code:

1. Aligns the current global PCI I/O and Memory bases on 4K and | Mbyte
boundarics respectively.

2. For every device on the current bus (in ascending PCI| I/O memory needs)
i. Allocates it space in PCI I/O and/or PC] Memory

ii. Moves on the global PCI I/O and Memory bases by the appropriateamounts

in. Enables the device's use of PCI I/O and PCI Memory
3. Allocates space recursively to all of the buses downstreamof the current bus.

Note that this will change the global PCI I/O and Memorybases.
4. Aligns the current global PCI 1/O and Memory bases on 4K and 1 Mbyte

boundaries respectively and in doing so figure out the size and base of PCI VO
and PCI Memory windowsrequired by the current PCI-PCI bridge.

5. Programs the PCI-PCI bridge that links to this bus with its PCI I/O and PCI
Memorybases and limits.

6. Turns on bridging of PCI 1/O and PCI Memory accesses in the PCI-PCI Bridge.
This meansthat if any PCI I/O or PCI Memory addresses seen on the Bridge's
primary PCI bus that are within its PCI 1/O and PCI Memory address windows
will be bridged onto its secondary PCI bus.

Taking the PCI system in at the beginning of this appendix as our example the PCI Fixup code
would set up the system in the following way:

1. Align the PCI bases
a. PCI VO is 0x4000 and PCI Memory is 0x100000. This allows the PCI-ISA

bridges to translate all addresses belowthesc into ISA address cycles
2. The Video Device

a. This is asking for 0x200000 of PCI Memory and so weallocate it that amount
starting at the current PCl Memorybase of 0x200000as it has to be naturally
aligned to the size requested. The PCI Mcmory base is moved to 0x400000
and the PC] I/O base remains at 0x4000.

3. The PCI-PCI Bridge
a. We now cross the PCI-PCI Bridge andallocate PCI memorythere, note that

wedo not needto align the basesas theyare already correctly aligned:
1. The Ethernet Device

1. This is asking for OxBO bytes of both PCT 1/O and PCI Memory
space. It gets allocated PCI I/O at 0x4000 and PCI Memoryat
0x400000. The PCI Memory base is moved to 0x4000BO and
the PCT I/O base to 0x40B0.

Ae
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4. The PCI-PCI Bridge's PCI I/O and Memory Windowsa.
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Wenowreturn to the bndge andset its PCI I/O windowal between 0x4000
and 0x40BO and it's PCI Memory window at between 0x400000 and
0x402000. This meansthat the PCI-PCI Bridge will ignore the PCL Memory
accesses for the video device and pass them on if they are for the Ethernet
devices.
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1 Introduction

Mabuhay’s Little Joe 802.11b WLANaccess point (AP) uses a steerable antenna
array. This antenna providesdirectionality and longer range. The use of this an-
tenna also affects the behavior of the 802.11 MAC which wasoriginally designed
for use with omnidirectional antennas and over short distances.

This study examines the performanceof the unmodified 802.11 MACprotocol
in the context of a system employing multiple directional AP antermas. Twoissues
were lookedat in detail:

© performance degradation arising out of incomplete connectivity

e range limitations due to protocol timeouts

Incomplete connectivity is due to the directionality of the AP antenna and also
to the increased range of the AP comparedto the range ofthe clients. The result is
that clients are less likely to detect transmissionsto other clients or transmissions
from otherclients.

The increased range of the system leads to greater propagation delay and may
lead to increasedlikelihoodofcollisions or to protocol timeouts.

1.1 Need for Steering

Little Joe’s increased transmit powerlevels are permitted by the FCC’s point-to-
point rules which require that each transmission be directed to a specific receiver.

In order for the antennato be steered on each transmission, the beam-steering
hardware must be controlled by the device that implements the 802.11 MAC pro-
tocol since this is the device that generates the frames. To minimize development
time it was decided to use an off-the-shelf MAC controller for Little Joe.

These requirements led to the earlier solutions described in section 5 and the
current approach described in 5.3.

1.2 Outline

Section 2 provides a simplified description of the 802.11 protocol. Section 3 de-
scribes the effects of reduced connectivity and section 4 the etfects of increased
propagation delay. Section 5 describes the past, present and possible future ap-
proachesthat Little Joe can use to deal with these issues.
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1.3 References to the 802.11 Standard

Unless otherwise indicated, references to scclions (e.g. §8.1) refer to sections in
the 802.11 standard, 1999 edition.

1.4 Performance

Numerical results tor the MAC modifications suggested in 5.3 were obtained by
computer simulation of the MAC described in section 2. The simulation software
and preliminary results are described in a separate document.

2 The 802.11 CSMA/CA DCE MACProtocol

2.1. Basic Operation

The 802.11 MAC (medium access control) is the protocol used by 802.11 stations
to coordinate access to the radio channel. The MACrequires stations to wait until
the channcl has beenfree for a certain period before transmitting.

Noclient station may transmit during the 504s (DIFS time) immediately fol-
lowing any transmission. This allows APs operating in polling (PCF) modeto take
over the channel simply by leaving gaps between transmissions of less than a DIFS.
After the DIFS deferral time any client or AP may transmit.

The idle channel time following DIFS is divided into short (20 us) slots and
stations must begin their transmissionsat the start of a randomly-chosen slot. This
slot duration was chosen to be long enoughthat a transmissionat the start of one
slot will be detected by all stations before the start of the next slot. All stations
synchronizetheir timing to the end of the immediately preceding frame.

Stations choose the slot in which to begin a transmission by using a backoff
counter. The counter decrements at the end of each slot intervalthat the channelis
not busy. Transmission begins when the counter reaches zero and a frame is ready
to be sent.

2.2 802.11 Frame Formats

2.3. MAC and PHYData Units

Figure | shows the format of 802.11 packets (“frames”). The levels of encapsula-
tion are as follows:

e the MACservice data unit (MSDU)is the payload carried by the (802.11)
MAC. This will typically be an ethernet frame.

6-
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Figure 1: PHY and MACframeprotocol data unit components.

e the MAC adds a MAC header and a 32-bit CRC to the MSDU to forma

MACprotocol data unit (MPDU).

@ the PLCPservice data unit (PSDU)is the payload carried by the PHY (typi-
cally the 802.11b Hi-Rate DSSS).

e the PHY adds a PLCP preamble and a PLCP headerto the MPDUto forma
PLCPprotocol data unit (PPDU).

e the frame transmitted overthe air is called a PLCP (PHY) protocol data unit
(PPDU).

The MACcontroller may fragment an MSDUinto mulliple MPDUs.

2.3.1 PLCP Preamble and Header

The PLCP header and preambleare specific to a particular PHY. For 802.11b there
are short and long versions.

The short preamble/header is 96s and consists of a 72-bit preamble (56 bits
for sync and a 16-bit delimitcr) plus a 48 bit header supplying the PHY data rate
and frame duration.

The long preamble/header is 192us long and contains a 144-bit preamble (128
bits for sync and a 16-bit delimiter) plus the same 48-bit header.
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The Intersil Prism I] baseband processoris able to generate and receive either
short or long preambles. Agerc’s Theseus baseband processor documentation indi-
cates that it cannot generate short preambles.

2.3.2 MAC Header

Chapter 7 of the specification describes the various frame formats. Each frame
begins with a MAC header. The header begins with a 16-bit field defining the type
of frame and several control flags, a 16-bit frame duration field, and the 6-byte
MAC address of the receiver. Most frames also contain additional MAC header
fields.

2.3.3 Frame Types

MPDUscanbe of three types: (1) data frames that carry MSDUs, (2) control
frames that coordinate the transfer of other frames, and (3) management frames
are used for higher-level functions (identification,routing,ctc).

Since management frames are exchangedrelatively infrequently, we will as-
sume the managementfunctions have been completed and consider only data and
control frames.

For operation under the DCF there are four control frames: ACK, RTS, CTS
and PS-Poll.

2.4 802.11 MAC State Machine

The operation of the MAC protocol is best described as a state machine. The
802.11 specification describes the protocol as SDL (system description language)
diagrams. For our purposes the importantstate machines are the processes RxCoordination
(pp. 340-343) and Tx_Coordination_sta (pp. 344-353).

Figure 2 is a state transition diagram for a simplified version of these portions of
the MAC.Lt combines both the reccive and transmit state machines. It ignores PCF

(which is not widely supported). It also ignores beaconsand power-save functions
since these do not affect throughput/delay performance.

The following conventions are used in Figure 2:

® rectangles with upper-case labels are states (e.g. [DLE)

e diamonds show test points for state transitions. The conventions for these
are:

— lower-case labels with parentheses are predicates (functions returning
logical values) controlling state transitions

6
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— upper-case labels outside rectangles are received frame types(e.g. RTS)
that label multi-way state transitions

e rectangles with lower-case function names are procedures(¢.g. txokQ)

e lower-case labels without parentheses are PHY indications that trigger state
transitions (e.g. ‘timeout’)

PHY indications are asynchronous events (interrupts) that terminate states.
These are:
 

Indication|Meaning  rxend the receiver detected the end of a frame or an error

txend the transmitter finished sending the frame

busy the receiver indicates the channel has gone busy
timeout|the statc timeout timer has expired
new a new frame has been queued 

state timeouts depend on the state and begin whenthestate is entered. Theyare:

 

  State ~ Timeout(us) Notes
DEFER 20 or 364|DIFS (EIFS usedif the previous frame had errors)
WAITCTS 20|response timeout(1 slot time)
WAITACK 20|response timeout(1 slot time)
BACKOFF|20xb/o counter|ifthe backoff count is zero on entry to the BACK-

OFFstate it is set to a random value between 0
and the current valuc of the contention window

 

 

 

(cw)

The predicates used are:

Predicate Meaning

busy () \ the receiver indicates the channcl is busy
error() the received frame had a CRCerror
notforus()|the frame was not addressedto this station
nav () the NAV timerhas not expired

data() there is data queued up to send
short() the MPDUto be sent is shorter than RTSThresh-

old

more () there are more fragments to be sent from the cur-
rent MSDU
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The state transition diagram has two processing blocks. The txf£ail () func-
tion increments a retry counter, checks that the numberofretries has not been
exceeded, and increases the contention window. The txok() function removes the
bytes transmitted from the outgoing qucue and resets the retry counter(s) and con-
tention window.

The following sections give additional details about cach ofthe states.

2.4.1 RECEIVE

This state ends ifthere is a PLCP CRC error,if the carrier is lost, or when the
duration indicated in the PLCP header has elapsed.

If there was a CRC error the DEFERstate timeout is set to EIFS, otherwise it
is set to DIFS.

If the frame did not have an errorand is not addressedto this station andit’s
duration ficld is greater than the current NAV timer value, then the NAV timeris
set to the value of the frame’s duration field.

2.4.2 BACKOFF

In this state backoff counter is decremented every slot time (20us). The backoff
countis savedif this state is exited due to the channel becoming busy.

Whenthe backoff counter decrements to zero and MSDUsare queuedto trans-
mit, the contention window andretry countsarc reset.

2.4.3 Transmit States

There is a SIFS (108) delay before each frameis transmitted. This allows time for
both stations to switch between reccive and transmit.

2.5 Frame Sequences

Once a client has been authenticated and associated the only frame exchange se-
quences required between a DCF AP andits clients (§9.7) are:

f pts - cTs - } [ Frag - ACK - ] Last - ACK
PS-Poll - { Frag - ACK - ] Last - ACK

where the - indicates a SIFS delay, RTS, CTS, ACK, and PS-Pol] are the correspond-
ing control frames, and Frag and Last are data frames. Braces ({...}) indicate
frame exchanges that can happen0 or 1 times. Brackets ([.. .]) indicate frame
exchanges that can happen 0 or more times.
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An APuses the TIM (traffic indicator map) element of beaconsto indicate the
clients for which it has queued data frames. Stations use PS-Poll frames to poll for
their data frames. The impact of power-save modeis not considered in this report.

3 Behavior of 802.11 Networks with Incomplete Connec-

tivity

3.1 Connectivity Graphs

To examine the collision behavior of the 802.11 MAC protocol we can combine
physical-layer aspects such as path loss, transmit power, receiver sensitivity and
antenna directivity into a connectivity graph. Each station (AP or client) is a point
in the graph and edges (lines) connect stations that can receive from each other.
We assume that uplink and downlink power budgets are matched, so that each

- connection is reciprocal.
We also assumethat collisions cause colliding frames to be lost and that the

connectivity graph is fixed. In reality, receiver capture effects will allow frames
to be received correctly if one signal is significantly stronger than the others. The
details of the capture cffect will depend on whetheran individual recciver can de-
tect these collisions and re-synchronize to a new, stronger frame. In addition, the
connectivity of the network will vary over time due to fading.

Note that these connectivity graphs are purely logical constructs, they are not
maps. They do not describe the locations of the stations, coverage regions, or any
other geographical characteristics of the network.

The simplified connectivity model is used to examinethe behavior of the MAC.
More realistic models or actual networks must be used to estimate of the actual
system performance.

A WLANsystem using directional antennas reduces the connectivity ofthe
network. As described in the following sections, this reduced connectivity in-
creases the likelihood of collisions. It’s therefore important to examine the impact
of the reduced connectivity on collisions.

In the following sections we describe the causes of collisions for connectivity
graph subsets of 2, 3 and4 stations. While there may be connectivity graph subsets
involving more than 4 stations thal give rise to collisions, these are expected to be
less likely than those involving 2, 3 and4stations.

3.2 Collisions in Two-Node Connectivity Graphs

The CSMA/CA protocol ensuresthat collisions can only happen between twosta-
tions when they choose the same backoff slot to begintheir transmissions. Since

6-10
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A B Cc A B Cc Daaa

hidden-terminal exposed-terminal

Figure 3: The three- and four-station incomplete-connectivity scenarios.

the backoff duration on the initial transmissions is chosen randomly between 0 and
31, the probability of a collision for any frame is about 1/32.

If the propagation delay betweenstations is longer than that allowed by the
standard (about 1 microsecond) onc station may not detect a frame that started in
the preceding slot. This will double the two-station collision probability.

3.3. Collisions in Three-Node (“Hidden-Terminal”) Connectivity Graphs

Figure 3 showsthe incomplete connectivity graph for subsets of the network that
include three stations. All other three-station subsets are completely connected.
Stations A and C are connected to station B only. This three-terminal incomplete
connectivity graph exhibits what is known as the “hidden terminal problem.”

Since stations A and C are not connected, they do not coordinate their transmis-
sions. A collision will happenatB if there is any overlap of the transmissions from
the other two stations. The likelihood of this depends on the length of the frame
relative to the inter-frame period. For long framesand short inter-frame times there
will be many collisions.

This problem can be addressedthroughthe use of the RTS/CTScontrol frames
in the 802.11 protocol. CTS frames sent by station B will reserve the channel for
the required duration and prevent collisions.

3.4. Collisions in Four-Node (“Exposed Terminal”or “Hidden-Beam”)
Connectivity Graphs

Figure 3 showsthe incomplete connectivity graph for a subset of the networkthat
includes four stations. Other connectivity graphs reduce to combinations of the
previous three- and two-station subsets. Stations A and D are only connected to B
and C respectively. Stations B and C are also connected to each other. In addition
to the hidden-terminal problem exhibited by the sub-graphs A-B-C and B-C-D,
the four-terminal incomplete connectivity graph exhibits what is known as the “ex-
posed terminal problem.”

Station D cannot hear transmissions between A and B soit is not aware of
frame exchanges between them. The consequencesof the exposed terminal prob-

11
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lem depend onthe use of RTS/CTSby the twoleafstations, A and D:

e If the leaf stations (A and D) use RTS/CTS, then stations B and C will set
their NAV timers from the CTS frames andwill not respond to RTS requests
from the other leaf station. The result will be that the leafstations will in-
crease their contention window sizes and will retry channel access.

e If the leaf stations do not use RTS/CTS, then acknowledgment frames sent
from B or C (back to Aor D respectively) will cause a collision with any
ongoing transmission from the otherleaf station.

3.5 Handling of Broadcast Frames

An 802.11 AP uses broadcast beacon frames to distribute timing information and
traffic indication map (TIM) information. The TIMsare used to support clients in
power-save mode. If beacon frames were not sent then clients would not be able to
synchronize their timing or use power-save mode. This would greatly reduce the
battery Life of portable devices and wouldbea significant drawback.

To comply with FCC requirements for point-to-point operation, the antenna
array will be steered towards a specific client when beaconbroadcast frames are
transmitted. If there are clients on both sides of the center of a beam, the broadcast
frames are alternately sent to the two clients that are nearest the centcr of the beam.
If there are clients on only one side of center, then all broadcast frames arc sent to
the station closest to the center of the beam.

4 Behavior of 802.11 Systems with Increased Propagation
Delay

4.1 Increased Collision Probability

As described above, CSMA/CAstations contenting for the channel lime their trans-
missions to begin on a slot boundary!. Propagation delays will result in different
stations having different time references fortheir slot boundaries.

The slot time is specific to a given PHY.It is the time required for a station to
determine that a givenslot is not busy andturn onits transmitterat the start of the
next slot. The slot time calculation for 802.1 1b is showninTable 1. 

‘Frametiming boundariesare the beginning, ofthe fi rst symbol and the end ofthe last symbol.

12
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| Time Variable max. (ues)|
detect channel not busy aCCATime 1S
switch to transmit aRxTxTurnaround!lime 5

propagationto otherstations | aAirPropagationTime 1
performassociated processing|aMACProcessingDelay 0
Total — aSlotTime 20

  
 

Table 1: Calculation of aSlotTime for 802.11b PHY. The numbers don’t add up
due to an error in the 802.11 DSSS PHYspecification (see §9.5.8 and §18.3.3).

4.2 ACK and CTS Timeouts

The 802.11 protocol requires positive acknowledgment in the form of an ACK
control frame. After sending the last symbol ofa data frame, the sender waits a
maximumtime of “ACKTimeout’ to detect (the end of) a correct PLCP header. A
similar timeout applies to the CTS frame required in response to an RTS frame.

The 802.11 specification mentions a CTSTimeout value (§9.2.5.7) and a ACK-
Timeoutvalue (in section 9.2.8), but the values are not specified in the specification.

The formal SDL description of the 802.11 protocol differs from the text of
the specification. Instead of specifying the time to the end of the PLCP header, it
specifies the time to the cnd of the ACK or CES frame.

The SDL description of the protocol uses a timer, Trsp, to implement these
timeouts. The Trsp timeris sct to the duration of a STFS time, plas the durations
for an ACK frame (incliding the PLLCP header and Preamble) plus aSlotTime.
This implies that the value of ACKTimeoutis one slot time (20s).

A 20 us slot time timeout would corresponds to a maximum range of 3 km
(round-trip time at 300 m/zs). This should be the maximumrange of a standards-
compliant 802.11 system, although it’s possible that manufacturers use a longer
timeout. .

5 Implementing a Beamtorming 802.11 AP

The design of Little Joe AP must provide a means for the array to be steered in
the correct direction and also provide a means to achieve acceptable performance
(throughput, delay)for all users in the presence of incomplete connectivity.

5.1 First Attempt ~ Polling with Fake Duration Field

Mabuhayoriginally started designing a smart-antenna product using a custom TDMA-
based MACprotocol. When the company’s focus shifted to 302.11 clients, mod-

6-13
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ifications to the 802.11 MAC protocol were investigated. Thefirst studies looked
at a polling protocol. To keep the client fromtrying to access the medium between
polls, the MAC header’s ‘duration’ field was used to set the NAV to the time be-
tween polls. Unfortunately, this approach was based on the unrealistic assumption
that each Mabuhay AP transmissions would only be received by onestation.

5.2 Second Approach- Polling with Client Shim

An alternative approach was then developed basedon a installing a protocol ”shim”
on each client. The shim implements a polling protocol that runs on top ofthe
802.11 DCF protocol. In addition to the inconvenience of having to install custom
software on each client and the increased delays due to polling, the 320us (aver-

age) backoff delay that must precede every channel access under DCF reducesthe
throughput efficicncy of the protocol.

5.3. Current Solution - DCF and Hardware-Driven Steering

Current plans (April, 2002) are for the Mabuhay clients and APs to use an unmod-
ified 802.11 MAC protocol. The beam steering ts done with dedicated hardware
and thus requires no interaction with the MAC controller software.

Frames are classified as either “reply” (ACK and CTS) or “onginatcd” frames
(RTS, DATA). The amount of time between the end of the a reccived frame and
the start of a transmitted frame is used to distinguish between reply and originated
trames. Reply frames are transmitted a SIFS interval after the end of a received
frame while originated frames are transmitted after at /east a DIFS interval.

Reply frames can be steered using the MAC address of the immediately pre-
ceding received framc. Since itis the timing of “reply” frames that dclerminesthe
maximum range ofthe system, the range ofa Little Joe system is unchanged.

It is not possible to use the MAC addressof the previous frame as the address
for “originated” frames. Instead, Little Joe will “spoof” the interface between the
MACand PHYto obtain the MAC address before the transmission begins.

The hardware between the MAC and PHY could also allow tor some simple
manipulation of the signals to improve performance. The detatls are in the Little
Joe architecture specification.

The performanceofthe 802.11 protocol in a Little Joe system can be improved
by setting the 802.11 MAC parameters (802.11 defaults and vendor defaults).

The following MAC parameters, described in Annex D ofthe specification, can
be configured on a perstation basis:

14
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Recommended

Parameter Default :at Client
 
RTSThreshold 2347

ShortRetryLimit 7
LongRetryLimit 4
FragmentationThreshold 2346 

The recommended values are based on the computer simulations described in
another document.

5.4 Future Possibilities - 802.11 Polling

Better MAC performance might be obtained for clients that support polling (e1-
ther PCF or 802.11e’s HCF) because the AP could poll clients periodically and
thus avoid the long backoffperiods that result from multiple failed transmission
attempts.
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Beamforming for Little Joe

1 Introduction

This report describes the evaluation of various beamforming options for Mabuhay
Network’s Little Joe 802.11 WLANaccesspoint (AP).

Section 1 describes the relevant parts of the system and assumptions about
propagation. Section 2 describes three practical beamforming methods that were
considered, Section 3 describes how the different methods were evaluated and
gives the results of the evaluation. Section 4 gives some recommendations.

1.1 Little Joe

Little Joe is the name for a high-performance WLAN Access Point product using
a 16-elementlinear antenna array to increase range and performance.

It uses two separate RF beamformers. Thefirst beamformer, the “searcher,” is
for receiving only and uses a 16-port Butler matrix whose outputs are connected
to 16 standard WLANcardsinstalled in a PC. An application on the PC obtains
the received signal levels for each received packet.

‘This signal level information is used to compute the complex weights for a
second RF beamformer. This so-called “card 13” beamformerallows independent
complex weights on each array element. This beamformeris connected to an
additional WLAN card whichis the onc actually used for communication(it can
transmit and receive).

Sincethis architecture cannot adjust the beamformerin real time it cannot cope
with random-access transmissions fromclients. This requires that the clients use

Co |
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Butler Matrix BF —-

WLAN Cards > L.
 

—*— "card 13"
 

PCI Bus Embedded PC   

Figure 1: Little Joe block diagram.

a polling protocol rather than the standard random-access 802.11 MAC protocol.
This might require installing a ‘shim’ in the client’s protocol stack.

This report deals with the task of converting the received signal strength re-
ported by the “searchcr” receivers into a set of weights for the “card 13” beam-
former.

1.2 Antenna Array

The product operates at 2.4 GHz (12.5 cm wavelength) and uses element spacing
of approximately half a wavelength, resulting in an aperture of 1 meter.

The first-null beamwidth of a uniformly-illuminated lincar array of length L
wavelengths is 115/L degrees [1, p.380]. The 8-wavelength Little Joe array will
thus have a main lobe null-to-null beamwidth of about 14.4 degrees.

1.3. Propagation Mechanisms

The propagation environmentwill vary greatly depending on the application (e.g.
indoor or outdoor mounting) and the specifics of a particularsituation (e.g. build-
ing construction).

[lowever, in most practical situations there will be no direct line of sight be-
tween the AP and remote antennas. In this case the primary propagation mech-
anismsare diffraction (from edges), scattering/reflection (from surfaces). Trans-
mission through walls and windows will play a role in most outdoor-to-indoor
situations.

2
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The signal received by the array elements will be the vector sum of signals ar-
riving by many paths. The resulting signal level will have a uniformly-distributed
random phase and a Rayleigh-distributed random magnitude. In most situations
some ofthe scattcrers will be moving and the phases and magnitudes will change
over time.

In somesituations there may also be propagation by transmission through a
low-loss medium (air, non-metallic walls and windows).

The path loss is typically modeled as inverse power law. Exponents between
-3 and -4 are common.

1.4 Propagation Assumptions

Although the propagation environment will vary greatly, some assumptions are
required to compare the performance ofdiftcrent beamforming techniques. In
particular, the performance of will depend on:

¢ the direction ofarrival of signals from the desired and undesired users(which
in turn, depends on the locations of scatterers)

2

® the ability of the Little Joe beamformingreceiversto distinguish the desired
signal from interference and noise

e the relative signal levels of the desired and interfering signals

In the case of outdoor-to-indoor propagation, signals from a source inside a
building will undergo a significant amountof scattering before reaching the out-
side walls. It would be reasonable to assumethat signals will appear to come from
an area of approximately the dimensions of a typical room (about 5 to 10 meters).
If the antenna is mounted 30 meters fromthe building, this represents an angle of
arrival spread of about 20 to 40 degrees.

Noise and interference will limit the ability of the “scarcher” receivers to ac-
curately measure the received signal level. Accurate beamforming will be most
critical when the SINR is low. Unfortunately it is also at this point when the
measurements are least likcly to be accurate. ‘Iherefore the performance of bcam-
forming algorithms should betested at the limit of receiver sensitivity as described
in Section 3.2.

(-3
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2 Beamforming Algorithms

2.1 Introduction

As described above, the system uses two independent beamformers: a Butler ma-
trix to support the beamforming function and independent vector modulators on
each array clement to generate the receive and transmit beams.

The Butler matrix uses N = 16 array elements to form N beams. The pattern
of each beam and the “boresight” angle of each beam is given in Appendix A.
Each beam points in a different direction and its pattern has an approximately
sin{x)/x shape. Only angles between approximately -60 and 60 degrees(relative
to broadside to the array) can be used since the pattern is distorted at the extreme
angles.

The beamforming application uses the signal strength information derived
from packet receptions by the “searcher” receivers. However, not all of these
receivers will correctly receive each packet. The beamforming algorithm com-
putes the beamforming weights for a particular client (identified by its wireless
MACaddress) and stores it in a table which is made available to the application
running the modified (polling) MACprotocol on “card 13”.

2.2. Non-Coherent Beamforming

Since the receivers will only provide signal level (amplitude) information and not
phase information,it is not possible to set the beamformer weights for maximum
SINRor even to combinethe received signals coherently.

While it would be possible to synthesize an antenna pattern whose power-
versus-angle distribution approximated that of the received direction of arrival
(DoA)distribution (e.g. by using an inverse DFT), we cannot guaranteethat this
will result in coherent addition at the receiver. For example, the simple array
shownin figure 2 has two elements as does the scattering field. We can use the
beamformerweights to establish the relative signal levels (but not phases) at scat-
terers a and b. However, since we cannotcontrol the relative phases at points a
and b we cannot guarantee coherent signal addition at the receiver.

Since weare limited to non-coherent beamforming, a narrow beam will min-
imize interference. In an EIRP-limited system a narrow beam will minimize the
required transmit power. The approach is to modelthe signal as coming from one
discrete source and set the beamformerweights to maximize the gain for a signal
arriving from this single direction. This requires the estimation of the DoA.

c-4
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receiver

a b scatterers

we
beamformer elements

Figure 2: Simple scattering modcl.

2.3 Interpolation Algorithm

The relative attenuation in dB of the three central beams for angles of arrival
between-8 and 8 degrees from boresight are givenin Table | along with the levels
relative to the strongest beam. For angles between -3 and 3 degrees the central
beam is the strongest. Measuring the level of the second-strongest adjacent beam
with an accuracy of about 2 dB would be sufficient to identify the direction of
arrival to within | degree.

However, this table only applies for a single point source. If we had such
a source, it would be sufficient to do a table lookup using any two columnsto
estimate the DoA. However, in most cases the source will have a broader DoA

spread and thus we need a more robust DoA estimator.
The heuristic suggested here is to estimate the angle of arrival using a “center

of mass” calculation over the three beams which are centered on the beam with

the strongest signal. The signal powers are used as cach beam’s “mass” and each
beam’s boresight direction as it “position.”

More formally,let:

e s(i) be the signal level on beam / (in watts)

c(i) be the boresight direction of beam/relative to the direction perpendic-
ular to the array (in degrees, range from -90 to +90)

5
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angle Relative to Center Beam Relative to Strongest Beam

Beam -t|Beam 0|Beam 1|Beam -1 | Beam 0|Beam | |
}  -8 0 -20 -25 0. 20. -25

-7 -0 -32 -38 0 -32 -38
-6 -0 -15 -21 0 -14 -21
-5 -1 9 -16 0 -7 -15
-4 -3 5 -14 0 -2 ~-Tl
-3 -5 -3 -13 -3 0 -10
-2 9 -1 -14 -8 0 -13
-1 -16 -0 -18 -16 0 -18
0 -307 0 -308 -307 0 -308
| -18 -0 -16 -18 0 -16
2 -14 -I -9 -13 0 -8
3 -13 -3 -5 -10 0 -3
4 -14 -5 3 -11 -2 0
5 -16 -9 -1 -15 -7 0
6 -21 -15 -0 -21 -14 0
7 -38 -32 -0 -38 -32 0

8 -25 -20 -0 -25 -20 | 0 

Table 1: Adjacent beam levels (dB) versus angle ofarrival (degrees).

e mis the index of the beam with the strongest signal (restricted to the range
1 to N — 2 to avoid end-effects)

then we estimate the direction ofarrival, ¢ as:

a s(m—1)e(m—1)+s(m)c(m) + s(m+ le(m+ 1) 
s(m—1)+s(m)+s(m+1)

3 Performance Evaluation

To describe the operation and performance of this DoA estimator the signal level
at the AP receiver was computed for some reasonable scattering environments and
three beamforming methods:

1. known phase (array elements combined coherently)

2. using the weights used by the Butler matrix port with the strongestsignal
(essentially using the Butler matrix for both transmit and receive)

3. DoA estimation using the heuristic above

6
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3.1 Scattering Model

Propagation is assumed to be NLOSwith the signal arriving from many (10N)
point sources that model the scattering field. Each point source has unit amplitude
and a uniformly-distributed randomphase. Scenarios were tested with the sources
uniformly spread over arcs of 0, 10, 20, and 40 degrees, centered at boresightto
beam 0 (broadside to array) at a distance of 30 meters.

In practical situations the DoA distribution of scatterers will not be the ‘pulse’
function used in this model. However, minor differences in the shape ofthe dis-
tribution should not have a large effect on the relative performanceofthe different
beamforming algorithms.

3.2 Receiver Sensitivity Model

Thereceiver sensitivity model is meant lo model a receiver operating at the edge of
the coverage region whereestimates ofthe signal strength on the different beams
would be least accurate and thus the beamforming performance would be poorest.

To model a receiver operating at the coverage boundary, receiver sensitivity
limitations and measurementcrrors are modeled by setting to zcro the powerre-
ceived from any beam whosesignal level is 20 dB or more below the power of
the strongest beam. In addition, a Gaussian random number with a 1 dB vari-
ance is added to each measurement(afier converting to dB) and then the result is
quantized in 1 dBsteps.

3.3. Beamforming Methods

The beamforming weights were computed in three ways:

* using the complex conjugates ofthe signals on the array elements (andsct-
ting the magnitude of each weight equal to 1) !

e using the as above, “boresight” angle of the beam with the strongest signal
as the angle ofarrival and setting thc weights to the complex conjugates of
the signals that would be received due to a signal in this direction

e estimating the DoA by meansof the “center of mass” algorithm described
above andsetting the weights as in the previous method 

'Phis is equivalent to knowing the received phase on each array clement and summing the
coherently.

7
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The first technique provides the highest received signal power and SNR if
the weights are constrained to have unit-amplitude (this is known as “equal-gain”
combining). The optimum SNR wouldresult from using weights with amplitudes
that were scaled according to the received power on each beam (“maximal ra-
tio” combining). The optimum SINR would result from using weights computed
by dividing? the desired signa! vector by the noise-plus-interference covariance
matrix[2]. None of these “optimum”approaches is possible with Little Joe be-
cause the phases ofthe desired signal (or noise plus interference) on the different
antennas is not known.

3.4 Results

The received signal power for each case was averaged over 1000 trials using dif-
ferent pscudo-random combinations of scattercr phases. The table below gives
the meanreceived signal level for the “optimum” method and the mean reduction
in received powerfor the two other bcam-steering methods described above. The
results with windowing used a Hamming window. Theresults are repeatable to
within about 0.2 dB.

The results for the scatterers centered at a direction of 90 degrees (broadside

to the array) are:
 

 

   
Received | Mean Mean

Windowing|Scatterer Power Degradation Degradation
Used Spread|(Optimum)|(Peak-Finding) (Center-of-Mass)

(degrees) (dB) (dB) : (dB)
N 0 43.9 -0.2 -0.2
N 10 44.4 -1.7 -1.3
N 20 44.7 -2.2 -2.4
N 40 44.9 -3.6 -4.1
Y 0 35.1 -0.1 -0.0
Y 10 35.5 -0.5 -0.3
Y 20 35.8 -1.0 -0.7

| Y 40 36.1 -1.9 -1.7

  
 

The simulations were repeated with the center of the scatterers centered be-
tween beams2 and 3 (at 72 degrees). ‘The results are:

SQRERR multiplying by the inverse.
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Received Mean "Mean

Windowing|Scatterer Power Degradation Degradation
Used Spread|(Optimum)|(Peak-Finding)|Center-of-Mass

(degrees) (dB) (dB) (dB)
0 0 43.6 230 -0.3
0 10 44.4 -1.4 -1.3
0 20 44.8 -2.3 -2.5
0 40 45.0 -3.5 -4.0
1 0 35.1 — -0.6 -0.0
1 10 35.6 -0.6 -0.3
1 20 35.6 -1.0 -0.7
] 40 36.1 -1.9 -1.6

    
 

4 Conclusions

4.1 Discretely- versus Continuously-Steered Beams

The results show that in most cases thereis little advantage to a continuously-
steerable beamformer as compared to one that can be stecred over a small (N)
numberof angles. This raises the question of whether the Lisle Joe architecture
could be simplificd by using the same Butler matrix for transmitting and receiving.

4.2 Interpolation Algorithm

The simple interpolation mechanism seems to work well in those cases where
it makes any difference (narrow angle spread with the angle ofarrival centered
between two beams). The proposed center-of-mass algorithm should besufficient
if a steerable beamformeris to be used. ,

4.3 Beamforming with Narrow Angle Spreads

The degradation due to assuming a single DoA rather than using the ‘optimum’
weights is about 1 dB for the narrower angles of arrival. In these cases (e.g.
WANapplications) DoAestimation will produce the sameresults as fully adaptive
beamforming that optimizes SNR.

C-
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4.4 Windowing

WLANs donot use transmit power control. This results in a wide range of re-
ceivedsignallevels at the AP. In an indoor-indoor or outdoor-outdoor deployment
the ratio of propagation distances might easily cxcced a factor of 10, resulting in
path loss differences of 30 to 40 dB.

The increase in dynamic range of interference levels may will impactthe per-
formance of the system. One wayto reducethis effect is through windowing.

Tapering the illumination of the array (“windowing”) reduces the sidelobe
level but increases the main lobe width. The use of a Hamming window reduces

the peak sidelobelevel from -13 to -41 dB but doubles the main lobe null-to-null
beamwidth to about 29 degrees[3, p. 250].

However, in a situation where an outdoor APservicesclients in only one build-
ing, the interference power dynamic range would be significantly smaller. Thus
the selection of a window function will probably depend onthe expected dynamic
range of the interference and windowing may be mostuseful in indoor-to-indoor
applications. The tradeoffs involved in usc of windowing might merit further
study.

Windowing might also reduce the numberof searcher receivers required, per-
haps by half, since each beam would be wider. This would obviously reduce the
cost of the product.

4.5 For Further Study

The assumptions about the DoA spread should be verified through measurements
(or possibly by searchingthe literature). In applications with large DoA spreads,
there may not be much advantage to doing beamforming by DoA estimation. This
is not to say that a system doing optimum beamforming(using coherent receivers)
could not perform significantly better.

Since interference was not modeled, the interference-rejection performance of
the different beamforming methods was not compared. The current simulation
code could be easily extended to study this. However, the WLAN interference
environment is dynamically varying over time scales that are on the order of a
frame duration. It would seem difficult to design an adaptive array that adapts to
this type of interference, but I have not looked into this topic.

(10
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Appendix A - Butler Matrix Beamforming

Consider a uniformly-spaced linear antenna array with N elements spaced a dis-
tance d along the x-axis.

y

 
A unit-amplitude signal at a distance (> d@) arriving at an angle 6 relative to

the x axis undergoes a phase shift per clement of aed cos. The signal at the n’th
elementis:

v(n) _ ell Fanos) (1)
The Butler matrix performs an N-point FFT on the array elements to produce

the NV outputs:

N-1

Vik) = S v(njetae (2)
n=0
N-1

_ Sy oil Xdncos$) eikn
n=0
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N-t

_ Ss el Fal Fdeosh—ky) (3)
n=0

To simplify the notation, define the variable, y = Ndcosh — k which combinesthe
angle ofarrival () and matrix output port (x). Note that changing cithervariable
has the same effect.

 

Using

N-t N
1- La

Less (4)
nO l—r

we obtain:

1— eft
V(k,o) = ——3,— (5)

lew

A Matlab script (see Appendix B) plots the antenna pattern at cach port (4) as
a function of angle of arrival (®). The result is given in Figure 3.

This is the array factor only. To obtain the overall antenna pattern the array
factor must be multiplied by the element pattern (for Litéle Joe, a horizontal slot).

The physical angle ofarrival, $, varics non-linearly with the beam number, k.
The output of the Butler matrix port & is a maximumwheny= 0. This “boresight”
angle for beam&is:

. _ kxYboresight(*) = cos (a)
where k must be shifted? by multiples of N to lie between —Nd/A and Nd/A.

Note that if the element spacing is less than.A./2 there will be no solution for
the extreme values of & (it will not be possible to form beamsal the edges ofthe
array). If the spacing is more than A/2 then several values of & may have the same
boresight angle (the beamswill overlap).

The boresight angles for a 16-clementarray with 4/2 spacing are given below: 

3The DFTis a periodic function of 4 with period N

CL
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 for each port of acgrees)sus angle of arrival (dr (dB) ver
16-element Butler matrix beamformer.
Figure 3: Array facto
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Beam Number|Boresight Angle
__ &) ()

0 90.00

i 82.82
2 75.52

3 67.98
4 60.00
5 51.32

6 41.41
7 28.96
8 180.00
9 151.05

10 138.59
1] 128.68
12 120.00

13 112.02
14 104.48
15 97.18

 
 

Table 2: Boresight angle versus array index for X/2 spacing.

14
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Appendix B - Program Listings

Beamforming Simulation

function beamf (spread, usewin)

DESCRIPTION:

Compute the received power using different beamforming methods.

INPUTS :

see simulation variables below

OUTPUTS :

prints results

AUTHOR/DATE:
DPAFAPGWAPGOGAAeOFAFAPAPDIPOPOO

Ed Casas 2002/2/1

oe radians to degrees

dtor=pi/180 ;

% wavelength (2.4 GHz)

L=3e8/2.4e9 ;

2
% array element spacing

% number of array elements

N=16;

% center of scatterers DoA distribution (degrees) and scatterer

% angle spread

15
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center=71.75;a
% spread=40;

2
% distance to scatters (metres)

ds=30 ;

2
% number of scatterers

Ns=N*10;

2
% windows for searcher and beamformer arrays

if usewin

swin-hamming(N) ‘;
bwin=hamming(N) ’;

else

swinzones(1,N) ;

bwin-ones(1,N) ;
end

% RSSI measurement noise standard deviation and quantization step
% size (dB)

% number of trials to average over

Ntrial=1000;

% received power results

results=zeros(Ntrial,3) ;

for trial=1:Ntrial

% generate random scatterer locations and phases

16
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{x y s]=mksrce(center,spread,ds,Ns) ;

% compute signals received on each array element (1 by N)

rersig(x,y,sS,N,L,d) ;

% window the received signal to reduce sidelobes

r=r.*swin ;

% find power levels at searcher receivers in dB

b=20*log10(abs(fft(r))) ;

% add 1dB variance measurement noise and round off to 1 dB steps

b=round ( (b+rmsd*randn(1,N))/rmqu)*rmqu ;

% find strongest beam and its level

[p k}=max(b) ;

% convert to Watts and zero beams <20 dB below peak (not
% received)

b=10.7(b/19) ;
beb.*(b/b(k) >= 0.1) ;

2
% pc: ‘peak beam’ DoA

pe = bore(k,N,d) ;

% cc: ‘center of mass’ algorithm DoA

ki=rem([k-1:k+1}1N-1,N)41 ;

ec=com(b(ki) ,bore(ki,N,d));

% pw, cw: unit-amplitude weights for each DoA estimate

C-1
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exp (-j]*2*pirtd*[0:N-1]*cos(pe)) ;
exp (-}*2*pi*d*[0:N-1]*cos(cc)) ;asd == Nod

* ow: ‘optimum’ unit amplitude weights

ow = conj(r).fabs(r) ;

ow plot ‘co-phased’ values (testing)
plot (r.*tow,’+') ; plot(r.*pw) ; plot(r.*cw) ; hold on;oe

compute and save results: amplitude of beamformeroFot outputs

results(trial,1) - abs(sum(zr.*bwin.*ow)) ;
results(trial,2) = abs(sum(r.*bwin.*pw)) ;
results(trial,3) = abs(sum(r.*bwin.*cw)) ;

end

hold off ;

2.
% convert to dB

results=20*log10(results) ;

% print optimum power and mean degradation due to DoA methods

fprintt(1, " 3€ & %2.0f & %.1f & &.1£ & %.1f \\\\\n",
usewin, spread,
mean(results(:,1)),

mean(results(:,2)-results(:,1)),
mean (results(:,3)-results(:,1)) )

Boresight Angle

function phi = bore(k,N,d)

DESCRIPTION:

cPlOlo
Returns the boresight angle for beam k in the range [0,pi)

c-\8
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radians.

Peaks are at (k-1) = N*d*cos(phi).

The array is assumed to lie along along the x-axis. All angles
are measured counterclockwise from the x-axis.

BHal®lOoPoPole
Note that Matlab uses 1l-base arrays while almost everyone else
assumes the DFT indices range from 0 to N-1l. The Matlab FFT

routines actually compute everything properly (as if the first
element had index 0).

INPUTS:BeASahAFNPAOaeoP
k - beam index, 1 to N. Beam 1 has a peak response at pi/2.
Increasing beam number decreases boresight angle.

N - number of array elementsa?cl?KOaeoO
d - array element spacing (wavelengths). default = 0.5

OUTPUTS:

phi - boresight angle for beam k (radians)

AUTHOR/DATE:BPBPoFGOBea?oOaoae
Ed Casas 2002/2/3

if nargin «< 2
error (’Wrong number of arguments’) ;

end

if. nargin < 3
d=0.5;

end

% response is modulo-N and acos() argument must lie [-1,1]

k - rem(k-1,N) ;

C-
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k = k - (k>=N/2)*N ;

% acos argument

a=k/ (N*d) ;

if any(abs(a) > 1)
error('no boresight angle for beam’) ;

end

phi=acos(a) ;

Center of Mass Algorithm

function c = com(m,x)

we DESCRIPTION:

Returns the centre of mass of masses m at positions x. If all

masses are zero it assumes equal masses at each position.

INPUTS:

m - the masses (1xN row vector)

x - the positions of the masses (1xN row vector)

OUTPUTS :

WPWPAOoPAFAFBPaeOPOPaeoe
c - centre of mass

AUTHOR/DATE:BOoOFPNe
Ed Casas 2002/2/1

if nargin < 2
error (’Wrong number of arguments’ }

end

20
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if size(m) ~= size(x)
error(’x and m must be of same size’)

end

sm = sum(sum(m)) ;

if sm ~= 0

c = sum(sum(m.*x)) / sm ;
else

c = mean(mean(x)) ;
end

Scatterer Generation

function [x y s]=mksrce(c,range,d,Ns) ;

23
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DESCRIPTION:

Generates a pseudo-random set of signal sources.

The sources are arranged in an arc at a distance d from the

origin and have uniformly distributed phases and unit
amplitude.

INPUTS:

c - direction to center of arc (degrees, x-axis is 0).

range - angular span of the arc (degrees)

d - distance of are from the origin (metres)

Ns - number of discrete sources to generate

OUTPUTS:

x, y - coordinates of the sources, Ns by 1 column vector

C2
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(metres)

$s - complex amplitude/phase of the sources, Ns by 1 column
vector

AUTHOR/DATE :aeal?aecoBWoeal?Ol?
Ed Casas 2002/2/1

radians to degreesne

dtor=pi/180 ;

% place scatterers over the given range of angles (Ns by 1)
9,
% this code allows for range=0 degree and/or Ns=1

da=range/max([1 Ns-1]) ;
a-(c - (Ns-1)*da/2 4+ [0:Ns-1]‘*da) * dtor ;
x-d*cos(a) ;

y=d*sin(a) ;

% plot(x,y,’+') ; % (for testing)

% generate random-phase signals for each source (Ns by 1)

s=exp(j*2*pi*trand(Ns,1)) ;

% s-exp(-j*2*pitones(Ns,1)) ; % (test fixed-phase)

% plot (real(s),imaq(s),'*’) ; % (for testing)

Received Signal

function r = rsig(x,y,s,N,L,dx)

DESCRIPTION:

aHhole
Returns a row vector of the (complex baseband) signals received

C-22
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at the array elements from a number of sources. The array
elements are assumed to be along the x axis with element zero
at the origin.

This version is for beamforming simulations and does not
add path loss.

INPUTS:

x, y - coordinates of the sources, column vectors (metres)

- source signals, column vector (complex bascband)
a

k - beam number (beam 0 direction is for phi=pi/2 - broadside)

N - number of array elements |

L - wavelength (metres). default = 0.125 (2.4 GHz)

dx - array element spacing (wavelengths). default = 0.5

OUTPUTS:

Ss - row vector of received signal

AUTHOR/DATE:

HOWPWOADWFNOOWAAAcPO1FOIDOFAPDIPAIPDWIPAPAPAPAOAPHPoYNOoleaI?ale
Ed Casas 2002/2/1

if nargin «< 4

error (‘Wrong number of arguments’) ;
end

if nargin < 5
L=0.125;

end

if nargin < 6
dx=0.5;

end

C2)
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if size(x,2) ~= 1 | any ( size(x) “= size(y) ) | any ( size(x) “= size(
error(’x, y, and s must be column vectors of equal size’);

end

2
% number of sources

Ns=size(x,1) ;

% compute x and y positions for each combination of source and
% array element (Ns by N)

ax

ay

ut
ones (Ns,1}) * dx*[0:N-1)*L ;
ones(Ns,1) * O*{O:N-1)*L ;

x= x * ones(1,N) ;

~ y * ones(1,N) ;ket

compute distance between each source and each array elements in
wavelengths (Ns by N)Poh?

d= sqrt ((x- ax) .7 2+ (y-ay) .7 2) * (1/L) ;

% source signals at each array element (Ns by N)

r=s * ones(1,N) ;

apply phase shift due to propagation delay to each signal
source at each array element due to each sourceoPalo

r=r .* exp((-j*2*pi)*d) ;

% gum over all sources to get the resulting signal

if Ns > 1

r= sum(r) ;
end

% example:

% octave:68> rsig([1;2], [3;4], [S5;exp(-j*pi/3)],3,0.3,0.125)

C-24
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HeoFoe
ae

ans =

-3.9412 + 0.82441 -3.5510

plot (real (r),imag(r),’+') ;

- 1.87311

25

 

-1.9612 - 3.69181
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1 Introduction

1.1. Purpose

The purposeofthis report is to:

e provide a basis for making design decisions that mightaffect the coverage
area of Little Joe

_® provide guidance to potential customers about the improvement in coverage
area they can expect from a Little Jae AP comparedto a conventional AP

Throughout this report the term AP refers to the Little Joe access point and
“client” refers to a standard IEEE 802.11 WLANclient card.

1.2. Requirements

The Little Joe AP will provide coverageto an indoorarea 100m square (71m range
if centrally mounted, 144m range if corner-mounted).

For indoor mounting, the AP antenna is 1m wide and 0.5 mhigh and can be
wall- or ceiling-mounted.

For outdoor mounting, the AP antenna is ]m square and is mounted on the
outside of a building or on a tower such that each building is within line of sight
(LOS) and less than 200m away.

The building is assumed to be an office building with concrete/glass exterior
walls and wood/gypsum interior walls.

Within the coverage area 90%of users are expected to obtain 11 Mb/s service.
Within the coverage area holes should be no larger than | meter square. Little Joe
may be augmented with conventional APsto fill in larger coverage holcs.

1.3 Link Power Budget

A link budget is useful for evaluating design decisions. The link budget predicts
the operating margin, which is the amount by which the received signal level ex-
ceeds the level required to achieve a sufficiently low error rate! for a large-enough
fraction ofusers.

The basic link equationts:

Pp=Prp+Gr+Gr—-b

where the variables, described in Table 1, are in dBm or dB and £ represents L, or

Lo depending on the AP location. 

Mn our case, a frame error rate (FER) ofJess than 8 x 107? for 1024-byte frames

2

2
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P; transmitter power
Gr transmitter antenna gain
Gr receiver antenna gain

Lo, mean path loss for outdoor-indoorcase
L;,—mean path loss for indoor-indoorcase
M—margins for shadow and Rayleigh fading
Pp received power
Sr receiver sensitivity

Table 1: Link budyct variables.

The operating margin, M,is the amount by which Pe exceeds the receiver sen-
sitivity Sp:

M = Pr —- Sp

This operating margin is calculated separately for the downlink (APto client)
and uplink (client to AP). Both margins must be positive for a client to obtain
servicc. Since the path loss is time- and location-dependent (due to fading), the
fraction of users within the coverage area that have positive opcraling margins will
vary.

The link budgets usestatistical models. Their purpose is to examine the sen-
sitivity of the system performance to design changes.It is not designed to predict
performance in a specific installation. Other techniques that make use ofsite-
specific date are used for that purpose.

In Section 2 we describe each of the above parameters and identify known

values. In Scction 3 we suggest models for the path loss. In Section 4 we compute
margins and fraction of coverage using these values and models.

2 Link Budget Parameters

2.1. AP Transmit Power: FCC EIRP Power Limits

The FCC limits transmitter powerfor in the unlicensed 2400 to 2483.5 MHz band
to 30 dBm (1 W). In addition, the EIRP for point-to-multipoint devices is limited
to 36 dBm. The EIRP for point-to-point devicesis not limited, but must be reduced
by 1 dB for every 3 dB of antenna gain above 6 dBi.

For example, a point-to-multipoint system using an antenna with a gain of 30
dBi would be restricted to an EIRP of 30 dBm + 30 dB - (30-6)/3 dB = 52 dBm.

The relationship between antenna gain and allowed EIRPis shownin Figure1.
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maximum allowed EIRP (dBm)

 
 

operation under P-P rules

Too fan nee een enon on enn 36 dBm

| operation under P-MPrules 
t’'‘11''''1’1
''''‘'‘

antenna gain (dBi)
6dBi

Figure 1: Diagram showing EIRP limits as per CFR 47, Part 15.247(b). Point-to-
multipoint systems must operate below 36 dBm EIRP regardless of antenna gain
and may not exceed 30 dBm transmitter power. Point-to-point systems may in-
crease EIRP above 36 dBmby 2 dB for each 3 dB increase in antenna gain.

A similar reduction in transmit poweris not required for point-to-point systems
in the 5725-5850 MHzband.

2.2. Characteristics of Conventional 802.11b Equipment

Specifications for transmit power, receiver sensitivity and claimed indoor range
were obtained from the data sheets for various manufacturer’s 802.11b WLAN

APsand client cards. The results are given in Table 2.

2.3. AP Antenna Gain

The AP antenna array gain has not yet been measured but an estimate can be ob-
tained from.its physical size and the antenna type. The antennagainis related to
its effective aperture by:

4nA

Gro va
 

Assuming the Agi is equal to the array’s cross-sectional area (typical for a
linear array with a reflector), a lm? array will have a gain at 2.4 GHz (A = 0.125
m) of about 256n, or about 30 dBi.

Smaller antennas will have correspondingly smaller gains. A half-height array
(1 x 0.5m) would have a gain of about 27 dBi.

4

-4-
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Transmit|Sensitivity|Sensitivity|Indoor

Make/Model Power 1 Mb/s 11 Mb/s Range

(dBm) (dBm) (dBm) (m)

Orinoco World PC Card 15 -94| -82 25
Intersil PrismII -84 37

Apple Airport 15 45
NokiaCHlo/ClilPc| 15 -84|20-100
card and A032 AP

| Ericsson PC Card PAI 1 20 -90 -84 75

Intel PRO/Wireless 18 20 -90 -83 30
2011B LAN AP

Intel PRO/Wireless 14-18 -87 -81 30
2011B LAN PCcard

Cisco 350 20 -94 -85 40

  
  

Table 2: Transmit powerlevels, receiver sensitivities and claimed indoorrange
for some conventional WLAN APsandclient cards. Sensitivities for Orinoco and
Prism I] measured at | x 10 > BER which is 8 x 107* FER for 1024-byte frame.
Range estimates are at 11 Mb/s. Orinoco range estimate is for a “closed” envi-
ronment. Apple range estimate is for “typical use.”” Ericsson range quoted for an
external antenna and an “office environment”.

wn
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Increasing the frequency to 5725 MHzincreases the gain of a equal-sized an-
tenna by (5725/2400)or about 7.5 dB (but also increases free-space loss by an
equal amount).

2.3.1 Gain Reduction dueto Scattering

Computations of antennagain andsidelobe level assumea single plane wave front
arriving at the antenna. In typical WLANinstallations the signal will arrive via
multipath scattering and there will be many angles of arrival. This will result in a
reduction in gain because signals arriving directions outside the main beamwill be
attenuated.

The exact degree of the gain reduction dependson the antenna pattern and the
angle of arrival distribution.

The resulting reduction in gain canbe significant. For example, in [1] median
gain reductions of 3 to 5 dB were observed for a 37 degree half-power beamwidth
antenna at 3mheights in a suburban scaltcring environment. Since our antenna has
a narrowcr beamwidthand the indoor environment exhibits more severe scattering,

the gain reduction maybesignificantly larger.
Onthe other hand, [2] reports that in most cases over half of the energy is con-

tained-in a single narrow angle ofarrival. Similar results showing several widely-
separated but discrete angles ofarrival are visible in the data reported in [3] and
[4].

The “separability” of the paths in [2] might be accounted for by a factor of
8 difference in frequency (19 GHz/2.4 GHz, which is a difference of 64 in far-
field distance) and the brick interior wall construction of the building tested that
increases the contribution of diffraction (single-direction) as compared to trans-

mission and scattering (many-direction) effects.
Anothereffect that will reduce the gain of the antenna when there are nearby

scatterers is that the wave fronts are not well approximated by plane waves and this
results in an additional loss of gain and increase in sideloberatio.

It should be possible to model the locations of the scatterers and compute the
resulting effective pattern and gain.

2.4 Client Antenna Gain ’

Only Ericsson provides a gain specification for their PC client card antenna (0 dBi).
This number agrees with measurements reported by others for other client cards.
Omnidirectional antennas used by enterprise APs have higher gains. For example,
the Nokia C950 has a gain of 2.5 dBi and the Cisco AIR-ANT3213 has a gain of
5.2 dBi.

6
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2.5 Client and AP Noise Figure

The Intersil Prism II receiver IC specifies a noise figure of about 2 dB. Lossesin
the antenna switch and bandpassfilter will increase this number, perhapsto 4 dB.
The Orinoco “Ruby”receiver IC has a noise figure of about 5 dB.

The Little Joe AP uses a 1 dB NF LNA and a circulator with | dB loss to
achieve a NF ofabout 2 dB.

The assumptionis that a client card chipset with an external LNA will be used
in Little Joe. The difference between typical client and predicted AP noise figures
is includedin the link budget.

This difference is also used when comparing the performanceofthe Little Joe
AP with conventional APs.

2.6 Effect of Shadow Fading

The path loss models described in Section 3 estimate the median path loss for a
givendistance. However, different locations with the same path distance will have
different path losses. These variations have been found to be normally distributed
when the path loss is expressed in dB. The standard deviation of the path loss
depends on the scattering cnvironment but typical values for office environments
are 3 to 6 dB.

We cannot increase the transmitter power to compensate for shadow fading
since the system is already operating at maximum transmit power levels. Instead,
the shadow fading reduces the fraction of the coverage area that can be serviced.

We will assumethe coveragearca is a circle or a ‘wedge’ of a circle so that we
can use the equations derived for circular cells [5]:

a= at
oV2

} 10nlogeb= -

oV/2

F(y- ; (1 —erf(a) + exp (; =) ! : at(4 *)I)
where y =: M is the link budget margin at the coverage boundary (dB), © is the
standard deviation of the fading (dB), and nis the path loss exponent. For other
coverage region shapes, a different expression must be derived or the value com-
puted through numerical integration.

0-%
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The percentage coverage computed above is an average over the whole cover-
age area and it may include large coverage “holes.”

Since shadow fading is caused by objects such as walls, bookcases, doors,etc.
we should expect the dimensions of the “holes” to be approximately the same as
the dimensions ofthe shadowing objects. This is unlike the Rayleigh fading where
the fades have dimensionsonthe order ofthe wavelength.

Because the average “hole” dimensions would be expecicdto be larger than the
inter-hole spacing requirement (1 meter), achieving this requirement may require
significant additional power (or reduced coverage area).

Unfortunately, I have not found published models for the spatial characteristics
of indoor shadow fading. Models for fade duration versus fade level are available
for Rayleigh fading. A similar analysis could be done for shadow fading if it
was considered necessary to quantify the impact onthe link budget of limiting
the coverage hole size.

2.7 Rayleigh Fading

A margin is usually included in a link budget to counter the effect of multipath
fading. For NLOS propagationthis fading is Rayleigh-distributed. The probability
that a Rayleigh distributed randomvariable r will be RX dB below the mean can be
approximated by:

P(r <R) = 1078/19

for R < 0.1. For example, the signal will be 10 dB below the mean about 10% of
the time and 20 dB below the mean about 1% ofthe time.

For typical indoorscatterers, the duration of the Rayleigh fades (tens or hun-
dreds of milliseconds) is slow relative to the frame duration (less than about 10
milliseconds).

The fading on antennas separatcd by a significant fraction of one wavelength
is weakly correlated. Many clients use switching diversity to combat Rayleigh
fading. The client’s receiver switches between two antennasuntil it finds a signal
that is sufficiently strong. This squares the probability of fading (to 10724),

Rayleigh fading affects data throughput rather than coverage. Not including
any fade margin would result in the channel being unavailable about 40%of the
time without diversity and about 16%ofthe time with two-antennadiversity. Al-
lowing a 10 dB Rayleigh fading link margin would meanthesignal was faded about
10%ofthe time without diversity and about 1%of the time with two-antennadi-
versity.

8
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The effect of Rayleigh fading on data throughputis difficult to compute be-
cause of complex interactions between frame loss and contention-control mecha-
nisms in the 802.11 MAC and congestion-control mechanisms in TCP/IP.

3 Path Loss Models

This section describes the models used to predict the outdoor-indoor and indoor-
indoorpathloss. Descriptions and experimental validation of these path loss mod-
els can be found in[6, 7, 8].

3.1. Propagation in Free Space (LOS)

Loss infree space is given by:

4

Lrs(d) = 20log ( nt)
in the far field (d > 2D?/2, d > D and d >> whereD is the largest dimension of
the antenna).

 

3.2 Propagation by Diffraction (NLOS)

For NLOS (non line-of-sight) paths, propagation is mainly by diffraction and a
power-lawpath loss formula is a good model:

L(d) = Lrs(do) + 10nlog(d/do)

where dg is a reference distance (lypically Im) and a is a value that depends onthe
geometryof the paths. For indoor NLOS pathsa is typically between 3 and 4.

3.3. Propagation by Transmission (OBS)

Whenpropagation is mainly by transmission through walls for floors, a simple
model is to modify the free-space path loss with a wall or floor aitcnuation factor
for each penctrated wall and/or floor:

Lops(d) = Les(@) + PwattMwait + Pfloor poor

where Pwart and Privo, are the numberof penetrated walls and floors respectively
and Wyain and Wyjoor attenuation constants that depend on the construction materi-
als.

9
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For same-fioor propagation through several walls, this model can be simplified
by substituting a constant attenuation per unit distance:

Lops(d) = Lrs(d) + ad

where « is the attenuation per meter, A typical value for of is 0.6 dB/m (resulting,
for example, from Wai of 4 dB per wall and a wall cvery 6 or 7 meters).

3.4 Outdoor-Indoor Path Loss

A model for outdoor-to-indoor propagation [9] and [10, section 4.2.9] combines
the OBS and LOS models and a correction for the angle of incidence:

2
D

L,(d) = Lyrs(S +d) +We+WG, (1 — 2) +max(I),12)
whereS, d, and D are in meters (see Figure 2), W, is a constant related to the
external wall construction (about 7dB for concrete walls with unshiclded windows)
and WG,is a similar constant for shallow angles of incidence (20 dB).

Theloss inside the building is modeled using:

Yl, = Wip

T) =a-(d—2) (1-2)
where W, is the additional loss per interior wall (4 dB per wall), p is the number of
walls passed, and o is the attenuation constant, about 0.6 dB/m.

If there is significant building penetration from several directions, the signal
levels from each direction should be computed separately and summed.

Note that the building penetration loss (W,.) may be 10 to 20 dB higher for
buildings with with low-emissivity (energy-cflicient, “low-E”) windowsthat have

or

metallic coatings.

3.5 Indoor-Indoor Path Loss

The power-law NLOS modelgiven aboveis usually used to model indoor-to-indoor
path loss.

-10
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Wi

“External wall,
We

— ‘
\_ Exterfial antenna

Figure 2: Model for COST 231 building penetration loss model. From {10}.

4 Conclusions

4.1 Results

The following table gives some estimates of the best-case, worst-case and best-
guess valucsofthe variablesin the link budget. ,

The very large range ofpossible values makesit clear that the system will not
meet requirements underall conditions. It is probably more useful to sce how Little
Joe performs relative to competing products as showninthe next section.

4.2. Spreadsheet Notes

An accompanying spreadshcet (Linkbudget .x1ls) can be used to compute the op-
erating link margin and percentage coverage on both the uplink and downlink.

The following notes explain the meanings of some of the itemsin the spread-
sheet. On the cells with heavy borders should be modified. Other cells contain
computed values.

free-space gain measured relative to the Butler matrix beam-side port. This is
ihe free-space gain as measured at an antenna range. It will include the
array factor, the element patter, efficiency and any apparent losses due to
phase/amplitude errors in the vector modulator.

The gain may be different on reccive and transmit due to differences in the
ability of the vector modulators to LNA and PA phase/amplitudeerrors.

effective aperture computed fromthe gain to give an approximate indication of
the physical antennasize required. It is not used elsewhere in the calcula-
tions.

MH
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Variable ~~|Best|Worst|Best-|Units

Case|Case|Guess

frequency , 24 5.7 2.4|GHz
AP free-space gain 30 20 24|dBi
APantenna gain reduction 0 20 10|dB
distance 50 200 100|m

path loss exponent 3 4 3.5|-
AP transmit power 22 25 24|dBm
client transmit power 20 15 15|dBm
client antenna gain 3 -3 0|dB
recciver sensitivity -85 -81 -84|dBm
AP LNANFadvantage 4 0 2|dB
path loss std. dev. 3 6 4|dB
downlink operating margin 49 -36 12|dB
uplink operating margin 51 -A6 5|dB
downlink percentage coverage|100 2 100|%
uplink percentage coverage 100 1 98|% 

Table 3: Link budget values used andresults.

straddle (crossover) lass the worst-case antenna gain after beam selection and
pointing. This will typically be at the edge of the outermost beam.

gain reduction dueto scattering see 2.3.1. Still not quantified.

minimum antenna gain the free-space gain reduced by the above twoeffects.

perpendicular distance (D), outdoor distance (5) see Figure 2.

indoor distance(d) note that d here is the indoor distance only, not the total path
distance.

Choose the Path Loss Type the spreadsheet can compute the link margin for e7-
ther the Indoor-Indoor or Outdoor-Indoorpaths. Enter 0 or | here to select

the appropriate path loss model to use.

transmit power (downlink) the AP transmit power. It is automatically filled in
as the maximum allowed by the FCC EIRP limits based on the free-space
antenna gain (see Section 2.1).

transmit power (uplink) the client transmit power. (see table 2).

D-te
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receive antenna gain this is the client antenna gain. Also used as the uplink trans-
mit antenna gain.

receiver sensitivity for a given bit rate (typically 11 Mb/s). See Table 2 for other
values.

LNA NF improvement the improvement in noise figure resulting from using an
LNAahead of the WLAN PCcard with the receiver sensitivity stated above.
It is the difference between the LNA and WLANPCcardnoise figures (as-

suming an LNA withsufficiently high gain).

operating margin the amount by which the mean received signal level excceds
the sensitivity at the given distance(d).

path loss std. dev. standard deviation of the shadow fading. See Section 2.6.

coverage at boundary fraction oflocations at the given distance (d) with positive
operating margin. This value may be more relevant as a measure of coverage
than the next.

coverage within cell fraction of locations within the complete coverage area (‘cell’)
with positive operating margin.

4.3 Coverage Relative to Competitors’ APs

For comparison purposes, the improvements in antenna gain, receiver noise fig-
ure and transmitter power are sufficient to estimate the increase in SNR and thus
the increase in range of Little Joe over conventional APs. The computationis as
follows:

Conventional 802.11 WLAN APsandclients operate at transmit powerlevels
of up to 20 dBm with 6 and 0 dBi antennasrespectively, resulting in EIRPs of 26
and 20 dBm. Typical receiver noise figures are about 4 dB.

Little Joe is designed to provide increased range due to: additional antenna gain
(up to 30 dBi), lower noise figure (by about 2 dB), and additional transmitter power
(the maximum allowed by the FCC Part 15 rules for point-to-point operation, 22
dBmfor a 30 dBi gain antenna).

On the downlink, Little Joe realizes an EIRP advantage of 26 dB comparedto
a conventional AP:

13
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| Conventional|Little Joe Improvement
AP AP

AP transmit power (dBm) 20 22 - 2
AP antenna gain (dBi) 6 30 24
EIRP (dBm) - - 26 52 26

  
 

Onthe uplink, Little Joe also realizes an advantage of 26 dB duc to the 24 dB
additional antenna gain and the 2 dB lower noisefigure:
 

 

 

Conventional | Little Joe|Improvement
AP AP

AP antenna gain (dB1) 6 30 24
AP noise figure (dB) 6 4 2
net improvement (dB) 0 26 [ 26

 
 

The attenuation, measured in dB, for indoor environments increases linearly
with distance. Typically the attenuation increases 3 to 4 times asfast as the dis-
tance. Thus an EIRP increase of 26 dB results in an increase in range of about 7.5

“dB” (about 5.5 times).
‘The value for the AP antenna gain does not take into account gain reductions

due to antenna efficiency, scattering, or pointing errors since these have not yet
been quantified. A reduction of 10 dB in gain would translate into a loss of about
3 dB in distance (about 2 times).

4.4 Issue Requiring Further Study

As mentionedearlier, an important issue is the reduction in antennaarray gain that
may result due to nearby scatterers.

It should be pointed out that the Part 15 FCC regulations require a reduction tn
transmit power by | dB for each 3 dB of gain above 6 dBi. This gives rise to the
paradoxical result that, in the case of uniform scattering field, a Little Joe system
using a 30 dBi antennawill be 8 dB ((30-6)/3) worse on the downlink than a simple
system using an omnidirectional 6 dBi antenna!

Another issue is the current lack of space diversity at the AP. The resulting
reduction in throughputis not captured in the link budget.
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Little Joe MAC Operation

The LittleJoe architecture has one WLAN APcard per beam. This allows each card
to operate with its own independent MACcontroller.

The MerlinFPGA allows each MACto detect transmissions (via the spoofed CCA
interface) and also to "hear" transmissions from other MACs (via the spoofed RX
interface) even whenthe cards are operating on different channels. If LittleJoe
does not use the MerlinFPGA (because it uses MerlinII or does no "fine" steering at
all) then DP1+ performance would suffer (CTS transmissions do not propagate
NAV values to the other APs).

All of the APs listen simultaneously but only one of them can transmit at a time.
Each card's MAC protocol enforces the "one transmitter at a time" rule through the
use of it's CCA circuitry.

Any transmission from any AP on any beam will interfere with and cause the loss
of any frames currently being received on other beams. However, since the APs on
different beams can hear each other's transmissions, there should be no collisions
after the initial downlink DATA or CTS frame (as a result of other beams setting
their NAV timers).

No special MAC software is required at the client. Each beam appears as a
different AP and a client associates with whichever beam it thinks is providing best

coverage.

RTS/CTS on Uplink

On the uplink, this "opportunistic" behavior gives preference to short frames
unless uplink RTS/CTS is used (the CTS will be received by the other AP beams,
they will obey their NAV timers and avoid interfering with ongoing uplink
reception).

This is deemed as a significant issue. We have decided to set the RTS/CTS
threshold to a small value (TBD) to enable the use of RTS/CTS on the uplink.

Traffic Shaping

To ensure fairness in access to the AP [Downlink Traffic Shaping] is suggested.
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  Optional

[C! Base Component
 

  
Calibration

DirectedPacket™ 1 802.11b

preemiees sutras

802.11b Channel Card §

cecsorommmnpisanes mre

802.11b Channel Card }

Optional Control Plane
Base Component
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Se sorcmiaeaetconpenert

la Channel Card §

 
came

802.1a Channel Card |

Optional Control Plane
Base Component 
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DirectedPacket™ 1 Packet Processor

 
 
 

 
 

 
   

 
Optional

[-# Base Component

Scalable

Noclient numberlimitation

NATGateway functionality

Capacity by adding Channel Cards
— 3 for 802.11b

— 4 for 802.1la

Capacity by adding additional panels
Capacity through “Beam Bonding”
In-Band Backhaul: Bridging via IEEE WDS
(Wireless Distribution System)
Three 10/100 Base FX SC connectors 
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Manageability

Industry standard CLI

Independent 10/100 management

SNMPvl, v2, v3

Web based management

HP OpenView support

Extensive MIB support (Bridging, Routing,
Enterprise extensions)

Provisioning

Zero Configuration
— 802.1X client authentication

* Out ofbox operation with popular OS

— Userdriven provisioning scenarios
+ Hot Spot
+ Enterprise

802.1X interfaces to global database for
authentication/provisioning information

— LDAP

~ RADIUS

DHCPserver/client functionality
Accounting via RADIUS
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Bridging

- 802.1 p/Q VLANtagging andpriorities
Full 802.1D bridging support

IEE WDS(Wireless Distribution System)
— Panel can bridge to other panels or capable AP

802.1s,w Loop detection

Beam Bonding: Combine channels for
larger aggregate throughput

Routing

Supports common Dynamic Routing
Protocols

— RIPv2, OSPF

VRRP (Virtual Router Redundancy
Protocol)

Static Routes

IPv6 capable 
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QoS & Enforcement

CBQ (Class Based Queuing)
Radius Authentication

Rate Limiting: CIR (Committed
Information Rate)

ACL (Access Control Lists)
— IP or MAC.

* 802.1X access control

Resiliency

¢ Topologyresilient
— OSPFand RIPv2

Connection resilient

— STP (Spanning Tree Protocol)
Routerresilient

— VRRP (HotStandby Router Protocol)

Multiple Beams provide redundancy
Optional redundant Packet Processor 
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Trouble-Shooting

Tilt meter with Audio

Managementtool to align antenna

Ability to detect change in alignment

GPS

Compass

Temperature

Thermostatically controlled fan
Automated Calibration
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Little Joe Digital
ELASH    

  
 

 
 

  
 RF

BaseBand   RF
BaseBand    

WLAN Extension          WLAN BackHaul 5 ’ = :- : J0/100FX|| LAN Extension
 

¢ 802.11b N-type connector

¢ 10/100 Base FX SC connector

- Adaptive Array provides AP and VIA
funtionality
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Extend the Network

* Steerable Array provides reach

* Side-haul via 802.11b N-type connector

¢ Side-haul via 10/100 FX connector

Manage The Network

Industry standard CLI

SNMPv1 with v2 community extensions
HTTP webinterface

Java plug-in for NMS (HP OpenView...) 
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Bridge The Network

* 802.1 p/Q vlan tagging and priorities

Route The Network

¢ [Pv4 forwarding

* IP ToS (Type of Service) Aware 
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- Make the Network Resilient

* Topologyresilient
— OSPF and RIPv2

¢ Connection resilient

~ STP (Spanning Tree Protocol)
¢ Router resilient

— VRRP(HotStandby Router Protocol)

Trouble-Shoot the Network

Tilt meter with Audio

GPS

Compass

Temperature

Thermostatically controlled fan 
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Shape the Network

¢ DiffServ

* CBQ (Class Based Queueing)

Enforce the Network

Radius Authentication

CIR (Committed Information Rate)

ACL(Access Control Lists)
802.1X Port based access control 


